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Judge advocates from the 82d Airborne Division 
participated in the annual commemoration of 
World War II’s Operation Market Garden. As part 
of the commemoration, the judge advocates 
jumped into Holland and France with allied 
force members. Pictured here is Military Justice 
Advisor Captain Patrick McCarthy collecting 
sand from the beaches of Normandy, France.  
(Photo courtesy of MAJ Brian Hartley)
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Court is Assembled
Foundations of Multinational Legal 
Interoperability

By Lieutenant Colonel Justin M. Marchesi

In a world of constant competition and 

rapid change, the United States stands 
with its allies and partners across the globe 
on defense matters of all varieties. This 
steadfast commitment to our shared security 

and prosperity provides a critical strategic 
advantage over the oppressive authoritarian 
regimes of our most problematic strategic 
competitors.1 For our armies, it requires that 
we hone and maintain our ability to act to-

gether coherently, effectively, and efficiently 
to achieve a myriad of tactical, operational, 
and strategic objectives.2

While multinational interoperability 
is most visibly pursued through equipment 
compatibility and standardization pro-
grams, essential human and procedural di-
mensions exist alongside these other more 
tangible efforts.3 By striving to achieve 
mutual understanding and respect for our 
national cultures, histories, and traditions, 
we enable the fundamentals that allow unity 
of effort and operational success in a coali-
tion environment. To these ends, the Judge 
Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps is uniquely 
suited to proactively develop our capacity 

British Brigadier Darren Stewart, Head of Operational 
Law at British Army Headquarters, visited the U.K. 
Legal Advisers supporting 2nd Brigade Combat 
Team, 1st Cavalry Division, during Combined Resolve 
XIII at the Joint Multinational Readiness Center at 
Hohenfels, Germany in January 2020. Also pictured: 
COL J.J. Merriam & LTC Justin Marchesi, U.S. Army 
judge advocates. (Credit: SGT Fiona Berndt)
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for legal interoperability with our allies and 
partners by leveraging the appreciation for 
the rule of law and the rules-based interna-
tional order that is deeply engrained in our 
national identities.

As a practical application of our 
mastery of the law,4 we must be able to 
successfully support the integration of allied 
and partner capabilities into a single, law-
fully-conducted, unified operation across 
each and every warfighting function. While 
we are more alike than we are different, 
important nuances in our legal, policy, and 
cultural frameworks impact the operational 
capabilities and limitations of each nation’s 
forces in a coalition environment. These 
include issues such as subtle, but important, 
differences in our concepts of self-defense 
and the law of armed conflict; the intrica-
cies of regional human rights regimes that 
might impact detention, intelligence, and 
civilian risk mitigation strategies; variances 
in substantive and procedural due process 
requirements for criminal and adminis-
trative investigations; and the inherent 
constitutional constraints imposed by fiscal 
law that can counterintuitively limit U.S. 
operations in ways that differ significantly 
from the more permissive rules that apply 
to most of our allies and partners.

While complex, our differences are not 
insurmountable. Year after year, the JAG 
Corps consistently refines the robust stra-
tegic engagement programs already in place 
with many of our closest allies and partners 
in an effort to foster mutual understanding. 
These efforts include long-term military 
personnel exchange program positions;5 
short-term training and exercise integra-
tion opportunities;6 information and lesson 
sharing arrangements;7 and many other 
formal and informal engagement events.

Significant organizational effort is 
committed to each of these institution-
al lines of effort, but success of the legal 
interoperability program writ large also 
depends on a cultural commitment within 
the JAG Corps itself. In line with the guid-
ing principles of the JAG Corps Constants,8 
individual Judge Advocate Legal Services 
members have a responsibility to master the 
legal aspects of their practice areas and to 
consider the broader application of that law 
on future operations the Army might be 
called upon to conduct. Through institu-

tional education, organizational training, 
and a personal commitment to lifelong 
learning, we must grow our understanding 
of each practice area into cross-disciplinary 
mastery that can be further informed 
through simple comparison with the laws, 
policies, and practices of our allies and 
partners.

This is a progressive process that 
should take place over the course of an 
entire career as we tap the reservoir of our 
intellectual curiosity to develop an under-
standing of how our laws, policies, and 
cultural identities might mesh with those 
of our international allies and partners. 
In most cases, this will not begin with 
deep, formalized, and time consuming 
comparative study. Rather, in the course 
of our normal duties, we should strive to 
simply take a few moments to consider 
how other countries might approach the 
same challenges we grapple with every day. 
Leaders and mentors play an important role 
in stoking the fire underlying our innate 
thirst for knowledge, and they help create 
an unremitting cycle of actively sought-out 
experience and guided self-development 
across the Judge Advocate Legal Services 
community.

Taken in the aggregate, these legal in-
teroperability efforts enable the delivery of 
holistic legal advice to the combined force 
that creates an invaluable degree of certain-
ty to commanders: reasonable expectations, 
verified operational facts and assumptions, 
and reliable behavior by every element of 
the collation. This naturally reduces the 
friction of ill-founded legal and cultur-
al assumptions and makes clear the true 
operational potential of the whole force. By 
deliberately creating a base of understand-
ing and shared multinational experience 
amongst the legal leaders of tomorrow, we 
will be ready and able to provide world-
class legal support to multinational efforts 
and to ensure conditions are set for success 
in what will undoubtedly be the coalition 
environment of battlefield-next. TAL

LTC	Justin	Marchesi	is	the	Solf-Warren	

Professor	and	Chair	of	the	National	Security	

Law Department at The Judge Advocate 

General’s Legal Center and School in 

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Notes

1. See, e.g., U.S. Dep’t of Navy et al., aDvaNtage at 
Sea: prevailiNg with iNtegrateD all-DomaiN Naval 
power (2020); U.S. Dep’t of Def., Summary of the 
2018 NatioNal DefeNSe Strategy of the uNiteD StateS 
of america (2018).

2. See U.S. Dep’t of army, reg. 34-1, iNteroperabil-
ity para. 1-6.a (9 Apr. 2020) [hereinafter ar 34-1]; 
Nato, aap-06, Nato gloSSary of termS aND 
DefiNitioNS (eNgliSh aND freNch) (2013).

3. ar 34-1, supra note 2, para. 1-8.c.

4. The Judge Advoc. Gen.’s Corps, U.S. Dep’t 
of Army, Four Constants (2021), https://www.
jagcnet.army.mil/Sites/jagc.nsf/0/46DCA0CA1EE-
75266852586C5004A681F/$File/US%20Army%20
JAG%20Corps%20Four%20Constants%20Smart%20
Card.pdf [hereinafter Four Constants].

5. At present, four formal Military Personnel Exchange 
Program positions have been established under Army 
Regulation 614-10 for majors and lieutenant colonels 
in the United Kingdom, Australia, and Poland, with 
future expansion to other allied and partner countries 
under consideration. See U.S. Dep’t of army, reg. 614-
10, army military perSoNNel exchaNge program with 
military ServiceS of other NatioNS (14 July 2011).

6. Coordinated primarily through the geographic 
Army Service Component Commands, these efforts 
span the range of exercise opportunities during Com-
bat Training Center rotations, major allied and partner 
nation exercises, and various local training events.

7. These were coordinated and executed through 
the Unified Combatant Commands, Army Service 
Component Commands, and the Center for Legal and 
Military Operations.

8. The Four Constants are Mastery of the Law, Prin-
cipled Counsel, Servant Leadership, and Stewardship. 
Four Constants, supra note 4.
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9/11 Remembrance
September 11th, 2001 Remembrance at 
TJAGLCS

By Fred L. Borch III & Lieutenant Colonel Jess Rankin

On 10 September 2021, The Judge Ad-
vocate General’s Legal Center and School 
(TJAGLCS) held a joint and allied remem-
brance marking the twenty years since 
al-Qaeda’s attacks on New York City and 

the Pentagon. After introductory remarks 
from TJAGLCS Commanding General 
Brigadier General Alison Martin and Reg-
imental Historian Mr. Fred Borch, repre-
sentatives from the Army, Navy, Air Force, 

Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, along with 
their counterparts from the United King-
dom and Germany, talked briefly about 
how their respective services and countries 
responded in the days, weeks, and months 
after the terrorist attack.

The event began with the playing of 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) hymn and the National Anthem. 
After an invocation by Chaplain (Major) 
Joshua Chittim, Brigadier General Martin 
provided a brief overview of what hap-
pened on the morning of September 11th. 
She highlighted the shock felt not only by 
Americans but by everyone in the world 
after the horrific attacks on the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon. The 9/11 
attack in the United States triggered Article 
5 of the NATO Charter, providing evidence 
of this sense of shared shock. Article 5 pro-

Taps is played in honor and memory of those who 
were lost on September 11th, 2001. (Credit: Jason 
Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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vides for collective defense for all NATO 
members.1 Thus the attacks on the World 
Trade Center and the Pentagon were also 
an attack on every NATO ally.  

Mr. Borch followed with remarks about 
the impact of 9/11 on the United States. 
Within hours of the attack, authorities 
closed all airspace in the United States and 
Canada. Three days after the attack, Con-
gress passed the Authorization for the Use of 
Military Force—which authorized then-Pres-
ident George W. Bush to invade Afghanistan 
to destroy al-Qaeda and the Taliban.2 Mr. 
Borch continued by mentioning that, in 
November 2001, President Bush issued a 
Military Order that created military commis-
sions to prosecute terrorists—commissions 
that exist to this day at Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba.3 Mr. Borch closed by mentioning 
that structural changes in the government 
followed the 9/11 attacks, including the en-
actment of the PATRIOT Act,4 the creation 
of the Department of Homeland Security, 
and the establishment of the Director of the 
Office of National Intelligence.

After pausing for a moment of silence 
at 8:46 a.m.—to commemorate the moment 
when American Airlines Flight 11 crashed 
into the north tower of the World Trade 
Center—the ceremony continued with 
Lieutenant Colonel Jess Rankin highlight-
ing the efforts of New York National Guard 
Soldiers in the hours after the attack. By 
the evening of September 11th, more than 
1,500 Soldiers were serving in New York 
City, providing security, logistical, and 
medical support to those in need.

Captain Keith Gibel, U.S. Navy, sum-
marized the Navy’s response. Naval aviators 
flew combat air patrol missions and set sail 
to guard America’s cities. The hospital ship 
U.S.N.S. Comfort deployed to New York 
City to provide much needed medical and 
logistical support for the thousands of first 
responders, firefighters, police officers, and 
other volunteers working at Ground Zero.

Marine aviators began making combat 
air patrols over the United States—a first 
in Marine Corps history according to 
Lieutenant Colonel David Seagraves, U.S. 
Marine Corps. Marine aircraft had previ-
ously flown such patrols only outside the 
United States. Marines at the Pentagon set 
up a command center near the building and, 
working alongside fellow Service members 

and civilians, played a large role in the 
rescue and recovery effort. 

“All available boats. This is the United 
States Coast Guard. Anyone who wants 
to help with the evacuation of lower 
Manhattan, report to Governors Island.”5 
With this powerful quote, Lieutenant 
Commander Emily Miletello, U.S. Coast 
Guard, explained in the aftermath of the 
attacks, the only way for Americans to leave 

lower Manhattan was by water. The Coast 
Guard, using its own vessels and with the 
assistance of some 150 tugboats, ferries, and 
recreational vehicles, ultimately evacuated 
some 500,000 people from the chaos and 
confusion of lower Manhattan.

Major Ryan Fisher, U.S. Air Force, 
noted the Air Force’s primary response to 
the 9/11 attacks began on 7 October, when 
U.S. Air Force B-1, B-2, and B-52 bombers, 

Lieutenant Commander Emily Miletello, U.S. Coast Guard Judge Advocate. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)

Captain Keith Gibel, U.S. Navy Judge Advocate. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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flying sorties around the clock, conducted 
air strikes against Taliban and al-Qaeda 
targets as part of Operation ENDURING 
FREEDOM.

The ceremony closed with reflections 
from representatives from the Unit-
ed Kingdom and Germany. Lieutenant 
Colonel Andrew Farquhar explained that 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair imme-
diately publicly pledged Britain “would 
stand ‘full square alongside the U.S.’ in the 
battle against terrorism.”6 Ultimately, some 
150,000 members of the British Armed 
Forces would go on to serve in Afghanistan. 
“Today, we are all Americans.”7 Lieutenant 
Colonel Jan Ganshow explained that Ger-
many also immediately stood in solidarity 
with the United States—and that Germany 
would and must honor its obligations under 
the NATO Treaty. Members of the German 
armed forces would also serve in Afghan-
istan alongside Americans in the fight 
against terrorism. 

Lieutenant Colonel Rankin then noted 
that, at 9:03 a.m., United Airlines Flight 
175 hit the south tower of the World Trade 
Center, and that, at 9:37 a.m., American 
Airlines Flight 77 crashed into the Penta-
gon. At 10:03 a.m., United Airlines Flight 
93 crashed into a field outside Shanksville, 
Pennsylvania, after passengers on that flight 
fought the terrorists to regain control of 
the airplane. While they did not succeed 
in taking control, the heroic passengers 
did prevent an attack on either the White 
House or the Capitol.

September 11th, 2001 was not just an 
American tragedy, but a global one. Citi-
zens of more than seventy-eight countries 
were killed that day, including individuals 
from the United Kingdom and Germany. 
The ceremony closed with the playing of 
Taps—a somber but fitting end, twenty 
years after a day of great loss, sacrifice, and 
heroism. TAL 

Mr. Borch is the Regimental Historian, Archivist, 

and	Professor	of	Legal	History	and	Leadership	at	

The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and 

School in Charlottesville, Virginia.

LTC Rankin is the Director, Training 

Developments Directorate, at The Judge 

Advocate General’s Legal Center and School in 

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Notes

1. N. Atl. Treaty Org. Charter, art. 5.

2. Authorization for the Use of Military Force, Pub. L. 
107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (2001).

3. Military Order of November 13, 2001—Detention, 
Treatment, and Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the 
War Against Terrorism, 66 Fed. Reg. 57,831 (Nov. 
13, 2001).

4. Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing 
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct 

Terrorism (USA PATRIOT ACT) Act of 2001, Pub. L. 
107-56, 115 Stat. 272 (2001).

5. Lieutenant Michael Day, U.S. Coast Guard (Sept. 
11, 2001), https://www.smithsonianmag.com/histo-
ry/911-flotilla-boats-evacuated-500000-new-york-
ers-safety-180978614/.

6. N.Y. Times, Reuters, AP, Agence France-Presse, 
Reaction	from	Around	the	World, N.y. timeS (Sept. 12, 
2001), https://www.nytimes.com/2001/09/12/us/
reaction-from-around-the-world.html.

7. Today, We Are All Americans, le moNDe (Sept. 12, 
2001).

Lieutenant Colonel Andrew Farquhar, British Army Legal Services Exchange Officer. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)

Major Ryan Fisher, U.S. Air Force Judge Advocate. (Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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News & Notes
Photo 1

Members of 2-2 Stryker Brigade Combat 
Team and 7th Infantry Division work hard 
at the National Training Center Rotation 
21-09. 2-2’s rotation was the 400th unit to 
go through NTC. The team photo in front 
of the 2-2 painted rock features (L to R): 
SPC Zachary Brown, CPT Sophia Ch-
ua-Rubenfeld, CPT Jonathon Krisko, PFC 
Taylor Cheff, CPT Shawn Delancey, and 
MAJ Timothy Davis (OC/T).

Photo 2 

SPC Kadeem Gadson (L) CPT Michael 
Robinson (R), Fort Jackson Trial Defense 
Service, completed a 12-mile ruck in 2 
hours and 33 minutes.

Photo 3 

On 20 August 2021, the OSJA for SE-
TAF-AF along with members of the 173d 
Airborne and the Camp Darby team, toured 
the open air World War I battleground 
of Cinque Torri. The paralegals led the 

1 2

3

4

5
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historical tour of the artillery sites, pre-
served trenches, and observation posts; the 
judge advocates then led the discussion on 
leadership and lessons learned.

Photo 4

CPT Pete Couto and SPC Patrick Ancar-
row, SETAF-AF, earned the coveted Expert 
Soldier Badge! Over the course of three 
weeks, they completed a tough two-week 
train-up and an extremely challenging week 
of testing. The ESB assessed their medical, 

tactical, and physical skills culminating in a 
12-mile road march. Pictured (L to R): Mr. 
Brent Fitch, MAJ Robert Gotheridge, CPT 
Pete Couto, SPC Patrick Ancarrow, CPT 
Zach Zilai, and MAJ Joey Smith. 

Photo 5

On 17 November 2021, the 1st Armored 
Division & Fort Bliss OSJA conducted a 
staff ride to the Trinity Site located outside 
of White Sand Missile Range, New Mexico. 
Once there, the OSJA conduct analysis of 

President Truman’s decision to test and 
subsequently use a nuclear bomb during 
World War II.

Photo 6

The 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 
1st Armored Division, brigade legal section 
successfully completed National Training 
Center Rotation 21-10 and celebrated with 
a group photo on Painted Rocks. Pic-
tured: SFC Shane Wheeler (OC/T), CPT 
Christian Hewitt (NSL JA), SSG Jasmine 
Warren (16 BEB Paralegal NCO), MAJ 
Carlos Ramirez-Vazquez (BJA), Maj (UK) 
Jon Harris (UK Legal Exchange Officer), 
and MAJ Tim Davis (Sr. Legal OC/T). 
Not pictured: SSG Naphese Govan (Acting 
NCOIC), SGT Sebastian Van Rooyen (6-1 
Cav Paralegal NCO), and SGT Michlo Bo-
canegra (4-70 AR Paralegal NCO). 

Photo 7

In memoriam of the Army JAG Corps 
members lost in combat throughout twenty 
years of the Global War on Terror, the 
Order of the JAGWAR administered a 
memorial “Triple-R Challenge” on the 20th 
anniversary of the 9/11 attacks at Fort 
Bragg, NC. XVIII Airborne Corps judge 
advocates, paralegals, and civilians were 
joined by spouses and friends to undertake 
this grueling event to honor our fallen 
fellow dual professionals.

Photo 8

7th Legal Operations Detachment Soldiers 
were presented with The Humanitarian 
Service Medal for distinguished participa-
tion in support of COVID-19 operations. 
On 12 September 2021, COL Sean M. 
Connolly, Commander, 7th LOD, pre-
sented Medals to LTC Mark Boone, LTC 
John Flammer, SFC Raymond Barry, CPT 
August Montgomery, CPT Sean Glenden-
ing, and SSG Arthur Taylor for meritorious 
service of a humanitarian nature in July 
2020.  Pictured (L to R):  LTC Anece Bax-
ter-White, Deputy Commander, 7th LOD; 
LTC Mark Boone; LTC John Flammer; 
COL Connolly; SFC Barry; CPT Montgom-
ery; and SFC Eric Radder, Acting CPLNCO, 
7th LOD.  Not pictured:  CPT Glendening 
and SSG Taylor.

6
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“Book” 
Review
Top Ten Military 
Justice Movies

Reviewed by Major Benjamin M. Joslin

Life	imitates	art	far	more	than	Art	imitates	life.
1

When I deployed to Afghanistan in 

October 2020, Department of Defense 
policy required fourteen days of Restriction 
of Movement (ROM) before most overseas 
travel due to the COVID-19 pandemic.2 
For me, that meant two weeks in a hotel 
room. Realizing I would need a hobby to 
pass the time in ROM, I decided to watch 
every military justice movie I could find. 

This article lists my ranking of the top ten 
military justice movies, which I define as 
films featuring a court-martial or military 
tribunal as central to the plot. While there 
are certainly more serious topics to write 
about, each film on this list should cause 
military justice practitioners both reflection 
and enjoyment. Moreover, these films pro-
vide real-world lessons for judge advocates 
(JAs) and paralegals on a range of relevant 
topics. The films were selected based on 
their intriguing stories and profound 
messages. The list will include some plot 
features and context of each movie; but, to 
avoid spoilers, it will not discuss the results 
of the featured trials.

10. Judgment at Nuremberg (1961)

This stunning and thought-provoking film 
is an adapted version of a true story, The 
Justice Case,3 in the Nuremberg Military 
Tribunals.4 Four Nazi judges are tried in a 
U.S. military tribunal convened in Nurem-
berg, Germany in 1948 for “murder, bru-
talities, torture, atrocities.”5 The prosecutor 
at the tribunal, a U.S. Army JA colonel, 
notes that the judges have come full circle 
to sit where they are as defendants. “Here, 
they’ll receive the justice they denied others. 
They’ll be judged according to the evidence 
presented in this courtroom.”6 The tribu-
nal is comprised of three American judges. 
This, according to the prosecutor, is be-
cause “only a Judge knows how much more 
a court is, than a courtroom. It is a process, 
and a spirit. It is the House of Law.”7

The prosecution’s case is that the 
accused “share responsibility for the most 
malignant, most calculated, most devastat-
ing crimes in the history of all mankind.”8 
On the other hand, the defense counsel 
paints his clients as dutiful patriots who 
merely performed their job as non-com-
batants: “Should [these judges] have carried 
out the laws of their country, or should they 
have refused to carry them out and become 
traitors? This is the crux of the issue at 
the bottom of this trial.”9 Through video 
evidence, the prosecution clearly establishes 
that the Nazis committed horrible crimes 
against humanity during the Holocaust. It 
further establishes that the accused judges 
swore oaths of allegiance to Adolf Hitler 
and wore swastikas on their robes. But the 
prosecution struggles to provide evidence 

of a direct, concrete link between the de-
fendants and the atrocities committed. This 
challenge is likely due to several factors, in-
cluding the extensive murders by the Nazis 
of those who might otherwise be witnesses, 
the reluctance of living Germans to admit 
insider knowledge of the Nazi system, and 
the separation between the judges’ roles and 
the actual commission of the terrible Nazi 
crimes. However, just as it appears that the 
prosecution’s case may fall short, one of the 
defendants insists on taking the stand over 
his own counsel’s objection. Will the out-
come of this case reflect accountability for 
those who facilitated crimes against human-
ity, or will the complexities of international 
criminal law keep the defendants free from 
criminal responsibility?

Two key professional development 
points resonate from this film. First, “[t]he 
basis of this case is, of course, the conflict 
between allegiance to international law and 
to the laws of one’s own country.”10 Most 
Soldiers, and all JAs, are familiar with the 
basic principle that Soldiers have a duty 
to disobey unlawful orders.11 But what if 
the orders are lawful under domestic law, 
yet unlawful according to international 
law? Can (and should) Soldiers or others 
involved in the system be held criminally 
liable?12 Second, how far do aiding and 
abetting laws extend criminal liability past 
the actual perpetrator of the offense?13 In 
this case, the defense counsel argues that 
it would set an unsustainable precedent to 
hold judges criminally responsible for Nazi 
atrocities committed outside their presence. 
On the other hand, if the judges facilitated a 
system that they knew was producing hor-
rific crimes against humanity, why should 
the law allow them to escape criminal 
responsibility?

The presiding judge in Judgment at 

Nuremberg delivers an important speech at 
the end of the film, explaining the decisions 
reached and the tribunal’s rationale. It is a 
must-watch for JAs and paralegals.

9. The Rack (1956)

“Every Soldier has his breaking point, his 
horizon of endurable anguish.”14 A decorat-
ed infantry captain arrives home from the 
Korean War, where he has served for three 
years—including two in a Chinese prisoner 
of war (POW) camp. Soon after his return 
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he is served with court-martial charges for 
“collaborating with the enemy.”15

The accused’s assigned defense counsel, 
an Army JA lieutenant colonel, believes 
there may be a valid defense: “I don’t know 
how I would have held up in your position, 
but I kind of think I might have done about 
the same. I think anyone would have who 
went through what you did.”16

At trial, prosecution witnesses reveal 
that the accused served as a Chinese pro-
paganda spokesperson in the camp, and 
even signed leaflets attempting to convince 
Americans to fight for the enemy: “Turn 

your guns against those officers who are 
leading you in this unjust and criminal 
war.”17 Another witness testifies that the 
accused foiled a POW escape plot by re-
vealing it to the Chinese guards. However, 
on cross, the witnesses concede that the 
accused seemed “terrified” during the rare 
occasions they saw him in the camp, and 
they “could not possibly know under what 
circumstances he signed the leaflet.”18 The 
defense counsel admits his client commit-
ted the acts in question, but argues that it 
was only because he reached his breaking 
point: “We find ourselves having to judge 
a man who committed certain acts under 
duress, where the mind can be placed upon 
‘the rack,’ and made to suffer agony for 
which there is no measure . . . . Therefore, 
although he does not deny his part in the 
misdeeds that were committed, he does 
deny that they were committed willingly, 
willfully, or knowingly.”19 Will the court 
members have any sympathy for an officer 
who turned against his country, regardless 
of the circumstances?

“Coercion or duress” is20 (and was, at 
the time of the Korean War)21 a complete 

defense to Article 103b (formerly 104), 
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 
“Aiding the Enemy.”22 The court members 
in The Rack resolve the question of wheth-
er the defense applies in this case, and they 
are likely correct based on the letter of the 
law.23 However, military justice practi-
tioners will benefit from a robust discus-
sion as to whether duress should protect 
the accused from criminal responsibility 
here.24 Could lack of mental responsibility 
also be a relevant defense in this case?25 
Next, many JAs have given Code of Con-
duct26 briefings to Soldiers.27 The Code of 

Conduct was written and published in the 
aftermath of the Korean War to provide a 
“simple, easily understood code to gov-
ern [American Soldiers’] conduct while a 
prisoner of war.”28 The Code is clear that 
Soldiers may “give no information nor 
take any part in any action which might be 
harmful to [their] comrades,” but also uses 
terms that imply our government recog-
nizes a gray area when it comes to Soldiers 
subjected to physical or mental torture.29 
Specifically, The Code instructs Soldiers 
to “resist by all means available,” and “evade 
answering further questions	to	the	utmost	of	
[their abilities],” suggesting there is a differ-
ence between a collaborator and a resister, 
who only after having been physically or 
mentally tortured, complies with a captor’s 
demand in order to preserve life or limb.30 
Had the Code existed during the Korean 
War, would the accused’s conduct in The 

Rack have complied with it?31 And how 
does the Code interplay with criminal law, 
if at all?32

Watch The Rack until the end to see 
the court-martial’s findings: “The accused 
will rise and face the court.”33

8. The Court-Martial of 

Billy Mitchell (1955)

In today’s military, there are several fora in 
which Soldiers can lawfully make recom-
mendations for policy change, pitch their 
ideas for systemic improvement, and even 
lodge complaints against their superiors.34 
In the 1920s, that may not have been the 
case.

Based on a true story, The	Court-Martial	

of	Billy	Mitchell opens with a shot of the 
filing cabinet where the real life “Record of 
Trial, Colonel William Mitchell” is stored.35 
“Billy” Mitchell is the passionate command-
er of the underfunded and underappreciated 
U.S. Army “Air Service.” He advocates 
regularly to higher headquarters for more 
focus and funding on the Army’s air assets. 
“One of these days, half the world will be 
in ruins from the air. I want this country to 
be in the other half.”36 Unfortunately, his 
pleas fall on deaf ears: “Where’s the money 
coming from? There’s not even enough to 
go around for the Army and Navy now.”37

Colonel Mitchell writes a letter a day 
seeking more funding, but after multiple 
high-profile aviation accidents result in pre-
ventable pilot and aircrew deaths, he decides 
he must take more drastic action: “I would 
not be keeping faith with my dead comrades 
if I kept quiet any longer.”38 Colonel Mitchell 
convenes the press and states, “These acci-
dents are the direct result of incompetence, 
criminal negligence, and the almost treason-
able administration of our national defense 
by the Navy and the War Department.”39 
He is promptly court-martialed for allegedly 
violating the 96th Article of War, the prede-
cessor to today’s Article 134, UCMJ.40 Article 
96 was “[t]he catch-all clause [] [c]over[ed] 
everything from kicking a horse to kissing a 
sergeant.”41 At trial, the prosecution attempts 
to keep the case simple and straightforward: 
“Did or did not the accused make the news-
paper statements attributed to him? If he did, 
he’s guilty.”42 On the other hand, the defense 
argues that Colonel Mitchell can’t be guilty if 
his public statements regarding the military’s 
incompetence were true.43

Does the court-martial panel—a “who’s 
who”44 of senior general officers—care about 
the truth in Colonel Mitchell’s statements, 
or do they take the prosecution’s view that 
this is a simple case of a Soldier improperly 
bypassing the chain of command?

“We find ourselves having to judge a man who committed 
certain acts under duress, where the mind can be placed 
upon ‘the rack,’ and made to suffer agony for which there 

is no measure . . . . Therefore, although he does not deny his 
part in the misdeeds that were committed, he does deny that 

they were committed willingly, willfully, or knowingly.”
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The	Court-Martial	of	Billy	Mitchell 
features at least two key legal issues worth 
discussion. First, does the truth or non-
truth of Colonel Mitchell’s public statement 
impact his guilt or innocence? In other 
words, may witnesses be called by both 
sides to corroborate or refute Colonel 
Mitchell’s assertions regarding the “incom-
petence” of the Navy and War Department? 
In this movie, the court members vote to 
allow such “justification” witnesses, since 
“the whole foundation of our legal system 
and of our country for that matter, rests 
on the right of a man to defend himself.”45 
Would such witnesses be allowed in a 
modern court-martial for an offense similar 
to Colonel Mitchell’s? The truthfulness of a 
statement made in violation of Articles 88, 
89, and 91, UCMJ, is immaterial, but what 
about Article 134?46 Second, where does 
a Soldier’s right to raise important issues 
end and criminal conduct begin? Colonel 
Mitchell testifies, 

I’ve been wearing the uniform of the 
United States Army most of my adult 
life, and I’ve worn it with pride. But 
if being a good Soldier is your kind 
of good Soldier, unable to think for 
himself and say what he thinks, of 
being narrow and blind and insensi-
ble to a higher duty, you can have the 
uniform and all that goes with it.47

Of course, Soldiers should raise safety 
and national security issues when they see 
them, but they also do not have the right 
to go directly to the media whenever they 
disagree with a military policy or decision, 
as Mitchell did. Is there a clear line?48 In 
Colonel Mitchell’s case, history has looked 
kindly upon him. He is widely considered 
“one of the greatest airmen in history.”49

7. Hart’s War (2002)

In late 1944, Lieutenant Thomas Hart, a 
Yale law student-turned Army staff officer, 
is captured by the Germans and sent to 
a POW stalag deep in enemy territory. 
There, Hart witnesses captured Tuskegee 
Airmen50 face severe taunting and discrim-
ination from their own countrymen. One 
night, an aggressively racist U.S. Soldier in 
the camp is found dead, and a Black pilot is 
seen standing over the body.

German guards move to summarily ex-
ecute the pilot, but the Prisoners’ Represen-
tative,51 a fourth-generation-military West 
Point graduate colonel, knows the pilot is 
innocent. He intervenes and requests the 
German camp commandant to allow the 
U.S. POWs to administer internal justice, 
arguing that the suspected killer has a right 
to a trial. The commandant acquiesces, 

seeing an opportunity to sow division and 
discord between Americans: “Ah, a trial. A 
court-martial. Like in your American mov-
ies? Yes? That should be fun.”52 Lieutenant 
Hart is detailed as defense counsel.

Testimony at trial reveals deep-seated 
prejudices in some U.S. Soldiers, to the 
camp commandant’s delight. One prosecu-
tion witness suggests “colored” men cannot 
control themselves.53 Another witness 
falsely claims he personally witnessed the 
accused snap the neck of the decedent.54 
Meanwhile, Hart zealously advocates for his 
client by raising due process objections. The 
court-martial is apparently playing right 
into the hands of the German commandant. 
“He might have been better off in Alabama. 
Lynchings are over in minutes. The kind 
of justice he’s suffering here is far crueler.”55 
However, on the eve of closing arguments, 
Hart learns that the senior ranking U.S. 
officer has a bigger purpose for this trial. 
The colonel admonishes Hart: “make any 
summation you like,” but do not “fuck with 
this operation in any way.”56 Can Hart 
preserve his innocent client’s life while still 
facilitating the mission?

This film provokes reflection on mul-
tiple topics familiar to JAs, including the 
Geneva Convention Relative to the Treat-
ment of Prisoners of War57 and the Code 
of Conduct,58 but the key lessons in Hart’s 

War come from the featured court-martial. 
First, the case is a reminder that racism in 
the military justice system can come from 
many sources—including witnesses. During 
World War II, de jure racism was military 
policy, with segregated units and facili-

ties.59 De jure discrimination is, of course, 
no longer military policy, but race can still 
play a subtle role in all aspects of the justice 
process,60 and it is important for military 
justice practitioners to maintain awareness 
of this fact. Second, an underlying theme in 
the Hart’s War trial is the balance between 
military necessity and justice. The accused 
pilot’s due process is severely limited due 

to mission requirements. Does the purpose 
of the military justice system shift during 
wartime?61 When a contradiction exists 
between military mission and due process, 
which should prevail?

Hart is unwilling to stand by while his 
innocent client is denied justice, but strug-
gles to reconcile a strong defense with the 
best interests of his country’s war efforts. 
This clash contributes to a great plot and an 
even better ending.

6. The Caine Mutiny (1954)

The U.S.S. Caine is a minesweeper serving 
in the Pacific theater during World War II. 
After eighteen months of combat, the “men 
act like a bunch of cutthroats and the decks 
look like a Singapore junk.”62 A new captain 
comes on board, seeking to run a tight ship 
by the book, regardless of the cost. At first, 
he cleans things up nicely; but his disci-
plinary focus quickly gives way to obsession 
over minutia at the expense of the mission. 
While he is busy personally reprimanding a 
Soldier for an untucked shirttail, the Caine 
turns in a circle and cuts its own towline. In 
another incident, the captain’s compulsive 
behavior results in combat ineffectiveness 
during a key mission.

The captain’s pattern becomes more 
apparent and severe. The executive officer 
and other officers of the ship consid-
er whether their boss may be mentally 
unstable. They debate relieving him under 
“Article 184 of Naval Regulations”: “It is 
conceivable that most unusual and extraor-
dinary circumstances may arise in which 
the relief from duty of a commanding offi-

“Note the time. Captain, I’m sorry, but you’re a sick 
man. I’m relieving you as Captain of this ship.”
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cer by a subordinate becomes necessary.”63 
One night during a dangerous storm, the 
captain insists that the Caine must continue 
to “run with our stern to the wind” even 
though this course puts it at grave risk of 
going down. On the brink of disaster, and 
with perhaps no other choice to save the 
men and the ship, the executive officer or-
ders the helmsman to turn against the wind. 
He says, “Note the time. Captain, I’m sorry, 
but you’re a sick man. I’m relieving you as 
Captain of this ship.”64 The executive officer 
maneuvers the ship safely out of the storm, 
but when the Caine returns to U.S. soil he is 
promptly court-martialed for mutiny.

The assigned defense counsel assesses 
the case and bluntly tells his client: “You 
have an excellent chance of being hanged.”65 
Will the members find that the accused 
properly invoked “Article 184” to save the 
Caine and its men, or find him guilty of 
mutiny on penalty of death?

The court-martial depicted in The 

Caine Mutiny contains fantastic courtroom 
scenes and top-notch entertainment value. 
This trial certainly serves as a reminder 
to both sides to prepare their witnesses 
for cross-examination. Above all, though, 
this film raises the question of whether 
any possible conditions would allow for 
a lawful and appropriate relief of a failing 
commander in the field by subordinates 
in a modern U.S. Army unit. Cut off from 
communication during combat, could a real 
world executive officer relieve their com-
pany commander due to mental instability 
or a repeated failure to safely perform the 
mission? The Army does not have an equiv-
alent of the fictional “Article 184 of Naval 
Regulations,” but practitioners researching 
and discussing this question would do well 
to begin with Army Regulation 600-20, 
paragraph 2–9,66 Article 94, UCMJ,67 and 
Rule for Courts-Martial 916(c),68 outlining 
the defense of “Justification.”69

As for the accused executive officer of 
the Caine, his fate rests on the deposed ship 
captain’s performance under cross-exam-
ination by a stellar JA defense attorney.

5. Paths of Glory (1957)

“The paths of glory lead but to the grave.”70 
So goes the elegy from which the title of 
this film derives. Paths	of	Glory	is based on a 
book of the same name, written by a World 

War I veteran and loosely based on a true 
story.71

“By 1916, after two grisly years of 
trench warfare . . . successful attacks are 
measured in hundreds of yards, and paid 
for in lives by hundreds of thousands.”72 A 
French division commander receives orders 
to take “the Ant Hill.” “It’s the key to the 
whole German position in this sector.”73 
Unfortunately, it’s a suicide mission, since 
what’s left of the Division “is in no position 
to even hold the Ant Hill, let alone take 
it.”74 But orders are orders, especially when 
another star and a Corps command are on 
the table.

Disregarding the predicted casualty 
rate of more than half the attacking force 
and the extremely low odds of mission 
success, the commanding general passes 
the order down the chain with gusto, but 
with little assistance or guidance, saying 
“All France is depending on you.”75 The 
operation predictably fails. Scores of sol-
diers are killed, others are forced to retreat, 
and many more are unable to even leave 
their own trenches because of suppressing 
German machine-gun fire. However, rather 
than reflect on the impossibility of the 
mission, the commanding general instead 
convenes a court-martial. He orders one 
man randomly chosen from each company 
in the first wave of the attack to be “tried, 
under penalty of death, for cowardice.”76

A bold colonel (the commander who 
courageously led the failed mission) volun-
teers to serve as defense counsel. Coinci-
dentally, before the war he was “perhaps the 
foremost criminal lawyer in all of France.”77 
In this case, he faces an altogether new 
challenge: blatant unlawful command influ-
ence.78 The commanding general, who has 
already made his position well known to 
the jurors—“if those little sweethearts won’t 
face German bullets, they’ll face French 
ones!”79—personally observes the trial.

The prosecution’s case is simple: orders 
are orders. “The failed attack was a stain on 
the flag of France. A blot on the honor of 
every man, woman, and child in the French 
nation.”80 On the other hand, the defense 
counsel attempts to argue the nuance of 
the situation: when a Soldier faces definite 
death for no possible military benefit, cer-
tainly he shouldn’t be expected to continue 
to advance alone. Can the members reach 

any verdict other than the one their com-
manding general clearly wants?

Every JA is familiar with the modern 
prohibition on unlawful command influ-
ence in the military. This film highlights 
why military justice can never be just if 
there is unlawful command influence. The 
convening authority in Paths	of	Glory is 
personally interested in the outcome of the 
trial out of career-based self-interest. He 
appoints his own staff as court-martial ju-
rors and makes clear to them his preferred 
outcome. While real-world examples in the 
modern U.S. Army are unlikely to be this 
extreme, even minor hints or perceptions 
of unlawful command interest in a specified 
outcome can have determinative effects on 
case results. If the commanding general in 
this film had a staff judge advocate, what 
would they have advised? What would they 
have done in the event that this advice was 
not followed? The second military justice 
question raised in Paths	of	Glory is whether 
all orders apparently relating to a military 
mission are lawful. Even an order pur-
portedly connected to a lawful command 
end can be unlawful if its sole purpose is to 
accomplish some private end, or it is arbi-
trary and unreasonable.81 In this film, was 
the commanding general’s order to attack 
the Ant Hill in this film a lawful one, even 
though he knew it was a “suicide mission”?

It is highly unlikely that the defense 
counsel in Paths	of	Glory would have been 
successful with any motions to dismiss 
for unlawful command influence or an 
unlawful order. As counsel himself put 
it during closing argument, “[t]he attack 
yesterday morning was no stain on the 
honor of France, and certainly no disgrace 
to the fighting men of this nation. But this 
court martial is such a stain, and such a 
disgrace.”82

4. The Court-Martial of 

Jackie Robinson (1990)

Jackie Robinson is an Army second lieu-
tenant, stationed at Camp Hood, Tex-
as—“where Satan’s step-brother, Jim Crow, 
reigns supreme”83—during World War II. 
Though he was an athletic stand-out in 
college, he has not yet considered joining 
the Brooklyn Dodgers as the first Afri-
can-American person to ever play Major 
League Baseball.84
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Lieutenant Robinson serves as a pla-
toon leader in a tank battalion preparing to 
deploy overseas. One afternoon, he boards 
an inter-post bus and sits in a middle seat. 
When ordered to move to the back of the 
bus by the racist bus driver, Lieutenant 
Robinson declines. He responds calmly and 
correctly, “I’ll sit where I please. Regulations 
forbid segregation on any Army transpor-
tation.”85 The driver reports him to the 
Military Police (MP), who are no help at all. 
They gratuitously use the n-word toward 
Lieutenant Robinson, and do not accord 
him nearly the respect due to a superior 
commissioned officer. Lieutenant Robin-
son, understandably reaching the limits of 
his patience, tells one MP sergeant: “call 
me [the n-word] again, and I’ll break you 
in two.”86 He also becomes frustrated—and 
voices his frustration—with an MP cap-
tain at the station after being treated like a 
second-class citizen and called the n-word 
repeatedly. Lieutenant Robinson is soon 
placed under arrest. The MP captain says, 
“[t]his is the south, boy. Custom and tradi-
tion die hard.”87

Court-martial charges subsequently 
preferred against Lieutenant Robinson 
include: insubordination, disturbing the 
peace, conduct unbecoming an officer, and 
violation of an order. The accused is repre-
sented by a fiery JA lieutenant, who notes: 

“The charges should read ‘overt discrimi-
nation, disrespect to an officer, unlawful 
detention, and harassment.’ Lieutenant 
Robinson should be sitting on the other 
side of this courtroom.”88 Conversely, the 
prosecutor attempts to move the trial away 
from any racial connotation, and seeks to 
streamline the case solely as an issue of 
good order and discipline. Will the Camp 
Hood jury, six out of seven of whom are 
White officers in a segregated Army in the 
Jim Crow south, reach a just verdict in an 
unjust prosecution?

Based on a true story, this movie serves 
as another reminder of the relatively recent 
de jure racial discrimination in our armed 
forces and the importance of being aware 
of conscious or subconscious racial biases 
in all stages of the justice process. Often-
times, case files can be impacted by racial 
biases before they ever even reach a JA. If 
this case file reached a trial counsel’s desk 
today, how would the trial counsel respond? 
Would they find probable cause that Lieu-
tenant Robinson committed any offenses, 
or would they open an investigation into 
Equal Opportunity discrimination by the 
MPs? The	Court-Martial	of	Jackie	Robinson 
is also a reminder that the cases we try do 
not just impact individual lives, but can also 
change history. Jackie Robinson’s military 
trial undoubtedly impacted his incredi-
ble life story in many ways, perhaps even 
influencing his successful baseball career 
as the first African-American player in the 
major leagues. In real life, “[t]he character 
and resiliency Robinson displayed at his 
court-martial when his reputation, career, 
and freedom was on the line were precisely 
the qualities that Branch Rickey, President 
and General Manager of the Brooklyn 
Dodgers, was looking for when he selected 
Robinson” to be the first African-Ameri-
can player in Major League Baseball.89 Had 
Lieutenant Robinson’s defense counsel not 
prepared so thoroughly, and so passionately 
and eloquently defended him, one never 
knows how baseball (and American) history 
may have been different.

3. Breaker Morant (1980)

Based on a true story, this film is about war, 
peace, colonial empires, rules of engage-
ment, and scapegoating operational-level 
Soldiers for strategic-level failures. It is also 

a fantastic courtroom drama. At the turn 
of the twentieth century, the British Army 
is in South Africa fighting the Boer War. 
“The issues are complex, but basically the 
Boer population (mostly Dutch) wishes to 
retain their independence from England.”90 
By 1901, the British Empire occupies most 
of Boer territory, but the Boers resist total 
defeat through effective guerilla warfare.

Australian Lieutenant Breaker Mo-
rant—so-named because of his penchant for 
breaking horses—serves in an elite British 
mounted infantry unit designed specifi-
cally to defeat the Boer guerillas. One day, 
Morant’s commander informs him that the 
rules of engagement concerning captured 
Boers have changed: “New orders. From 
[the senior British officer in South Africa] 
Lord Kitchener . . . No prisoners. The gen-
tlemen’s war is over.”91 Lieutenant Morant 
is initially surprised at the change, but he 
embraces it when he is placed in charge 
after his commander is mutilated and killed 
by Boer guerillas. He subsequently orders 
the execution of a total of seven captured 
or surrendered enemies. Additionally, in 
a separate incident, Lieutenant Morant 
orders the killing of a German missionary 
whom he suspects of being a direct partic-
ipant in hostilities working with the Boer. 
When word of all this gets out, political 
considerations force Lord Kitchener to take 
the matter seriously, despite the fact that 
the Boer prisoners were executed under 
his very own orders. Kitchener promptly 
convenes a court-martial. “I’m trying to put 
an end to this useless war. The Boer leaders 
must see this court-martial as a demonstra-
tion of our impartial justice. If these three 
Australians have to be sacrificed to help 
bring about a peace conference, it’s a small 
price to pay.”92 Lieutenant Morant and two 
others in his unit are tried for murder on 
penalty of death.

The accused are represented by an 
Australian major. He has never tried a crim-
inal case, let alone a court-martial, but he 
was a “solicitor” back home.

The assigned defense counsel tells his 
clients: “I handled land conveyancing and 
wills.”93

The accused Soldiers are not im-
pressed. “Wills. Might come in handy.”94

In this court-martial, “obedience to 
orders” appears to be a complete defense, 
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even if the accused knew or should have 
known of the order’s unlawfulness.95 Ad-
ditionally, the defense convincingly beats 
the murder charge relating to the mission-
ary. Therefore, the case boils down to a 
single question: whether the accused were 
operating under orders when they executed 
surrendered enemy prisoners. The defense 
case—an uphill battle, to say the least—is 
that Lord Kitchener issued verbal orders 
contradicting the British Manual	for	Military	

Law.96 Defense counsel even requests Lord 
Kitchener himself as a witness, to “settle, 
once and for all, the matter of whether or 
not orders were issued to shoot prisoners.”97 
Will the court do “impartial justice” by 
executing the accused officers, or will it find 
that they acted in accordance with the rules 
of engagement, and spare their lives at the 
potential expense of Lord Kitchener’s peace 
conference?

This film is a case study in why 
Soldiers must disobey unlawful orders, 
including unlawful rules of engagement. 
An order to kill prisoners is clearly an order 
to violate the laws of armed conflict and 
the UCMJ.98 Throughout the film, there 
is no doubt that Breaker Morant and his 
co-accused committed cold-blooded murder 
of captured Boer prisoners. But this film 
should cause military justice practitioners 
to reflect on levels of responsibility for war 
crimes. Soldiers in the field, at the lowest 
levels, are the easiest to scapegoat. Howev-
er, leaders set culture and policy. Adherence 
to an unlawful order is not a defense under 
modern military law, but it is an extenuat-
ing factor. Even in today’s military, would 
the accuseds’ claims of acting under Lord 
Kitchener’s verbal order fall on deaf ears, or 
would Lord Kitchener be relieved, investi-
gated, and tried?

Additionally, this film presents import-
ant questions about the nature of armed 
conflict and the rules of engagement against 
a guerilla force. Rules of engagement are 
based on complex considerations including 
law, policy, and mission. In this film, Lord 
Kitchener initially determined that the 
rules of engagement were too restrictive to 
enable mission success. However, his updat-
ed rules clearly violated the law. How can 
JAs effectively advise commanders in such 
circumstances? Rules of engagement must 
be tactically sound, easily understandable, 

and must enable mission accomplishment. 
But above all else, they must be legal.

Viewers will find out at the end of this 
film whether the accused are acquitted or 
become “scapegoats of the empire.”99 For 
Breaker Morant’s part, he certainly felt his 
wartime service put him in an impossible 
situation: “If you encounter any Boers, you 
really must not loot ‘em. And if you wish 
to leave these shores, for pity’s sake, don’t 
shoot ‘em!”100

2. King and Country (1965)

“A proper court is concerned with law. It’s 
a bit amateur to plead for justice.”101 This 
movie is about the horrors of war, depicted 
not through scenes of battle, but through a 
field court-martial held in the trenches. A 
young man volunteers to join the British 
Army in 1914 for “king and country.”102 
During three years of combat on the front 
lines, all other members of his unit are 
killed, including some right in front of him. 
He narrowly escapes death himself only to 
receive a letter from a neighbor telling him 
that his wife has left him. He visits his unit’s 
medical officer, declaring that he can’t eat, 
can’t sleep, and can’t stop shaking. The doc 
examines the young private for only five 
minutes, diagnoses him with “cold feet,”103 
and sends him back to duty, later explain-
ing, “Do you expect me to leave wounded 
soldiers to die while I cross question cow-
ards?”104

Soon thereafter, the young soldier des-
erts his unit rather than return to combat 
yet again. Within twenty-four hours he is 
caught by the military police, brought back 
to the trenches, and tried in a hastily con-
vened court-martial. The private’s assigned 
defense counsel, a battle-hardened combat 
arms officer, believes his own client should 
be sentenced to death. Upon receiving his 
assignment to defend a deserter, he laments: 
“We’re all on trial for our lives. The only 
thing that makes him original is that he’s 
failed. Failed as a man and as a soldier.”105 
Nevertheless, the assigned defense coun-
sel puts on a masterful extenuation case, 
including an effective cross-examination 
of the medical officer, who continues to 
insist the accused did not suffer from “shell 
shock.”106 Defense counsel inquires: 

Is there an exact moment in the life 
of a soldier before which he is not 
suffering from shell shock and after 
which he is? An exact boundary about 
which no two doctors will ever dis-
agree? An exact boundary on the one 
side of which a man is required by 
Army law to pull himself together, or 
on the other, if he cannot, he is liable 
to be shot as a criminal? Is there?107

During a compelling closing argument, 
counsel argues that his client has “seen it 
all. A man can only take so much. So much 
blood, so much filth, so much dying . . . He 
had one instinct, only, left . . . . The instinct 
to walk away from the guns.”108 The officer 
later tells his client, “Don’t thank me for 
doing my duty. I had to. Just as you should 
have done yours.”109 How does a war-numb 
court-martial panel balance the understand-
able motives of this broken soldier with the 
need to maintain good order and discipline 
in the trenches?

Every attorney knows on an academic 
level that defense attorneys must zeal-
ously advocate for their clients regardless 
of personal feeling. This film depicts an 
assigned defense counsel performing this 
duty wholeheartedly, even though he 
personally believes his client should be shot. 
Can all military justice practitioners say that 
they would do the same? This movie causes 
important reflection on whether personal 
feelings sometimes impact our performance 
in court, even subtly or subconsciously. 
Additionally, this movie highlights a unique 
and important aspect of the military justice 
system: the impact of combat on conduct. 
Formerly known as “shell shock,” and now 
known as “post-traumatic stress,” many 
Soldiers act completely out of character 
after experiencing the death of their friends, 
near-death themselves, and even after car-
rying out assigned missions to kill the ene-
my.110 Deterrence of desertion is absolutely 
essential, especially on the front lines of a 
deadly conflict, but military justice practi-
tioners should never overlook extenuating 
factors relating to post-traumatic stress. 
How would today’s military justice system 
treat a similar case?

The ending of this film takes an unex-
pected turn, showing just how far soldiers 
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can be expected to go in the performance of 
their duties for “king and country.”

1. A Few Good Men (1992)

The all-time classic. This film is to the 
Judge Advocate General’s Corps as Top 

Gun
111 is to fighter pilots, as Band	of	Broth-

ers
112 is to the Airborne.

An underperforming Marine stationed 
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, requests a 
transfer to a less demanding unit. His O-6 
commander, a rising star in the Marine 
Corps, declines the request: “A transfer. I’m 
sure that’s the thing to do. Wait. I’ve got a 
better idea. Let’s transfer the whole squad 
off the base . . . the whole Division . . . get 
me the President on the phone, we’re sur-
rendering our position in Cuba.”113 Instead, 
the colonel orders a method of extreme 
(and prohibited) corrective training to help 
get the struggling Marine back on track—a 
“Code Red.”114 The next night, two “recruit-
ing poster Marines”115 enter the floundering 
Marine’s room, tie him up, stuff a rag down 
his throat, tape his mouth shut, and attempt 
to shave his head. As ordered, their intent 
is to just teach him a lesson and remind 
him to get his priorities—“unit, Corps, God, 
country”116—back in line, but things go hor-
ribly wrong. The struggling Marine has a 
severe lung reaction to the Code Red, blood 
starts dripping from his mouth, and he dies.

In a parallel to Breaker Morant, the 
chain of command denies issuing the 
orders, and the two young Marines are 
promptly arrested and charged with mur-
der. Seeking to avoid a lengthy investiga-
tion and trial that could reflect negatively 
on the prestigious colonel, the govern-
ment offers to deal. However, the accused 
Marines will not admit to any crime—they 
were just following orders: “We did nothing 
wrong, sir. We did our job and if that has 
consequences, then I’ll accept them. But I 
won’t say that I’m guilty.”117 The case goes 
to a jury.

At trial, the prosecutor gives one of the 
best opening statements of all time, movie 
or otherwise, military or civilian trial. “The 
facts of the case are these . . . .”118 Through-
out the court-martial, the defense team of 
three Navy JAs suffers a series of setbacks, 
on everything from overruled objections, to 
surprise details, to even losing a key witness 
to suicide. Crucially, they are unable to 

establish any facts in evidence that the two 
accused ever received an order to perform 
the Code Red. Tom Cruise’s character, as 
defense counsel, laments to co-counsel: 
“I mean, let’s pretend for a minute that it 
would actually matter to this court that the 
guys were given an order. We can’t prove it 
ever happened . . . . We’re gonna lose. And 
we’re gonna lose huge.”119 The accused are 
looking squarely at life sentences, with little 
hope left. However, after much internal 
deliberation, and as a last possible resort, 
the defense team decides to put the O-6 
commander on the stand.

A Few Good Men contains accuracies 
(“Article 39(a)” and “Rule 802” are used 
correctly),120 and there are certainly inaccu-
racies (“Conduct Unbecoming a Marine” is 
not a thing),121 but the film is still indispens-
able for all JAs. One extremely important, 
but often overlooked, lesson from A Few 

Good Men is the meticulous trial preparation 
put in by the defense team. The defense 
spends untold hours—most after their duty 
day—combing through each line of the case 
file, preparing cross-examinations, and 
brainstorming trial strategy. Experienced 
trial practitioners know that there is no 
substitute for absolutely thorough prepa-
ration in a contested court-martial. There 
are no second chances in front of a military 
jury, and there is little margin for error.

In this film, the defense team knows 
their clients’ entire futures are on the line; 
and, from preparing their cases to zeal-
ously advocating in court, they perform 
their duty well. Is preparation time in 
military justice cases typically correlated to 
the result? Trial attorneys may also see an 
important lesson in the famous cross-ex-
amination of the Marine colonel. While it 
is undoubtedly rare for witnesses to make 
new admissions contrary to their interests 
in court, a well-prepared cross-examina-
tion of an untruthful witness can put them 
into a situation where they either continue 
an obvious lie, or make an admission. An 
expert cross-examination can spell out key 
facts step-by-excruciating-step, leading 
fact-finders to infer a conclusion favorable 
to the cross-examiner without the need to 
ask the “ultimate question.” In this film, the 
defense counsel deems it necessary to ac-
tually ask the ultimate question, giving the 
witness an opportunity to admit or falsely 

deny the decisive fact. Nevertheless, the 
cross-examination of the colonel teaches 
military justice practitioners that thorough, 
small-fact-focused preparation is absolutely 
essential to a good cross-examination of a 
potentially untruthful witness. In this case, 
would a one-question cross-examination 
of “Isn’t it true you ordered the Code Red?” 
have been equally as successful?

Kevin Bacon, as trial counsel, says: 
“Colonel . . . do you solemnly swear that 
the testimony you will give in this general 
court-martial will be the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help 
you God?”

Jack Nicholson as the Marine colonel: 
“Yes I do.”122

Most JAs know exactly what happens 
next. Those who do not must watch this 
all-time great military justice movie. TAL
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Leading Lawyers and Advising Senior 
Leaders During Crisis
Reflections on the Army’s January 2021 Civil Disturbance 

Operations Response

By Colonel (Retired) Gail A. Curley

The time since February 2020 has been 

full of major surprises on the domestic 

operations front. After responding to the 

global pandemic last spring, the National 
Security Law Division (NSLD) spearheaded 
the Office of The Judge Advocate General’s 

(OTJAG) legal support to the Army for 
nation-wide civil disturbance operations 
(CDO) beginning in late May 2020 and 
continuing into the fall. The shocking 
attack on the Capitol on 6 January immedi-
ately pulled the Headquarters, Department 
of the Army, into an unprecedented crisis as 
the Secretary of the Army (SecArmy) is the 
equivalent of the Governor for the District 
of Columbia National Guard (DCNG). 
Thus, when civil authorities requested 
DCNG support to reestablish security and 
protect the Capitol, the Acting Secretary of 
Defense (SecDef) approved the request and 
directed SecArmy to coordinate the provi-
sion of all National Guard (NG) support. In 
the succeeding two weeks, governors sent 

New Jersey National Guard Soldiers and Airmen 
arrive near the U.S. Capitol to set up security 
positions in Washington, D.C., on 12 January 2021. 
National Guard Soldiers and Airmen from several 
states traveled to Washington to provide support to 
federal and district authorities leading up to the 59th 
Presidential Inauguration. (Credit: Master Sergeant 
Matt Hecht)
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approximately 25,000 NG Soldiers and Air-
men to Washington, D.C., to serve under 
the direction of the Commander, DCNG 
and under the coordinating authority of 
SecArmy.

There are many lessons learned and 
insights from OTJAG’s response that are 
worth sharing with legal personnel as best 
practices for advising clients and respond-
ing to crisis. These insights fall into two 
categories: 1) leading the legal team and 2) 
advising senior clients.

Leading the Legal Team

Assemble a Dedicated Team

The National Security Law Division was 
engaged in its normal daily business when 
the crisis on 6 January occurred. Imme-
diately, NSLD transformed into a legal 
operations center to provide support to The 
Judge Advocate General (TJAG), the Army 
Operations Center, and—ultimately—Se-
cArmy. We pulled in additional judge ad-
vocates (JAs) from the Administrative Law 
Division, OTJAG; designated two JAs as 
“battle captains”; instituted a battle rhythm; 
created knowledge management systems; 
started creating products; and developed 
portfolios. As many of our teammates 
were teleworking due to the pandemic, the 
extraordinary events of 6 January brought 
everyone physically into the Pentagon to 
flatten communications and improve col-
laboration. This was difficult, but necessary. 
In essence, we recreated the battle drill that 
we used in March 2020 for our response 
to COVID-19. We also drew heavily from 
lessons learned during the civil disturbances 
in Washington, D.C., in June 2020. One 
of those lessons learned was to send a JA 
liaison officer to embed in the DCNG; we 
ultimately sent two JAs who became crucial 
enablers.

Building and Expanding the 

Network Is Critical

While getting our internal operations 
started, we simultaneously built and 
expanded the technical chain network. 
Communication is always critical and this 
crisis was no different. We quickly iden-
tified the key attorneys at various head-
quarters including the DCNG, National 
Guard Bureau (NGB), Joint Staff, Army 

Office of the General Counsel (OGC), and 
the Department of Defense (DoD) OGC. 
Because we had previously established good 
working relationships with these attorneys 
during COVID-19 and the previous CDOs, 
the network was already in place. We led 
from below by flattening communications, 
including setting up regular syncs on Mic-
rosoft Teams, sharing information through 
knowledge management (KM) systems, 
participating in syncs hosted by other legal 
offices, and always asking ourselves, “who 
else needs to know?” For example, NGB 
OGC conducted a daily teleconference with 
JAs from the fifty-four States and territo-
ries; this was a tremendous opportunity to 
share critical information with the JAs who 
were advising commanders as units moved 
into Washington, D.C., and began oper-
ations. The DoD OGC also held regular 
phone syncs that provided the opportu-
nity to learn about higher level issues and 
emergent requests for NG support; it also 
provided an invaluable opportunity to 
communicate Army concerns directly to 
the DoD General Counsel and other senior 
lawyers.

The Legal Work Must Be Done Well

The NSLD used the time period from 6 to 
11 January to establish an operational cell, 
educate our teammates on the unique au-
thorities of SecArmy over the DCNG, and 
to establish—in coordination with other 
key players—governing principles for the 
civil disturbance operation (CDO). Those 
governing principles were that 1) SecArmy 
is the coordinating authority for the entire 
NG response (per Acting SecDef written 
delegation); 2) the Commanding General 
(CG), DCNG will provide tasks to out-
of-state NG personnel (even though they 
remained under the command and control 
of their governors); and 3) all NG personnel 
will follow the DCNG Rules for the Use of 
Force and the arming decisions of SecArmy 
and the CG, DCNG (with the consent of 
the governors).

12 to 20 January was an extraordinary 
period where SecArmy led CDO for the 
DoD. On 12 January, the Acting SecDef 
delegated essentially all of his authorities 
over the CDO response to SecArmy, which 
meant that SecArmy was responsible for 
approving all requests for assistance from 

federal agencies and for coordinating with 
the Chief, NGB to request NG members 
from across the nation to provide support. 
On the same day, SecArmy requested a 
dedicated legal advisor for CDO, so TJAG, 
Lieutenant General Charles N. Pede, 
directed me to start working in SecArmy’s 
office. The NSLD Deputy Chief, Colonel 
Josh Berry, led our legal operations center 
while I accompanied SecArmy to various 
meetings, including: a planning session 
with the Secret Service and other agencies 
for the presidential inauguration; a meeting 
with the Speaker of the House of Represen-
tatives; a trip to the D.C. Armory to meet 
with key leaders to discuss sensitive issues 
including arming; and two interagency 
rehearsal of concept (ROC) drills for the in-
auguration. These meetings were important 
for discerning critical facts and to under-
standing the perspectives and concerns of 
senior leaders.

During this timeframe, NSLD worked 
on several memorandums and letters for 
SecArmy’s signature before the inaugura-
tion. Because of the uniqueness of SecAr-
my’s oversight of the DCNG, there is no 
established orders process for conveying 
operational orders and guidance to the 
CG, DCNG, and the 25,000 NG mem-
bers operating under his direction. Thus, 
SecArmy communicated all of his key 
decisions via memorandums and letters that 
NSLD drafted—and which were extensively 
coordinated with multiple stakeholders—in-
cluding the Office of the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Policy, DoD OGC, Joint Staff, 
NGB, Army OGC, and DCNG. These doc-
uments included approvals for NG support 
to the federal agencies and civil authorities, 
as well as employment guidance on use 
of military equipment, arming, and quick 
reaction forces. It was essential that NSLD 
wrote the memos and letters—we had “the 
pen”—to ensure that all important pieces 
were addressed, including documenting 
verbal approvals to ensure that there was a 
record of all decisions. We were then able 
to adjudicate edits and comments from the 
legal enterprise in a collaborative manner. 
Likewise, once SecArmy signed documents, 
it was important for NSLD to rapidly dis-
seminate them to the legal enterprise and to 
make them accessible in our KM systems.
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Advising Senior Clients

An Effective Lawyer Understands the 

Client’s Intent and Risk Tolerance

Senior leaders are generally concerned 
about the strategic environment, clearly 
communicating their intent, and risk. In 
this case, SecArmy worked diligently to 
understand the strategic environment and 
to assess the potential risks involved in his 
decisions. The Secretary of the Army met 
and spoke continuously with numerous 
senior government officials in the days 
leading up to and through the Inauguration 
to understand their concerns. This was key 
to his understanding of the situation, the 
requirements for NG support, and to his 
risk calculus for how NG support would 
be provided. The final ROC drill for the 
Inauguration was attended by Cabinet-level 
officials and was crucial for ensuring that 
the various law enforcement agencies—U.S. 
Secret Service, U.S. Capitol Police, Metro-
politan Police Department, and U.S. Park 
Police—and the DCNG were fully synchro-
nized and aware of each other’s capabilities 
and plans. The senior leaders discussed, by 
time and geography, how the Inauguration 
would be conducted, including how the 
agencies would react if unplanned incidents 
occurred. The ROC drills helped provide 
a common operating picture and ensured 
unity of effort.

Access to the Client is Essential

As the legal advisor, it was necessary to 
understand SecArmy’s intent and risk 
tolerance on multiple issues. Being in the 
room was essential to obtaining that under-
standing—both in terms of attending the 
key meetings and having ready, in-person 
access to the client. It was very import-
ant for the legal team to take a prudential 
perspective in preparing the memorandums 
and documents that SecArmy signed. We 
continually thought about what others—
Congress, the public, the media—might 
think when they looked back on the NG 
response and protection mission. We tried 
to thoroughly document all decisions and 
the factors and coordination surrounding 
those decisions. This was challenging since 
some decisions were made verbally, but 
we were diligent in ensuring that decisions 
were reduced to writing.

Lawyers Get Paid from the Neck Up

We were working very long hours and 
fatigue was a factor for all personnel. After 
about a week, I realized that I needed to get 
sufficient sleep in order to provide the best 
possible legal advice. After all, lawyers get 
paid to think clearly, and being exhausted 
impairs cognitive function. The same was 
true for the OTJAG team, and our battle 
captains took care to manage the shifts so 
personnel were able to get adequate rest.

Having a Smartbook is Essential

While automated KM is a critical aspect of 
running an effective legal operations center 
and providing a common operating picture 
across the legal enterprise, equally critical 
for me was having a physical binder with all 
the key documents in it. I was able to quick-
ly turn to the most important documents—
Acting SecDef memos, SecArmy memos, 
and requests for assistance from civil au-
thorities—in meetings to ensure that senior 
leaders were aware of the latest decisions or 
requests. Likewise, I carried multiple copies 
of NSLD’s legal products, including au-
thorities charts, that I could hand to senior 
leaders when needed. Given the fast pace of 
operations and the need to operate while on 
the move, having an old-fashioned smart 
book was a key to success.

Trust Is the Coin of the Realm

At the end of the day, trust between client 
and lawyer is what really matters. It is hard 
to surge trust. In this case, we were able to 
build on TJAG’s already established trusting 
relationship with SecArmy and on NSLD’s 
close relationships with the HQDA G-33/
Army Operations Center team. We were 
fortunate in that SecArmy had complete 
confidence in the legal abilities and judg-
ment of his attorneys and accepted all of 
our advice and recommendations without 
hesitation. I think that fully understanding 
his perspective and intent was instrumental 
to the effectiveness of the legal advice and 
support we provided; and that understand-
ing came from having unfettered access and 
from actively listening to what SecArmy, 
the Chief of Staff of the Army, and other 
senior leaders said.

As St. Francis of Assisi so famously 
said, “[do not so much seek] to be under-
stood, as to understand.”1 It is critical for 

lawyers to listen to their clients and fully 
digest what they hear. Listening develops 
the lawyer’s understanding of the client’s in-
tent and risk tolerance. The lawyer should 
then apply their critical thinking skills and 
judgment to the factual situation and meet 
in person with the client to discuss the legal 
advice. That is an ideal recipe for how law-
yers and clients develop mutual trust and 
respect. Relationships matter—SecArmy 
constantly sought to meet or speak with key 
leaders outside the Army so he could under-
stand their perspectives. The same should 
be true for military legal advisors. They 
must have unfettered access to their clients 
and listen. They must also develop their le-
gal networks before there is a crisis so they 
know who to call when a crisis occurs.

Trust is also necessary within the legal 
team. The Judge Advocate General trust-
ed the NSLD team to prepare thorough, 
well-written legal products concerning 
complicated legal issues that OTJAG had 
never previously handled. However, as I 
learned at the start of COVID-19, a group 
of smart, dedicated JAs and paralegals can 
move mountains and deliver perfectly-tar-
geted legal advice in a crisis. That was 
borne out once again in January 2021. TAL

COL	Curley	retired	after	30	years	of	active	

duty service in the U.S. Army, serving as the 

Chief,	National	Security	Law	Division,	Office	

of	The	Judge	Advocate	General,	at	the	Pentagon	

in	Washington,	D.C.,	in	her	final	active	duty	

position.	She	is	currently	the	Marshal	of	the	U.S.	

Supreme Court in Washington, D.C. 

Notes

1. St. Francis of Assisi, Peace Prayer (n.d.), https://
www.loyolapress.com/catholic-resources/prayer/tra-
ditional-catholic-prayers/saints-prayers/peace-prayer-
of-saint-francis/.
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Lore of the Corps
Lieutenant Colonel Nancy A. Hunter’s 
Career of “Firsts”
By Fred L. Borch III

In 1967, Navy Lieutenant Nancy A. 

Hunter transferred from the Navy Sup-

ply Corps to the Army Judge Advocate 

General’s (JAG) Corps. This alone was 
a “first” in history, in that no female naval 
officer had ever entered our Corps through 
an inter-service transfer. But more “firsts” 
were to follow in Nancy Hunter’s career as 
an Army lawyer. Over the next five years, 
then-Captain (CPT) and later-Major (MAJ) 
Hunter became the first female judge advo-
cate (JA) to be certified as a trial judge and 
the second female JA to serve in Vietnam.1 

When Nancy Hunter was in her first assignment 
at the Navy Postgraduate School in Monterey, she 
obtained her private pilot’s license; in this flying 
club photograph, she is standing at the far left. 
(Photo courtesy of author)
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When she left Southeast Asia, she was 
awarded the Bronze Star Medal—yet anoth-
er first for a woman in the Corps. While 
teaching administrative and criminal law 
as the first female member of the Corps on 
the faculty of The Judge Advocate General’s 
School (TJAGSA), Hunter also was the first 
woman on the faculty to earn a Masters 
of Law at the University of Virginia while 
assigned to TJAGSA. When she retired as 
a lieutenant colonel (LTC) in 1979, Nancy 
Hunter had completed a truly remarkable 
career.

Born in Dearborn, Michigan, Nancy 
Anne Hunter (née Petrick) went to high 
school in Cheyenne, Wyoming. For some 
years, as a “good Catholic girl,” she wanted 

to be a nun. Then, as she put it, “I discov-
ered boys and beer.”2 After finishing high 
school early, 16-year-old Hunter started 
college at the University of Wyoming in 
1956. A year later, she was in college at 
Columbia University in New York City. 
While she liked Columbia, she discovered 
that she did not have the money to finish 
her education in New York; so, she moved 
to Colorado, where her mother was living. 
She then enrolled in nearby University of 
Colorado in Boulder.3

Hunter managed to complete her 
degree in 1959, graduating with a degree 
in business—although she had focused her 
studies on accounting. She wanted to work 
as an accountant and had an interview with 

Texaco on the Colorado campus. Imagine 
her surprise when the man conducting the 
interview told her that she could “never 
have a career as a woman accountant” and 
would “get further ahead as an executive 
secretary.”4 Hunter was so angry at the end 
of the interview that she marched across the 
street to the Navy Recruiting Station and 
enlisted. She was nineteen years old.5

After completing the 16-week Offi-
cer Candidate School in Newport, Rhode 
Island, Hunter commissioned as an ensign 
in the U.S. Navy Supply Corps on 3 August 
1959. Her first assignment, after complet-
ing the 26-week Navy Supply School basic 
course in 1960, was as the disbursing officer 

Major Nancy A. Hunter, Faculty and Staff, TJAGSA, 1974–1975; she is in the third row, third from the left. (Photo courtesy of author)
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at the Naval Post Graduate School in Mon-
terey, California.

Almost three years later, in May 1963, 
then-Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Hunter 
reported to Alexandria, Virginia, to assume 
duties as a budget and program analysis 
officer for the Contract Administration 
Services (CAS). While working full-time 
at the CAS, Hunter decided to enroll in 
Georgetown University’s night law school 
program, which permitted a student to 
complete a law degree in four years—this 
meant two hours of class every day, five 
nights a week.6

At the time, Virginia permitted a law 
student to sit for the bar examination be-
fore graduating from law school, and Nancy 

Hunter decided to take advantage of this 
provision. As a result, she took and passed 
the Virginia bar examination in Roanoke, 
Virginia, in August 1966.

Wanting to serve as a lawyer in the 
Navy, Lieutenant Hunter immediately 
requested that she be allowed to transfer 
from the Supply Corps to the Restricted 
Line for Special Duty (Law). The Navy did 
not yet have a JAG Corps—and would not 
have a Corps until 1967—so all Navy law-
yers were Restricted Line for Special Duty.7 
On 9 September 1966, the Navy replied: 
Lieutenant Hunter could not transfer from 
the Supply Corps to the Restricted Line for 
law because she had not completed her law 
degree.8

Based on the September 1966 letter, 
Nancy Hunter intended to reapply for a 
transfer to the Restricted Line after she 
earned her law degree in May 1967. Imag-
ine her dismay when she received a second 
letter, dated 1 November 1966, informing 
her that a law degree would not be suffi-
cient: she still would not be permitted to 
use her talents and skills as a lawyer in the 
Navy—because she was a woman. As the 
letter explained, “women officers are re-
stricted in their duty assignments to the ex-
tent that they may not serve aboard combat 
ships or aircraft.”9 Consequently, because 
“there appears to be no requirement or 
justification for women officers being des-
ignated as restricted line specialists,”10 any 

Lieutenant Nancy Hunter was Navy Supply Corps officer prior to her inter-service transfer to The Judge Advocate General’s Corps in 1967. (Photo courtesy of author)
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request to transfer to the Restricted Line for 
Special Duty (Law) would be denied.11 In 
short, the Navy did not want female lawyers 
in naval uniforms.

Having served eight years as a naval 
officer—and having enjoyed her time in 
uniform—Nancy Hunter was not happy 
with the Navy’s decision about her future. 
Luckily for her, someone in the Army 
JAG Corps heard about her predicament 
and suggested that she apply for a com-
mission as an Army lawyer. Lieutenant 
Hunter quickly filled out paperwork for an 
inter-service transfer and, when the Navy 
did not object, Navy Lieutenant Hunter 
became Regular Army CPT Hunter. Offi-
cially, she was a member of the Women’s 
Army Corps (WAC), with detail to the 
JAG Corps. But this status meant that CPT 
Hunter wore crossed-pen-and-sword in-
signia on the lapels of her uniform. At the 
time, there were fewer than ten women on 
active duty in the Army JAG Corps.12

Some years later, when asked why she 
left the Navy for the Army, Hunter was 
gracious enough to reply that she “felt there 
were greater opportunities for [her] in the 
Army.”13 Certainly a true statement, but not 
the whole truth.

After a two-week orientation for new 
WAC officers at Fort McClellan, Alabama, 
now-Captain Hunter reported to Char-
lottesville, Virginia, for the 47th Judge 
Advocate Officer Basic Course. When 
she graduated in 1967, she reported to 
Camp Zama, Japan. Serving as the Claims 
Judge Advocate, Hunter was responsible 
for the administrative processing of all 
Army claims in Japan. This meant rough-
ly $3,000 to $4,000 a month to military 
claimants—a sizable amount when one 
remembers that in those days a private 
made $102 a month.14 Part of her duties 
included paying claims involving lost and 
war-damaged personal effects of Soldiers 
who had been wounded in Vietnam and 
were recovering in one of the four major 
Army hospitals in Japan.15

In July 1970, now-MAJ Hunter 
returned to the United States and Charlot-
tesville, where she completed the Military 
Judge Course. She had asked to be a military 
judge because she liked criminal law and, 
after the enactment of the Military Justice 
Act of 1968 and the creation of the mili-
tary judge position, the Corps needed trial 
judges—especially for special courts-martial. 
Consequently, when MAJ Hunter volun-

teered to be a judge, it made sense for her to 
be sent to the course.16

A month later, on the last day of 
August 1970, Hunter deployed to Viet-
nam for a twelve-month tour of duty as a 
special court-martial judge. She asked to be 
assigned to Vietnam because, as she put it, 
“the war was going on and [she] wanted to 
serve—that’s what people were doing who 
were in the service.”17

Assigned to the 4th Transportation 
Command, a 5,000-Soldier unit conduct-
ing operations throughout Vietnam, MAJ 
Hunter’s primary duty was to serve as a 
military judge. But she also functioned as a 
“Command Judge Advocate . . . managing 
an under-strength and overworked staff 
efficiently and effectively.”18

Despite her command judge advocate 
duties, MAJ Hunter presided over some 
sixty special courts-martial over the next 
twelve months. Her superiors were effusive 
in their praise of her abilities in the court-
room. Colonel Paul J. Halin, who endorsed 
her officer efficiency report in November 
1970, wrote that “she presides as a judge in 
outlying areas and has been most successful 
obtaining the respect and admiration of 
her contemporaries for her professional 
acumen.”19 Judge Advocate LTC Thomas E. 
Murdock, who was the general court-mar-
tial circuit judge with overall responsibility 
for military judges in Hunter’s area of oper-
ation, was just as complimentary. “Her calm 
manner and wise decisions and rulings,” 
he wrote, “earned for her the respect and 
admiration of all attorneys appearing in her 
court, as well as the commanders in areas 
where she presided.”20 Perhaps more im-
portantly, wrote Murdock, Hunter “actively 
sought opportunities to try cases in remote 
areas where facilities were often less than 
adequate, and security questionable.”21

At the end of this assignment, MAJ 
Hunter was awarded the Bronze Star Med-
al—apparently the first female JA in history 
to be so decorated. She was the second 
female JA to serve in a combat zone since 
World War II.22 This entitled her to wear 
two Overseas Service Bars on the lower 
right sleeve of her Army green uniform 
coat.23

In August 1971, MAJ Hunter reported 
for duty at The Judge Advocate General’s 
School. As she remembers it, the assign-

Captain Nancy Hunter’s inter-service transfer from the Navy to the Army is unique in JAG Corps history. In this 
photograph, taken in 1967, she wears an Army uniform and crossed-sword-and-pen insignia for the first time. 
(Photo courtesy of author)
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ment was offered to her and she welcomed 
it until she arrived at TJAGSA and was put 
in the Civil Law Division. This made no 
sense to MAJ Hunter. Why was she not 
assigned to the Criminal Law Division?

After a short time in the Civil Law 
Division, Hunter took matters into her 
own hands. She removed the paper sayings 
from some Chinese fortune cookies that she 
knew were going to be served to TJAGSA 
faculty and re-stuffed the cookies with 
paper slips that read: “Help, I’m a prisoner 
in the Civil Law Division.”24

Someone in authority must have seen 
her handiwork as, a short time later, MAJ 
Hunter was moved to the Criminal Law 
Division. She served in that division as the 
Senior Instructor and Assistant Chief until 
July 1975. Her boss was then-LTC Hugh 
Overholt. He would later serve as The 
Judge Advocate General from 1985 to 1989.

While teaching criminal law, MAJ 
Hunter enrolled in the Master of Laws pro-
gram at the University of Virginia (UVA). 
She was awarded her LL.M. degree on 26 
May 1975, just prior to departing TJAG-
SA for her next duty station. While many 
faculty at TJAGSA and The Judge Advocate 
General’s Legal Center and School have 
earned an LL.M. from UVA, Nancy Hunter 
was the first female JA to earn an LL.M. in 
this manner.25

When she left Charlottesville in 1975, 
MAJ Hunter was viewed “as one of the best 
instructors”26 and implemented changes 
in the curriculum that “prepared criminal 
law instructors and students to meet their 
new responsibilities.”27 She also was widely 
known as an expert on plea bargaining and 
published an article titled A New Pretrial 

Agreement in The Army Lawyer.28

Now certified as a general court-mar-
tial judge, MAJ Hunter reported for duty at 
Fort Ord, California.29 From then until she 
retired in 1979, she presided over both gen-
eral and special courts-martial. One trial, 
the court-martial of Private (PVT) Charles 
Gretches, stands out—not because of the 
crime, which was Absent Without Leave 
for more than ninety days—but because of 
those who participated in the proceedings. 
The trial counsel was then-CPT Thomas 
J. Romig, who was attending law school 
under the Funded Legal Education Pro-
gram (FLEP). The defense counsel was 

FLEP CPT Scott C. Black. Major Walter 
B. Huffman, the senior defense counsel at 
Fort Ord, was assisting CPT Black. Romig, 
Black, and Huffman would all go on to 
serve as Judge Advocates General: Huffman 
from 1997 to 2001, Romig from 2001 to 
2005, and Black from 2005 to 2009.

It was a contested judge-alone trial 
with LTC Hunter presiding. She found 
PVT Gretches not guilty. According to 
now-retired Major General Huffman, it was 
a tough loss for now-retired Major General 
Romig.30

Having served a combined twenty 
years in the Navy and the Army, LTC 
Hunter elected to retire in 1979. Today, she 
lives in California and is active in her com-
munity. It seems unlikely that any JA in the 
future will be able to duplicate her number 
of “firsts” in a career. TAL

Mr. Borch is the Regimental Historian, Archivist, 

and	Professor	of	Legal	History	and	Leadership	at	

The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and 

School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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Practice Notes
“Thus Always to Tyrants!”

Extremism in the Military—An Application of the New 

Extremism Framework, and the Way Ahead

By Captain Anthony J. Iozzo & Captain Nell E. Robinson

We will not tolerate actions that go against the fundamental principles of the oath we share, including actions associated with 

extremist or dissident ideologies. Service members, DoD civilian employees, and all those who support our mission, deserve 

an environment free of discrimination, hate, and harassment. It is incumbent upon each of us to ensure that actions associated 

with these corrosive behaviors are prevented. Commanders, supervisors, and all those who hold a leadership position within the 

Department have a special responsibility to guard against these behaviors and set the example for those they lead.
1

Members of the 545th Brigade Engineer Battalion, 45th Infantry Brigade Combat Team, Oklahoma Army National Guard, reenlist in front of the U.S. Capitol building 
in Washington, D.C., on 21 Jan. 2021. At least 25,000 National Guard men and women were authorized to conduct security, communication, and logistical missions 
in support of Federal and District authorities leading up to and through the 59th Presidential Inauguration. (Credit: Sergeant Anthony Jones)
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Not so long ago, if you were driving 
around Joint Base Myer-Henderson 

Hall, located next to the hallowed grounds 
of Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia, 
you might pass by a pickup truck belonging 
to an active duty U.S. Army Soldier with a 
sticker prominently displayed on its back 
window. The sticker portrays a Roman 
numeral three encircled by stars and further 
emblazoned with the phrase, “When tyranny 
becomes law, rebellion becomes duty.” At 
first blush, the sticker could be an ambiguous 
display of patriotism, and to its bearer, it 
may be so. However, the sticker displays the 
logo of the Three Percenters. Just what the 
Three Percenters and similar organizations 
represent has been prominently debated—
even among the members of these organi-
zations—since the U.S. Capitol insurrection 
on 6 January 2021, over one year ago.2 The 
arrests of current and former military per-
sonnel related to the storming of the Capitol 
accelerated the Department of Defense’s 
(DoD) ongoing examination of extremism 
within its ranks.

This article first provides an over-
view of extremist organizations and their 
connections to the military. It then pro-
vides an in-depth description of the Three 
Percenters organization and analyzes the 
truck sticker situation presented above by 
applying the newly-updated DoD Instruc-
tion (DoDI) and the Department of the 
Army (DA) regulation, current as of this 
writing.3 This guidance is as dynamic as 
the issue at large, and should it evolve, the 
analysis below can still help judge advocates 
(JAs) and commanders think through these 
issues in similar situations. Finally, the arti-
cle discusses the potential next steps for the 
DoD and Army as the country continues to 
grapple with the implications of last year’s 
U.S. Capitol insurrection.

Extremist Organizations, Generally

What renders a group “extremist”? Most 
federal definitions categorize extremist 
groups as motivated by immutable charac-
teristics of one or more groups of people or 
by anti-government sentiment. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the De-
partment of Homeland Security (DHS) de-
fine “racially or ethnically motivated violent 
extremism” as “the potentially unlawful use 
or threat of force or violence in furtherance 

of ideological agendas derived from bias, 
often related to race or ethnicity, held by the 
actor against others or a given population 
group.”4 They define “anti-government or 
anti-authority extremism” as the “potentially 
unlawful use or threat of force or violence in 
furtherance of ideological agendas, derived 
from anti-government or anti-authority 
sentiment, including opposition to perceived 
economic, social, or racial hierarchies, or 
perceived government overreach, negli-
gence, or illegitimacy.”5 According to the 
Director of National Intelligence, citing the 
U.S. Code, domestic violent extremists, re-
gardless of their motivations, are U.S.-based 
actors who conduct or threaten activities 
that are dangerous to human life in viola-
tion of state or federal criminal law, appear 
to be intended to intimidate or coerce a 
civilian population, influence the policy of a 
government by intimidation or coercion, or 
affect the conduct of a government by mass 
destruction, assassination, or kidnapping.6

The DoD and Army have their own 
definitions of extremism, which will be 
discussed later in this article. One notable 
difference from the FBI and DHS defini-
tions, however, is that the DoD and Army 
definitions include non-violent forms of 
extremist activity.7 The DoD and Army 
guidance aligns with the FBI and DHS defi-
nitions by including those activities and or-
ganizations driven by bias, as well as those 
driven by anti-government and anti-au-
thority sentiment.8 Arguably, the Proud 
Boys and Nazi-inspired groups would fall 
under the former category, while the Oath 
Keepers and the Three Percenters would 
fall under the latter category.9 Though the 
DoD and Army guidance articulates defini-
tions of extremism, neither entity maintains 
a standing list of organizations or groups 
meeting these definitions, and neither 
entity has officially categorized any of the 
aforementioned groups as extremist.10

Extremist Activity in the Military

Historically, the DoD has not possessed 
widespread mechanisms to track extremist 
activity, which has made quantifying the 
scope of military extremism challenging.11 
Recent process improvements, including 
coordinated flagging systems, have allowed 
the DoD to begin to identify the problem’s 
scope.12 In December 2021, DoD’s Coun-

tering Extremist Activity Working Group 
(CEAWG), to be discussed further below, 
announced that the military subjected fewer 
than 100 personnel to official action related 
to extremist activity over the past year.13 
However, a December 2021 DoD Inspector 
General (IG) report, issued in response 
to the Fiscal Year 2021 National Defense 
Authorization Act (FY21 NDAA), showed 
that the services are still scrambling to 
revise processes for collecting and reporting 
prohibited extremist activity.14

The DoD IG report presented a snap-
shot of military extremism between January 
2021 and September 2021.15 According 
to data provided by each service, there 
were 294 allegations of extremist activity, 
leading to 281 investigations; 92 punitive 
or administrative actions (including referral 
to command for appropriate action); 75 
unsubstantiated allegations; and 86 ongoing 
investigations at the time of the report.16 
Across the Army specifically, there were 
81 investigations into alleged extremism, 
which resulted in 18 punitive or adminis-
trative actions, 2 separations, 10 unsubstan-
tiated allegations, and 51 ongoing investiga-
tions at the time of the report.17 The Army 
categorized the allegations as: 33 related to 
racially-motivated extremism, 34 relat-
ed to anti-government or anti-authority 
extremism, and 14 criminal gang activity or 
affiliation.18 The IG report noted that DoD 
has not yet implemented a uniform tracking 
system, and the DoD IG did not verify the 
data each service provided.19

Other data suggests an uptick in aware-
ness during recent years, if not incidents 
themselves. In a 2019 Military Times poll, 36 
percent of 1,630 active duty troops said they 
had witnessed white nationalism or racism 
in the military.20 Just one year prior, only 22 
percent of respondents had witnessed white 
nationalism or racism in the military.21 
The survey participants reported incidents 
including tattoos affiliated with white su-
premacist groups, Nazi-style salutes, swas-
tikas drawn on Service members’ cars, and 
Ku Klux Klan stickers.22 Notably, these sur-
veys only gathered data related to racial and 
ethnic extremism, but not anti-government 
sentiment or extremism related to sexual 
orientation or gender identity. According to 
data reported by NPR, the FBI investigated 
68 current and former military members 
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for extremist behaviors involving both 
anti-government and racist motivations in 
2020.23 A “senior defense official” relayed to 
NPR that of these 68 investigative subjects, 
“the vast majority” were former Service 
members that were no longer serving.24

There have also been high-profile 
stories in the media, even before last year’s 
U.S. Capitol insurrection. Frontline and 
ProPublica covered the then-Marine who 
bragged online about “cracking open three 
skulls” during the 12 August 2017 Charlot-
tesville, Virginia, “Unite the Right” event.25 
The Marine, who was separated from the 
Marine Corps, was involved in Atomwaffen 
Division, a hate group responsible for 5 
murders and founded by a member of the 
Florida Army National Guard.26 In Febru-
ary 2019, authorities arrested an active duty 
Coast Guard officer who was “inspired by 
racist murders” to stock assault weapons 
with the intent to “exact retribution on 
minorities.”27 A Task and Purpose inves-
tigation revealed 40 cases of extremism 
between 2016 and 2021 in currently serving 
or recently-separated military personnel.28 
In reports published in 2019, the Huffing-

ton Post identified 11 military personnel 
belonging to Identity Evropa—the white 
nationalist group that organized “Unite 
the Right”—and an additional active duty 
Soldier with alleged ties to Atomwaffen 
Division.29 Together, these survey results, 
FBI data, and news stories raised concerns 
among stakeholders about the military’s 
blind spots vis-à-vis extremism within its 
ranks, even before 6 January 2021.

Congress certainly had repeatedly rung 
alarm bells prior to the rioters storming 
the Capitol. Section 530 of the Fiscal Year 
2020 National Defense Authorization 
Act (NDAA),30 directed the Secretary of 
Defense to study how recruits are screened 
for extremist and gang-related activity. 
On 14 October 2020, the DoD provided 
the Section 530 report (Pentagon Report) 
to Congress, including a sixty-page report 
describing the threat posed to the DoD 
by domestic extremists, especially white 
supremacists and white nationalists.31

The whole country heard the alarm 
bells last year on 6 January 2021, when cur-
rent and former Service member involve-
ment in the U.S. Capitol insurrection galva-
nized these efforts to understand and combat 

the influence of extremist organizations in 
the military.32 According to CBS News, at 
least 81 of the over 700 individuals facing 
criminal charges from the insurrection have 
military experience.33 Five individuals (one 
active duty Marine, two Army Reservists, 
and two National Guard Soldiers) were 
serving at the time of the insurrection;34 in-
cluding an Army Reserve noncommissioned 
officer who allegedly is an “avowed white 
supremacist and Nazi sympathizer” charged 
with civil disorder and aiding and abetting.35 
Authorities have also connected at least 119 
of the defendants to various groups widely 
viewed as extremist, including the Proud 
Boys, the Oath Keepers, Q’Anon-affiliations, 
and the Three Percenters.36 According to a 
report by the George Washington Univer-
sity Program on Extremism, Capitol riot 
defendants with military experience were 
four times more likely to be associated with 
extremist groups than defendants without 
military experience.37

On 5 February 2021, Secretary of 
Defense Lloyd Austin ordered commands 
to conduct a one-day stand-down to 
address extremism within the ranks, using 
(the now-previous) DoDI 1325.06 as the 
basis for these discussions.38 Following the 
stand-down, in an April 2021 memoran-
dum, Secretary Austin directed DoD to 
undertake four immediate actions: 1) review 
and update of DoDI 1325.06 and its defini-
tion of extremism, 2) update the transition 
checklist to include provisions for training 
on potential targeting of Service members 
and veterans by extremist groups, 3) review 
and standardize accession screening ques-
tionnaires to ensure collection of specific 
information related to current or previous 
extremist behavior, and 4) commission a 
study on extremist behavior within the Total 
Force.39 The memorandum also estab-
lished the DoD’s aforementioned CEAWG, 
charged with overseeing these immediate 
actions and developing mid- and long-term 
objectives related to four lines of effort: mili-
tary justice and policy, support and oversight 
of the insider threat program, screening 
capability, and education and training.40

On 20 December 2021, Secretary 
Austin announced that the CEAWG had 
completed its examination of extremism 
within the military and published its full 
report and recommendations.41 Secretary 

Austin also announced the publication of 
the updated DoDI 1325.06, Handling Protest, 

Extremist, and Criminal Gang Activities 

Among Members of the Armed Forces.42 In 
making these announcements, Secretary 
Austin underscored the belief that very few 
DoD Service members and civilians partici-
pate in extremist activities, but even a small 
number can have a disproportional impact 
on readiness of the force.43

The December 2021 CEAWG report 
provides a status of each immediate action 
directed by Secretary Austin and set forth 
six additional recommendations. The 
CEAWG introduced the revised DoDI 
1325.06 and outlined the updates to this 
guidance, to include more comprehensive 
definitions of “extremist activities” and 
“active participation,” an emphasis on the 
role of commanders, and specific guidance 
on social media and online activities.44 The 
revised DoDI is discussed in further detail 
below. The CEAWG report also announced 
DoD’s plans to update extremism policies 
applicable to DoD civilian employees and 
contractor personnel.45

The CEAWG report also announced 
that the DoD Transition Assistance Pro-
gram will now contain anti-extremism 
messaging emphasizing a Service member’s 
oath of office, and encourages separat-
ing Service members to report extremist 
activities to law enforcement under new 
mechanisms.46 The DoD is also developing 
standardized transition training to inform 
separating troops on how to respond to 
potential recruiting efforts by extremist or-
ganizations.47 Finally, the DoD is partnering 
with the Department of Veterans Affairs, 
DHS, the Office of Personnel Management, 
and the U.S. Intelligence Community to 
ensure a coordinated effort to prevent and 
detect extremist activities affecting recent-
ly-separated Service members.48

The DoD is looking at incoming Ser-
vice members as well. The DoD is adding 
questions on accessions screening forms 
regarding violent acts and membership in 
“racially-based entities.”49 Additionally, a 
new DoD–FBI partnership provides various 
DoD recruiting and law enforcement com-
mands access to an FBI portal on extremist 
groups, activities, symbols, and tattoos.50 
This partnership will enable new military 
applicants to be flagged by the FBI database 
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during their accession if they exhibit poten-
tial extremist behaviors.51

While the DoD is flexing its bureau-
cratic power to study and address military 
extremism, real life examples, like the 
Three Percenters sticker on the Soldier’s 
truck, will continue to percolate. So who 
are the Three Percenters? Are they extrem-
ists? Can the Soldier’s command order the 
Soldier to remove the sticker? Can they, 
or should they, take any other action? The 
following presents a detailed overview of 
the Three Percenters organization, a review 
of the newly-updated DoD guidance and 
current DA regulation, and a real-world 
application of this framework to the Three 
Percenters organization. This application 
illustrates how commanders and JAs can 
think through these multifaceted issues 
when examining any potential extremist 
organizations, behaviors, or activities.

The Three Percenters—

In Their Own Words

The Three Percenters are a self-proclaimed 
“organization focused on creating a national 
network that strengthens and aids com-
munities and individuals, and helps shape 
the future by preserving, protecting, and 
defending our country’s founding princi-
ples, including our God-given rights to Life, 
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.”52 
The organization’s history explains an ori-
gin inspired by the purported 3 percent of 
colonists that fought against British forces 
in the Revolutionary War. They declare 
themselves the modern-day 3 percent and 
“the last defense to protect the citizens and 
Constitution of the United States if there 
ever comes a day when our government 
takes up arms against ‘WE the People.’”53

As recently as 20 February 2021, the 
Three Percenters were comprised of a 
National Council and subordinate chapters 
organized by region, state, and county. 
However, approximately six weeks after 
the 6 January 2021 U.S. Capitol insurrec-
tion, the National Council announced their 
dissolution and took down their website.54 
Their website had included by-laws describ-
ing the organization’s structure, operations, 
training, and goals.55 The section’s analysis 
is based on these by-laws, which can be 
found on milSuite,56 and includes quotations 
extracted from them. As of this writing, 

regional and state chapters of the Three 
Percenters still appear operational, and 
their published by-laws mirror those of the 
former National Council.57

The Three Percenters argue that they 
are not a militia and their goals are benign. 
They state that they do not wish to over-
throw the incumbent government, incite 
a revolution, or create violence. However, 
they do contemplate violence against the 
government. Though the Three Percenters 
state that they are “very pro-government,” 
they qualify this sentiment on the condi-
tion that the government “abides by the 
Constitution, doesn’t overstep its bounds, 
and remains ‘for the people and by the 
people.’”58 They also express a goal to “reign 
in an overreaching government and push 
back against tyranny.”59 In articulating their 
“three principles,” they clearly contemplate 
the use of force, by noting that “we will de-
fend ourselves when necessary.”60 Their list 
of internal offenses provides that members 
can be punished for “targeting innocents,” 
thus implying they will engage with what 
they perceive to be enemy combatants.61 
The Three Percenters end their by-laws 
with the Latin phrase, “Sic Semper Tyran-
nis!” or “Thus Always To Tyrants!”62

The Three Percenters encourage 
training and education in areas that are 
commensurate with military training. 
They emphasize the importance of physical 
readiness and encourage members to hone 
their skills in firearm safety, marksmanship, 
advanced tactics, radio operations, first aid, 
and land navigation.63 Additionally, the Na-
tional Council’s website carried links to on-
line vendors selling tactical gear, including 
trauma kits and supplies to treat gunshot 
wounds, communications equipment, and 
various scopes and sights for firearms.

The Three Percenters ask all of their 
members to swear to one of two oaths that 
are reminiscent of a military oath. They 
have a standard oath for members that is 
closely aligned to the U.S. Army’s Oath of 
Enlistment, except that the members swear 
to uphold the Three Percenters’ “three prin-
ciples,” rather than swearing to obey orders 
of the President of the United States and 
superior officers.64 Additionally, the Three 
Percenters ask their members affiliated with 
the military or law enforcement to take a 
specialized oath that includes promises to 

not obey certain orders; this includes dis-
obeying orders to disarm citizens; conduct 
subjectively illegal searches of citizens; 
impose subjectively unjustified martial law 
or a state of emergency; blockade cities; 
and infringe on citizens’ rights to free 
speech, peaceful assembly, and to petition 
the government.65 As of this writing, these 
same oaths can still be found online in state 
chapter by-laws.66

The Three Percenters also encourage 
their members to be politically engaged. In 
their mission statement, the Three Percen-
ters emphasize the importance of educat-
ing their members on “the Constitution, 
political arena, [and] local laws . . . .”67 The 
organization lists several ways in which 
members can take action to be politically 
engaged, including organizing petitions to 
protest laws, executive actions, and orders 
they believe to be unconstitutional; partic-
ipating in local, state, and federal elections; 
attending local meetings hosted by political 
candidates and incumbent officeholders; 
and organizing protests and counter-pro-
tests for or against political causes.68

Some advocacy organizations classify 
the Three Percenters as an anti-govern-
ment militia movement.69 Although the 
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) acknowl-
edges that Three Percenters-affiliated 
organizations sometimes form non-para-
military groups and online networks, they 
also create and join traditional militia-style 
groups.70 The ADL roots the organization’s 
origin in the “New World Order” conspira-
cy beginning in the early 1990s. According 
to this conspiracy, the Federal Government 
is collaborating with worldwide govern-
mental and nongovernmental organizations 
to strip U.S. citizens of their rights and free-
dom in order to be made subjects of a “New 
World Order.”71 The Three Percenters and 
similar organizations see it as their role to 
prevent this.

Last summer, Canada even went so far 
as to officially classify the Three Percenters 
as a terrorist organization.72 In doing so, 
Canadian officials stated that Three Percen-
ters-affiliated organizations pose a “signifi-
cant threat” to Canadian domestic security 
and cited the 6 January 2021 U.S. Capitol 
insurrection as part of their motivation.73

For commands to successfully combat 
the threat of extremism in the ranks, they 
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must be aware of groups like the Three 
Percenters. This is essential in helping 
commanders begin to assess what, if any, 
action they can and should take. Command-
ers should analyze the Three Percenters 
and similar organizations using guidance 
on both political activities and extremist 
organizations.

Political Activities

In advising commanders on their left and 
right limits in restricting political activities, 
JAs should look to two authorities—De-
partment of Defense Directive (DoDD) 
1344.10 and Army Regulation (AR) 600-20, 
paragraph 5-15.74 These two authorities 
provide similar guidance, though AR 600-
20 is more specific and restrictive. Active 
duty Soldiers may express their personal 
opinion on political candidates and issues, 
as long as they do it off-duty and not in 
uniform.75 They may join both partisan and 
nonpartisan political clubs and attend meet-
ings when not in uniform but cannot serve 
in an official capacity in a partisan political 
club.76 Soldiers can also attend partisan and 
nonpartisan political rallies, debates, con-
ventions, or other activities as a spectator 
(you got it—not in uniform).77 However, 
Soldiers cannot officially participate at a 
partisan political rally, debate, or conven-
tion.78 Official participation is any activity 
more than passive attendance as a spectator. 
Partisan political activity is defined as any 
activity supporting or relating to candidates 
or issues identified with national or state 
political parties or ancillary organizations.79 
Conversely, nonpartisan political activity 
is any activity supporting or relating to 
candidates or issues not identified with 
national or state political parties or ancillary 
organizations.80 Soldiers may display a 
partisan or nonpartisan political bumper 
sticker on their private vehicle, but they 
cannot display a large partisan or nonparti-
san political sign, banner, or poster on the 
top of their vehicle.81

So, how does this political activities 
framework inform the command’s ability 
to address a potential member of the Three 
Percenters? The command can counsel 
the Soldier on partisan and nonpartisan 
political activities and order them to refrain 
from official participation in any partisan 
political event or activity that the Three 

Percenters organize or execute.82 The 
Three Percenters are not aligned with any 
one political candidate, party, or specific 
substantive issues tied to a candidate or 
party, so they are not a traditional partisan 
political organization. However, they seem 
to engage in a hybrid of partisan and non-
partisan political activities by encouraging 
their members to protest laws and executive 
actions, vote in elections, participate in pro-
tests and counter-protests, and attend local 
government meetings. Thus, it is incum-
bent on the Soldier, with the command’s 
guidance, to monitor the specific activity 
and use this analytical framework in deter-
mining the authorized level of involvement.

However, the Three Percenters’ 
political activities do not readily enable the 
command to order the Soldier to remove 
the sticker from his pickup truck. As 
mentioned, the sticker portrays the Three 
Percenters logo, along with the phrase 
“When tyranny becomes law, rebellion 
become duty.” The sticker is on the vehicle’s 
back window and is larger than a traditional 
bumper sticker. At first, this sticker may 
seem to fit into the category of prohibited 
sticker displays, since Soldiers cannot dis-
play large political stickers on their vehicles. 
However, this particular sticker does not 
represent any partisan or nonpartisan can-
didates or issues, and thus is not a prohibit-
ed political display.

The command can counsel the Soldier 
on partisan and nonpartisan political activ-
ities and help the Soldier determine their 
authorized activities based on this guidance. 
However, under the political activities 
regulations, they cannot order the stick-
er’s removal. Given the Three Percenters’ 
rhetoric, the command must also examine 
the organization using an extremist activity 
framework.

Extremist Activities

The two main authorities to examine under 
the extremist framework are the new-
ly-updated DoDI 1325.06 and AR 600-20, 
paragraph 4-12, dated 24 July 2020, current 
as of this writing.83 The updated DoDI 
directs each Service to update its respective 
punitive regulation in order to implement 
its guidance “where necessary,”84 and fur-
ther states that this new guidance does not 
invalidate the Services’ current policies or 

punitive regulations.85 On the same day that 
Secretary Austin announced the publication 
of the revised DoDI, the Under Secretary 
of Defense for Personnel & Readiness in-
stituted a 19 January 2022 suspense for the 
Services to draft guidance implementing the 
revised DoDI and submit to his office.86 It is 
unclear whether this will drive the Army to 
substantively change its definitions of active 
participation and extremist activities, be-
cause it appears that the DoDI was fortified 
using much of the language already includ-
ed in AR 600-20, paragraph 4-12.87 If JAs 
interpret any guidance between the revised 
DoDI and the current Army regulation to 
be in conflict, they must favor the DoDI 
over that of the Army regulation.88

The updated DoDI 1325.06 expands 
both the types of conduct considered active 
participation and the definition of extrem-
ist activities.89 Three of the six extremist 
activities the DoDI sets forth relate to 
advocating or engaging in unlawful force or 
violence to achieve various goals: advocat-
ing or engaging in unlawful force, violence, 
or other means to deprive individuals of 
their constitutional or statutory rights,90 
advocating or engaging in unlawful force 
or violence to achieve political, religious, 
discriminatory, or ideological goals,91 and 
advocating, engaging in, or supporting 
domestic or foreign terrorism.92 The other 
three types of extremist activities do not 
require the contemplation of force or vio-
lence, but relate to illegal or unconstitution-
al actions towards individuals, classes, or 
governments: “[a]dvocating, engaging in, or 
supporting the overthrow of the govern-
ment . . . by force or violence[,] or seeking 
to alter the form of the government by un-
constitutional or other unlawful means[;]”93 
advocating or encouraging DoD personnel 
(including contractors and both civilian and 
military employees) to violate any Federal, 
State, Municipal, or Territorial laws, “or to 
disobey lawful orders or regulations, for the 
purpose of disrupting military activities . . . 
or personally undertaking the same[;]”94 and 
“[a]dvocating widespread unlawful dis-
crimination based on race, color, national 
origin, religion, sex (including pregnancy), 
gender identity, or sexual orientation.”95

The current Army regulation defines 
extremist activities in nine different catego-
ries that largely capture the same conduct 
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contained in the DoD’s revised definition,96 
but also includes two additional categories: 
expressing a duty to engage in violence 
against the DoD or the United States in 
support of a terrorist or extremist cause, 
and support for persons or organizations 
that promote or threaten the unlawful use 
of force or violence, or criminal activity.97 
These categories provide additional defini-
tions beyond those in either the former or 
current version of DoDI 1325.06.98

The revised DoDI also expanded its 
definition of active participation to include 
fourteen categories of prohibited conduct 
towards extremist activities that covers 
advocacy, recruitment, fundraising, leader-
ship, information-sharing, and more.99 The 
definition restricts the level of attendance 
and engagement that personnel may have 
with extremist-related events, without a 
total prohibition. Department of Defense 
personnel may not actively demonstrate or 
rally in support of extremist activities, but 
may observe demonstrations or rallies as a 
spectator.100 They also cannot “[attend] a 
meeting or activity with the knowledge that 
the meeting or activity involves extremist 
activities, with the intent to support those 

activities,” when the meeting is a breach of 
law and order, likely to result in violence, 
or attendance is prohibited by military 
order.101 Otherwise, DoD personnel may 
attend these meetings.

The DoDI was also revised to reflect 
the age of social media. The guidance pro-
hibits “posting, liking, sharing, re-tweeting, 
or otherwise distributing content” related to 
extremist activities if done with the intent 
to promote or endorse such activities.102 
Importantly for the truck sticker analysis 
below, DoDI 1325.06 also prohibits “[k]
nowingly displaying paraphernalia, words, 
or symbols in support of extremist activ-
ities [or groups] that support extremist 
activities, such as flags, clothing, tattoos, 
and bumper stickers on or off a military 
installation.”103 The guidance also includes 
a “catch-all” provision which prohibits 
knowingly taking any action in support of 
extremist activities when the conduct is 
prejudicial to good order and discipline or 
service-discrediting.104

Specifically prohibited active partici-
pation in AR 600-20, paragraph 4-12, sim-
ilarly includes 1) “[p]articipating in public 

demonstrations or rallies[;]” 2) attending a 
meeting knowing it involves an extremist 
cause “[w]hether on or off duty [and] [w]
hether in or out of uniform [if] [i]t consti-
tutes a breach of law and order[,] it is likely 
to result in violence[,]” or it violates a com-
mand’s order; 3) fundraising; 4) “recruiting 
or training members . . . ,” 5) assuming a 
leadership role; 6) distributing literature; 
7) or “receiving financial assistance” from a 
person who engages in such activities.105

Though neither DoDI 1325.06 nor 
AR 600-20, paragraph 4-12, totally pro-
hibit personnel from being members of or 
participating in extremist organizations and 
activities, they both authorize and encourage 
commanders to prohibit and order Service 
members from carrying out any activities 
that are contrary to the good order and 
discipline of the unit, or pose a threat to 
the health, safety, and security of military 
personnel or an installation, regardless of 
whether or not the conduct is a specifically 
prohibited activity.106 As mentioned, the 
DoDI also includes a catch-all provision that 
prohibits taking any action in support of, 
or engaging in, extremist activities, when 
such conduct is prejudicial to good order and 
discipline or is service-discrediting.107 The 
Army regulation similarly notes that any Sol-
dier involvement with an extremist group, 
to include “membership, receipt of literature, 
or presence at an event,” could threaten good 
order and discipline and requires command-
ers to address this involvement, even where 
it is not specifically prohibited.108

Accordingly, JAs should advise 
commanders that the extremism guidance 
regulates Soldiers’ activities, whether or not 
the Soldiers are affiliated with a potential 
extremist organization. The attributes of 
organizations are indeed relevant, such as 
when determining if a commander should 
counsel a Soldier for “mere membership” in 
an organization, or if the Soldier’s involve-
ment in an organization rises above mere 
membership. By emphasizing the Soldier’s 
activities, rather than simply an organiza-
tion’s attributes, the regulatory framework 
ensures that commanders intervene in 
concerning situations involving Soldiers 
without any ties to any potentially extrem-
ist organizations.

In applying this and any forthcoming 
guidance to a real-life situation, JAs should 

understand how the First Amendment of 
the U.S. Constitution’s protection of free 
speech and expression apply to members of 
the armed services.109 Although this com-
plex topic merits a separate article, the fol-
lowing is a brief overview of the key points 
to consider. Commanders and JAs should 
be particularly alert for constitutional issues 
when considering regulations and policies 
governing off-duty social media postings, 
as well as those prohibiting demonstrating 
or rallying in support of extremist activities 
(versus merely observing these events as a 
spectator).

Notably, the First Amendment does 
not protect military or civilian speech 
deemed by the courts to be dangerous, 
obscene, or fighting words.110 Important-
ly though, the courts have imposed a less 
stringent standard for what constitutes 
dangerous speech in the military context.111 
Speech by military personnel is considered 
dangerous so as to be unprotected by the 
First Amendment if it “interferes with or 
prevents the orderly accomplishment of the 
mission or presents a clear danger to loy-
alty, discipline, or morale of the troops.”112 
The updated DoDI 1325.06 recognizes 
these differing standards by noting that the 
policy prohibits certain activities that may 
be protected by the First Amendment in the 
civilian context.113

For speech not considered dangerous 
(or obscene or fighting words), the First 
Amendment applies, but its protection is 
“less comprehensive in the military context, 
given the different character of the military 
community and mission.”114 In criminal 
cases, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Armed Forces (CAAF) has held there must 
be a balance “between the essential needs 
of the armed services and the right to speak 
out as a free American.”115 For example, in 
a case involving charges under Article 134, 
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 
the CAAF held that a “direct and palpa-
ble connection between the speech and 
military mission or military environment” 
is required to meet the Article 134 element 
requiring that the act prejudiced good order 
and discipline or brought discredit on the 
armed forces.116 In other words, the military 
prosecutor must establish a tie between the 
speech in question and the military; other-
wise, the CAAF would consider the speech 
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as constitutionally-protected and reject 
criminal sanctions under Article 134.

In civil cases, the legal progeny affords 
even less protection to military speech and 
more deference to military regulations and 
administrative actions that “place burdens 
on, or exact administrative consequences for 
speech, expression, and the exercise of reli-
gion that would not pass constitutional mus-
ter in the civilian context.”117 For example, in 
Brown v. Glines,118 the Air Force removed an 
officer from active duty for circulating peti-
tions without his commander’s permission. 
The Court held that the regulation requiring 
permission did not violate the First Amend-
ment because it restricted speech no more 
than reasonably necessary to protect the 
substantial governmental interest unrelated 
to suppression of free speech, that is, the 
interest of “maintaining the respect for duty 
and discipline that is essential to military 
effectiveness.”119 The Court emphasized that 
the military commander “must have author-
ity over the distribution of materials that 
could adversely affect [morale, discipline, 
and readiness].”120 The regulatory frame-
work places a tremendous responsibility on 
commanders to exercise “calm and prudent 
judgment” in balancing constitutional pro-
tections for freedom of expression with the 
maintenance of good order and discipline 
and national security.121

Commanders do possess the full range 
of disciplinary and administrative options in 
addressing substantiated active participation 
in extremist activities.122 The framework also 
requires commanders to act when they re-
ceive a credible report of apparent extremist 
activities, even if it is unclear whether the 
Soldier is actively participating in prohibited 
conduct. Commanders must notify their ser-
vicing JA, the U.S. Army’s Criminal Investi-
gation Division (CID) (or another Service’s 
counterpart), and potentially other military 
and civilian intelligence offices as needed.123 
They must also counsel the Soldier on the 
extremist policies.124 Though commanders 
must assess whether a Soldier’s activities 
necessitate intervention, CID is ultimately 
responsible for identifying extremist organi-
zations.125 However, CID does not maintain 
a running list of organizations categorized as 
extremist.126 Thus commanders should con-
sult with their legal advisor when receiving 
information from any source about suspect-

ed extremist activities and when taking any 
action pursuant to DoDI 1325.06 and AR 
600-20, paragraph 4-12.

Turning back to the example of the 
Three Percenters, the extremist framework 
provides the command both greater author-
ity to restrict behavior and more autonomy 
in deciding whether to do so, than DoDD 
1344.10’s political activities guidance does. 
Under the extremism regulations, the com-
mand can order the Soldier to remove the 
Three Percenters sticker from their private 
vehicle if they determine that its display 
jeopardizes the unit’s readiness, good order 
and discipline, morale, health, safety, or 
security, regardless of whether the Three 
Percenters can be considered extremist.

If the Soldier were to challenge this 
action on constitutional grounds, the courts 
would likely analyze whether the sticker 
interferes with the orderly accomplishment 
of the mission or presents a clear danger 
to loyalty, discipline, mission, or morale.127 
Even if the sticker did not present a clear 
danger, a court could still uphold the action 
if it restricted the Soldier’s speech no more 
than necessary to protect a substantial 
government interest such as unit morale, 
discipline, or readiness.128 The Three Per-
centers and similarly-situated organizations 
attract polarizing opinions on the implica-
tions of their beliefs, values, and goals. This 
polarization, greatly amplified after the 
6 January 2021 U.S Capitol insurrection, 
can present risk to the unit from within. 
Soldiers’ strong opinions about the Three 
Percenters and similar organizations may 
cause distraction and internal tension and 
negatively affect good order and discipline, 
and communal morale.

There are also potential risks to the 
unit from outside the organization. In light 
of the current news cycle rhetoric about 
extremist and fringe organizations, the 
command may reasonably deem it prudent 
to require the sticker’s removal in order to 
preserve the unit’s perceived profession-
alism. Should the sticker remain on the 
Soldier’s truck, the public may, fairly or 
not, attribute the Three Percenters’ beliefs, 
values, and goals to the unit. Further, any 
indirect association between the Three 
Percenters and the unit, no matter how 
remote, could present a safety risk to the 
unit and to the installation.

The command could also determine 
that the Three Percenters possess enough 
attributes of an extremist organization to 
require further intervention. If so, they must, 
at a minimum, counsel the Soldier on the 
extremist policies and report their concerns 
to CID and their servicing judge advocate.

The Three Percenters could be consid-
ered an extremist organization that either: 
1) expresses a duty to engage in violence 
against the DoD or United States in support 
of a terrorist or extremist cause under AR 
600-20, paragraph 4-12a(6), or 2) encour-
ages military or civilian personnel to violate 
laws or disobey lawful orders or regula-
tions for the purpose of disrupting military 
activities under DoDI 1325.06, enclosure 3, 
paragraph 8c(1)(e), and AR 600-20, para-
graph 4-12a(8).

The Three Percenters also possess 
troubling indicators of an organization that 
contemplates participating in activities that 
could precipitate the violent overthrow of 
the U.S. Government by force or violence 
or seeks to alter the form of government 
by unconstitutional means under DoDI 
1325.06, enclosure 3, paragraph 8c(1)(d), and 
AR 600-20, paragraph 4-12a(9). However, 
they explicitly state that they do not want to 
implement their own government, over-
throw the incumbent government, incite a 
revolution, or create violence. Similarly, the 
Three Percenters could be analyzed as an or-
ganization that advocates for the use of force 
or violence to achieve goals that are politi-
cal, religious, discriminatory, or ideological 
under DoDI 1325.06, enclosure 3, paragraph 
8c(1)(b), and AR 600-20, paragraph 4-12a(5). 
However, the group does not seem to advo-
cate for blanket violence insomuch as they 
contemplate hypothetical violence against 
the government, which will be discussed. 
They also do not seem to fit into any other 
category of extremism offered in DoDI 
1325.06, enclosure 3, paragraph 8c(1) or AR 
600-20, paragraph 4-12a.

A Duty to Use Violence 

Against the Government

As stated, this definition is an additional cate-
gory of extremism not included in either the 
former or current version of DoDI 1325.06.129 
Should any revisions to AR 600-20 remove 
this definition, this analysis can still illustrate 
how to think through these issues.
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The Three Percenters openly ex-
press a duty to engage in violence against 
government entities in order to “rein in an 
overreaching government and push back 
against tyranny.”130 They emphasize this 
perceived duty by declaring themselves “the 
last defense to protect the citizens and Con-
stitution of the United States if there ever 
comes a day when our government takes up 
arms against ‘WE the People.’”131 Though 
they categorize any hypothetical use of 
force as self-defense, they repeatedly affirm 
their mission throughout their by-laws. By 
contemplating taking up arms against one 
or more government entities—no matter 
how remote the possibility—the Three 
Percenters necessarily envision themselves 
as a non-State armed group engaged in 
hostilities against the government, making 
them hypothetical enemy belligerents.132 A 
Soldier belonging to the Three Percenters 
in this scenario would have a dangerous 
conflict of interest and potentially be a 
national security threat.

However, it is unclear if the Three Per-
centers’ declared duty to engage in violence 
against the government is “in support of a 
terrorist or extremist cause” under AR 600-
20, paragraph 4-12a(6). The regulation does 
not further define the term “terrorist.” The 
DoDI defines “terrorism” as “the unlawful 
use of violence or threat of violence, often 
motivated by religious, political, or other 
ideological beliefs, to instill fear and coerce 
individuals, governments, or societies in 
pursuit of terrorist goals.”133 The Three Per-
centers’ articulated duty can reasonably be 
interpreted as an attempt to influence the 
government to refrain from enacting policy 
and passing laws that the Three Percenters 
deem to be overreaching or unconstitu-
tional. Regardless of this prong’s ambiguity, 
the Three Percenters do plainly condone 
violence against the government in certain 
situations.

Encouraging Military Personnel 

to Disobey Orders

The Three Percenters encourage mili-
tary personnel to disobey orders that they 

perceive to be unlawful. They ask members 
who are current members of the mili-
tary or civilian law enforcement to take a 
specialized oath disavowing certain future 
orders given to them in their military or 

law enforcement capacity.134 The Three 
Percenters imply that these hypothetical 
orders are unlawful, but there are likely sce-
narios in which they believe lawful orders 
to be unlawful.135 They could then encour-
age military-affiliated members to disobey 
lawful orders should those orders conflict 
with the Three Percenters’ desired mission 
set. Thus, it is wholly inappropriate for a 
Soldier to swear to any oath insomuch as it 
conflicts with the execution of their current 
or future military duties. Accordingly, un-
der their inherent authority, the command 
could order the Soldier to refrain from 
swearing to the oath and to refrain from 
executing any task that may be inconsistent 
with their Oath of Enlistment or Office.136

The Three Percenters’ request for 
members to disobey certain orders can 
reasonably be said to be “for the purpose 
of disrupting military activities.”137 In their 
hypothetical armed conflict, the Three Per-
centers would be fighting against the gov-
ernment, and they would necessarily want 
their military-affiliated members to break 
ranks, join their cause, and thus disrupt the 
government’s capability to fight back.

In summary, the command cannot 
order the Soldier to remove the Three 
Percenters sticker due to the organization’s 
political activities, but can order the Soldier 
to remove the sticker if they determine 
that its display risks the unit’s good order 
and discipline or health and welfare. The 
command can counsel the Soldier on both 
partisan and nonpartisan political activities 
and order the Soldier to refrain from official 
participation at any partisan political event. 
The command may also determine that the 
Three Percenters possess enough attributes 
of an extremist organization to require 
further intervention. If the command does 
make this determination, they must, at a 
minimum, counsel the Soldier on the ex-
tremist guidance, and report their concerns 
to CID. The command can also order the 
Soldier not to swear to any oath and or exe-
cute any task that may be inconsistent with 
their Oath of Enlistment or Office.

What’s Next?

The analysis above illustrates how com-
manders and JAs alike should think through 
these issues when faced with a Soldier’s 
potential ties to an extremist organiza-

tion. There are also several areas where 
commanders and JAs can anticipate new 
developments.

Remaining CEAWG Recommendations

Judge advocates can expect additional 
regulatory guidance, prevalence data, and 
training requirements stemming from the 
CEAWG’s additional recommendations 
contained in the December 2021 report. By 
31 March 2022, the DoD will publish an 
updated DoDI 1438.06 with a definition of 
extremist activities applying to DoD civilian 
employees, to align closely with the defini-
tion applicable to Service members.138 The 
DoD is also reviewing existing authorities 
to determine how best to provide notice 
to contractor personnel on prohibited 
extremist activities.139 The DoD is further 
developing a comprehensive training and 
education plan based on the new definitions 
of extremist activities and active participa-
tion contained in revised DoDI 1325.06, 
to include targeted trainings for certain 
personnel, including legal advisors.140 
Finally, the Institute for Defense Analyses 
(IDA), chartered by the DoD to conduct the 
study, will issue a final report in June 2022 
on extremist activity across the force.141 The 
final report will include recommendations 
pertaining to military, civilian, and contrac-
tor personnel.142

Proposed UCMJ Article 

Prohibiting Extremism

Secretary Austin also directed the CEAWG 
to explore whether to amend the UCMJ 
to explicitly criminalize extremism—a 
measure that Congress has also debated.143 
The FY22 NDAA directed Secretary Austin 
to submit a report to Congress within 180 
days containing “such recommendations as 
the Secretary considers appropriate with 
respect to the establishment of a separate 
[UCMJ article], on violent extremism.”144 
Stakeholders have diverse opinions on 
whether this is a needed change. Many be-
lieve that the current UCMJ articles already 
cover prohibited conduct.145 Notably, the 
CEAWG’s December 2021 report does not 
include any analysis on this issue.146

Social Media

The DoD’s updated guidance on social 
media and online conduct in DoDI 1325.06 
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garnered a lot of public attention.147 The 
July 2020 revision of AR 600-20 also 
contains a robust new cyber extremism 
section.148 The Army regulation is more 
tailored than the DoDI social media pro-
vision, but it also prohibits a wide range 
of online activities to include the promot-
ing a meeting or activity via social media 
with the knowledge that event involves 
an extremist cause.149 Commentators have 
suggested that these regulations provide 
commanders too much discretion to decide 
when a social media post violates these 
regulations.150 According to DoD spokes-
person John Kirby, DoD is not monitoring 
accounts; rather the new regulation allows 
DoD to act when a prohibited online activ-
ity comes to light through various streams 
of reporting.151 On a related note, DoD has 
received recommendations to use artificial 
intelligence and machine learning technol-
ogy to analyze extremists’ online targeting 
of military personnel, which raises privacy 
and due process concerns.152 Thus, despite 
assurances that the DoD is not conducting 
widespread monitoring of social media 
accounts, JAs and commanders should cer-
tainly expect continued tension between the 
military’s prerogative to protect good order 
and discipline, and security, and troops’ 
constitutional rights.

Larger Implications: Extremism 

and the Other “Corrosives”

It is not lost on stakeholders that the 
U.S. Capitol insurrection and subsequent 
increased attention to military extremism 
came on the heels of the 6 November 2020 
Report of the Fort Hood Independent 
Review Committee.153 That report found 
that the command climate at Fort Hood had 
been permissive of sexual assault and sexual 
harassment, and that the Army Sexual Ha-
rassment/Assault Response and Prevention 
(SHARP) program is structurally flawed.154 
Moreover, 54 percent of respondents 
expressed concerns about the treatment 
of women and minorities in the Army.155 
Many survey respondents volunteered 
information about the prevalence of racism 
and sexism, even when the survey had not 
specifically requested that data.156 

In the extremism stand-down order, 
Secretary Austin specifically linked racism, 
sexism, and extremism by stating that DoD 

personnel “deserve an environment free of 
discrimination, hate, and harassment.”157 
In response to the Fort Hood report, the 
Fort Bliss commanding general initiated 
Operation Ironclad “to care for our people 
and preserve readiness” by eliminating the 
“three corrosives of Sexual Harassment 
and Sexual Assault; suicide; and extremist 
speech, behavior, and activities.”158 The 
connections between EO, SHARP, and 
extremism concerns within the Army are 
also evident in how AR 600-20 ties the 
definition of extremism to equal opportuni-
ty (EO) protections.159 The connections are 
also evidenced by the recent push to rename 
military installations named for Confed-
erate generals.160 In 9 July 2020 remarks to 
Congress, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff General Mark Milley directly linked 
the effort to rename bases named after 
officers who “turned their back on their 
oaths” and “committed treason” to the need 
to eliminate symbols and manifestations of 
racism and discrimination from the armed 
forces.161 In developing and promulgating 
additional initiatives to combat extremism, 
DoD leadership will likely also consider 
how potential programs could also address 
SHARP and EO concerns.

Conclusion

The DoD will continue to face challenges 
as this problem’s scope is more informed by 
data and feedback. The updated guidance 
still does not identify any specific groups 
as extremist and allows participation with 
extremist activities up to certain prohibited 
thresholds, which troops and command-
ers may struggle to identify.162 Neverthe-
less, the highest levels of leadership were 
tracking the issue of military extremism 
years ahead of the U.S. Capitol insurrection, 
and continue to do so now. Extremism is 
as much an American problem as it is a 
military problem. An optimistic view is that 
the military is leading the way in addressing 
and, hopefully, preventing these corrosive 
behaviors. A realistic view is that our Army, 
our military, and our country should expect 
to grapple with the many aspects of these 
difficult issues for years to come.

Regardless of whether the command 
ordered the Soldier to remove the Three 
Percenters sticker, regardless of whether 
the Soldier displaying Three Percenters 

sticker can be considered active participa-
tion in an extremist activity under DoD 
and DA policy, and regardless of whether 
the Three Percenters’ subordinate chapters 
survive the next news cycle, this analysis 
can serve as a playbook for assessing similar 
organizations and activities and their prox-
imity to our Army. Current DoD and DA 
guidance gives commanders both immense 
responsibility to examine these activities 
and latitude in assessing whether action is 
needed. Crucially, the guidance directs com-
manders to intervene and counsel Soldiers 
even if the observed behavior does not vio-
late the extremism provisions. Recognizing 
warning signs and engaging in an open 
discussion with Soldiers is an important 
prevention strategy. In contrast, choosing 
not to engage could exacerbate a Soldier’s 
isolation and alienation, which could 
drive future, more dangerous extremist 
activities. Because of this, it is all the more 
important to facilitate some semblance of 
consistency, predictability, and fairness in 
the application of these principles across 
the force. Hopefully, Service members and 
leaders alike share ideas not only to root out 
dangerous behavior, but also to learn from 
those having differing opinions. TAL
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Practice Notes
Civilian Casualties

Practical Application of the Law of Prevention and Response

By Lieutenant Colonel Peter C. Combe II

Prevention of, and response to, civilian casualties during an 
armed conflict has garnered significant attention in the past 

several years. This has ranged from negative public opinion sur-
rounding civilian casualties caused during U.S. military operations,1 
to academic discussion of the law surrounding protection of civil-
ians—including whether, and how, Department of Defense (DoD) 
efforts fall short.2 Additionally, highly respected non-governmental 
organizations (NGO) have lauded the efforts of the Congressional 
Armed Services Committees to improve reporting, oversight of, 
and response to civilian casualties, while at the same time request-

ing that Congress strengthen existing statutorily-required report-
ing requirements.3

While highlighting some of this substantive law, this article 
seeks to elucidate gaps or inconsistencies in the applicable law and 
policy with which the judge advocate (JA) must contend in the 
practice of operational law. This article begins with a brief dis-
cussion of the domestic legal and policy framework governing the 
DoD’s efforts to prevent and respond to civilian casualties. From 
there, it follows a discussion of the legal and policy gaps most fre-
quently encountered at the Joint Task Force level and some of the 

(Credit: domagoj8888 – stock.adobe.com)
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practical ways in which the JA may address 
those gaps or inconsistencies.

Domestic Law and Policy: 

A Patchwork

For the past twenty years, the DoD has 
been involved in non-international armed 
conflict (NIAC).4 In such conflicts, the 
conduct of hostilities is primarily guided by 
the five fundamental principles of the Law 
of War5: Military Necessity, Distinction, 
Proportionality, Humanity, and Honor.6 On 
the other hand, in an international armed 
conflict (IAC), the full panoply of the Gene-
va Conventions—and all attendant protec-
tions for civilians—will apply.7 That said, as 
a matter of policy, and in light of operation-
al realities, the United States often applies 
measures to ensure greater protection for 
civilians than that required by the Law of 
War.8 The charge for the operational JA 
when confronting this patchwork of law 
and policy is twofold: 1) they must under-
stand the applicable policy framework, as it 
may vary from one theater of operations to 
the next, and 2) they must articulate which 
protective measures are a matter of law and 
which are a matter of policy and may be 
waived (and by whom).

In the specific context of preventing 
and responding to civilian casualties, inter-
national law provides little guidance by way 
of response. On the contrary, U.S. domes-
tic law and policy provide some relatively 
clear guideposts, though not without gaps. 
Though the DoD has a number of policies 
to “operationalize” the requirement to 
protect civilians,9 these efforts are piece-
meal and scattered across various policy and 
doctrine publications. Until then-President 
Barack Obama published Executive Order 
(EO) 13732 prescribing the U.S. policy to 
address civilian casualties, there was little in 
the way of a comprehensive policy frame-
work for how to mitigate, respond to, and 
learn from civilian casualties.10

Presidential Back and Forth

Executive Order 13732 provides a number 
of requirements of particular interest to 
JAs, including taking feasible precautions 
in conducting attacks—which involves 
steps such as issuing warnings or adjusting 
the timing of attacks.11 These steps mirror 
the obligations in Additional Protocol I12 

which, by its terms, would not apply to a 
NIAC.13 Thus, EO 13732 represents a policy 
decision to apply certain IAC rules to a 
NIAC. The EO also requires assessments to 
assist in the reduction of civilian casual-
ties, to review or investigate allegations of 
civilian casualties, and to acknowledge U.S. 
responsibility for those casualties which 
can be confirmed.14 The EO also requires 
engagement with NGOs, in particular the 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) and foreign partners, to further 
refine strike processes and procedures.15 
Then-President Obama’s EO outlines policy 
requirements for preventing and respond-
ing to civilian casualties, which can be 
broadly broken out into four categories or 
functional responsibilities:

1. Precautions during planning and execu-
tion;16

2. Assessment, and taking responsibility for 
U.S.-caused civilian casualties;17

3. Engagement with stakeholders to devel-
op, and share best practices; and18

4. Reporting, both to the public and to 
Congress.19

Section 3 of EO 13732 required 
the Director of National Intelligence to 
publicly release a report of all combatant 
and non-combatant deaths resulting from 
strikes by any U.S. Government agency.20 
However, in 2019, then-President Trump 
issued an executive order that revoked the 
public reporting requirement for Section 
3 of EO 13732.21 That said, then-President 
Trump’s EO included provisions to comply 
with various Congressional and public 
reporting requirements in the Fiscal Year 
(FY) 2018 and FY 2019 National Defense 
Authorization Acts (NDAA). Thus, while 
the four broad requirements defined above 
remain, it is in somewhat modified form.22 
In addition to this presidential back and 
forth, in both the FY 2018 and FY 2019 
NDAAs, Congress legislated requirements 
in the four broad functional responsibilities 
defined above.

Congress Steps In

In the FY 2018 NDAA, in the period inter-
vening between EO 13732 and then-Presi-
dent Trump’s EO, Congress passed a provi-
sion requiring an annual report to Congress 

on civilian casualties caused by U.S. military 
operations—a report which will be unclas-
sified, but may include a classified annex 
where appropriate.23 The report is required 
to include reporting of civilian casualties 
occurring both within and outside of De-
clared Theaters of Active Armed Conflict.24 
The report must also describe the process 
by which DoD investigates allegations 
of civilian casualties, and the steps DoD 
takes to mitigate the occurrence of civilian 
casualties. Finally, the Secretary and DoD 
are required to consider information from 
all available sources, including NGOs, when 
assessing whether reports of civilian casu-
alties are confirmed. Congress followed up 
on these reporting requirements in the FY 
2019 NDAA, which was passed in August 
2018.

Specifically, two provisions bear 
fleshing out. Section 1062 of the FY 2019 
NDAA levies additional reporting require-
ments on the DoD with regards to civilian 
casualties. These improvements are primar-
ily intended to increase the specificity of 
reporting, broadening the scope to include 
lethal strikes and “each specific mission, 
strike, engagement, raid or incident.”25 
Furthermore, the FY 2019 NDAA requires 
the annual report to differentiate between 
the numbers of civilians injured and those 
killed, the making of any ex gratia payments 
as recompense, and any modifications to re-
ports from previous fiscal years.26 Congress 
also requires that the report be unclassi-
fied and released to the public at the same 
time as it is made to Congress; though, 
the NDAA does allow for the Secretary of 
Defense to decline public release, should he 
certify in writing that doing so would pose 
a threat to the national security interests 
of the United States.27 Finally, Congress 
mandated that the DoD both establish a 
uniform policy or guidance on dealing with 
civilian casualties, and appoint an official 
within the DoD to oversee compliance with 
said policy.28

DoD Efforts: Fits and Starts

Despite the statutory deadline of 180 days 
from passage of the NDAA to provide a re-
port describing the policy developed by the 
DoD, no such policy has yet been complet-
ed.29 That said, the DoD has made signifi-
cant efforts toward the development of said 
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policy. This includes the appointment of 
the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 
Policy as the civilian official responsible for 
coordination, developing, and overseeing 
compliance with that policy.30 The DoD 
has also taken a number of steps toward 
the development of a comprehensive policy 
to prevent, assess, and respond to civilian 
casualties, many of which predate the FY 
2019 NDAA.

These efforts include engagement 
with NGOs (such as the ICRC) to provide 
an overview of current DoD policies and 
procedures, as well as soliciting concerns 
and input from NGOs.31 The DoD also con-
ducted a number of activities subsequent to 
the passage of the NDAA, including a Joint 
Staff-hosted tabletop exercise, engagement 
with other federal departments and agen-
cies, and engagements with NGOs.32 That 
said, the DoD has yet to publish a complete 
and comprehensive policy that addresses 
the four functional responsibilities that 
appear in EO 13732 and the FY 2018 and 
FY 2019 NDAAs.

Instead, the DoD points to a number 
of Joint publications for the proposition 
that DoD policy encapsulates these four 
requirements—some of which provide 
positive authority and guidance,33 and some 
of which do not.34 The DoD also points to 
the Combatant Commands as shouldering 
the load with respect to policy development 
to this point. In particular, the DoD report 
on policy development points to common-
alities in practices as between U.S. Central 
Command (USCENTCOM) and U.S. Africa 
Command (USAFRICOM).35 However, the 
DoD acknowledges that there is still some 
variance amongst the Combatant Com-
mands (CCMD) as to the specifics of their 
respective civilian casualty policies.36 Thus, 
while there may be some commonality in 
these CCMD policies and processes, there 
is no universally applicable policy standard. 
Regardless, the role of the operational 
JA includes advice and counsel in each of 
the four categories or efforts described in 
domestic law and Presidential policy. The 
question then, is this: In practice, how does 
the operational JA advise on these areas 
where the proverbial “rubber meets the 
road”?

The Law in Practice: Gaps 

and Inconsistencies

In each of the four areas defined in law and 
policy, the JA is a critical supporting effort; 
though primary responsibility most often 
does and should reside with other staff 
directorates. By understanding the inputs 
and output of each responsibility, the JA 
plays a central role in the development and 
implementation of DoD policy, thereby, 
enhancing efforts to prevent and respond to 
civilian casualties. The Subunified Com-
mand/Joint Task Force level is uniquely 
situated to impact each of the four functions 
defined by domestic law and policy.37 The 
JA is an integral part of this process due to 
their ability to think critically about hard 
problems and develop creative solutions.38 
Furthermore, while the attorney’s relation-
ship with the commander is critical, it can 
be argued that the attorney’s relationship 
with the staff is more important.

Precautions During Planning and Execution

During planning and execution, the JA 
provides support by identifying relevant 
legal and policy authorities, and associ-
ated shortfalls.39 This includes, but is not 
limited to, the law of war, domestic legal 
considerations, and policy restraints and 
constraints. These considerations can vary 
from ensuring target nomination, valida-
tion, and engagement criteria are met,40 
to consideration of other law of armed 
conflict matters—such as the highly circum-
stance-dependent matter of proportionality 
or compliance with policies and orders 
governing collateral damage.41

While the law certainly matters, so 
do the facts;42 and JAs should relentlessly 
seek them out. This can take the form of 
requesting all the intelligence supporting a 
strike, or questioning the underlying intelli-
gence or rationale for targeting a particular 
individual. One area which can hamper this 
access is having the appropriate “read-ins” 
to access intelligence at either the Special 
Access Program (SAP) or Sensitive Com-
partmented Information (SCI) level.43 The 
JA should not simply accept what the J2 
(Intelligence Directorate) or J3 (Operations 
Directorate) personnel provide. These offi-
cers are well versed in their respective dis-
ciplines, but it is the JA’s job and expertise 
to assess the underlying facts and provide 

the necessary legal advice. The JA cannot 
provide adequate legal advice without a full 
and complete understanding of the facts, 
including all foundational intelligence—
whether SAP/SCI or otherwise.

Assessment and Responsibility

Upon receipt of allegations, the focus shifts 
to an assessment, in which there are a host 
of legal considerations. The JA must first 
be prepared to advise in situations in which 
an alleged instance of civilian casualties 
amounts to a war crime; in which case, 
the incident must be reported through 
both operational and legal channels and 
then turned over to a military criminal 
investigative organization.44 Should the 
JA determine that war crime reporting is 
inappropriate, the command may then shift 
to conducting an assessment.

The geographic CCMDs, in particular 
USCENTCOM and USAFRICOM, drive 
the process of assessing civilian casual-
ties.45 Understanding the nuances of each 
CCMD policy is critical to the operational 
JA. For instance, the DoD has mentioned a 
binary “credible/non-credible” assessment 
terminology and alluded to it as uniform 
across the DoD.46 While this is supported 
by several documents,47 it appears that 
USAFRICOM has shifted to using the 
terms “substantiated/unsubstantiated.”48 It 
is unclear how this new terminology differs 
from the credible/non-credible dialectic, as 
it is still based on assessing facts as “more 
likely than not.”49 Regardless, there is vari-
ance in the CCMD assessment methodolo-
gies. Furthermore, as the DoD continues to 
develop its own policy in coordination with 
the CCMDs, many of the precepts in the 
draft policy may be adopted by the CCMDs, 
thereby introducing further fluidity to the 
assessment and reporting process.

Further considerations at this stage 
can include whether an investigation is 
appropriate50 or whether there is already 
sufficient information available to assess 
the claim. Should the commander appoint 
an investigation, the JA will play a role in 
advising both the investigating officer and 
the commander taking final action.51 The 
JA will also advise on the assessment itself—
which will often include a legal opinion 
related to both compliance with applicable 
law and rules of engagement, as well as 
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whether the evidence presented supports 
the credibility assessment.52 The standard 
most frequently applied in assessing wheth-
er a reported civilian casualty occurred is 
whether the allegation is more likely than 
not to be true.53

Often, commands may not have access 
to the specific locations or persons involved 
in a strike resulting in civilian casualties;54 
however, NGOs often do.55 When feasible, 
in accordance with EO 13732, commands 
should seek to include information from 
these NGOs in their assessments.56 Howev-
er, the operational JA should be prepared 
to deal with a few contentious issues with 
regard to NGOs. The first is that the DoD 
often has access to information to which 
NGOs do not—such as sensitive intelligence 
information, the revelation of which could 
compromise intelligence sources and meth-
ods.57 While this has been criticized for a 
lack of transparency,58 there is little the op-
erational JA can do to address this concern. 
The second—and related—concern, is that 
the DoD may have not conducted the strike 
at issue, but there is no other department or 
agency in a position to take responsibility.59 
Finally, NGOs often advocate for full ad-
ministrative investigations in all instances 
of civilian casualties—a contention which is 
not necessitated by law or policy in the ab-
sence of evidence indicating a war crime.60

Development and Sharing of Best Practices

The next functional responsibility, directed 
by law and policy, is to refine and share best 
practices for preventing and responding to 
civilian casualties. Any investigation into 
civilian casualties should include recom-
mendations to avoid similar incidents in the 
future.61 These recommendations will most 
often focus on the conduct or execution 
of a strike or operation and can include 
recommendations to modify or implement 
new strike Standard Operating Procedures 
or Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures. 
These recommendations might also identify 
gaps in a command’s target development 
and vetting process, or internal strike cell 
operations.

However, improvements in processes 
should not be limited to those recommend-
ed during the course of an investigation. 
Commands should seek to refine both strike 
and casualty assessment processes when-

ever the opportunity presents.62 In other 
words, processes should be reviewed and/
or improved—even if there is no recom-
mendation or approval to do so as part of a 
command operation. Such improvements 
could include identification of another key 
billet holder required in the strike cell or a 
modification to a strike cell Standard Oper-
ating Procedure during an annual/semi-an-
nual revision. The JA should raise the issue 
as appropriate and defer to the staff director 
or commander empowered to make the 
final decision. The second caveat is to not 
confine improvements to the planning and 
execution of a strike.

Assessment methodologies should 
be examined and refined as well. The JA 
should highlight where additional expertise 
is needed to conduct the assessment. For in-
stance, an operative fact might include the 
range at which a particular weapon presents 
a danger of wounding or death.63 The JA 
would not normally possess the necessary 
expertise to assess these facts. Thus, it 
may be appropriate for a trained individ-
ual to participate in all civilian casualty 
assessments.64 Perhaps there are multiple 
intelligence disciplines supporting the 
conclusion that an individual is a civilian, 
but a trained J2 all-source analyst will be 
better positioned to opine upon the overall 
intelligence picture than a JA.

Non-governmental organizations are 
specifically identified in Presidential and 
DoD policy as entities that provide critical 
input to the development of sound policy 
and best practices regarding preventing and 
responding to civilian casualties.65 Accord-
ingly, NGOs should be included where 
feasible in policy development. A risk of 
this inclusion may include the introduction 
of substantive provisions which do not re-
flect the U.S. Government or DoD position 
on certain rules of international law. For 
instance, discrepancies or debates about the 
law governing a person’s status as a combat-
ant or a civilian. One such area of disagree-
ment has to do with the construct of Direct 
Participation in Hostilities (DPH).66 The 
ICRC occupies a special position in interna-
tional law, and is charged under the Geneva 
Conventions with monitoring compliance 
with the Law of War.67 Pursuant to this 
role, the ICRC published interpretive 
guidance as to the meaning of the Geneva 

Conventions, including the concept of 
DPH.68 In addition to a three-factor test, the 
ICRC also subscribes to what is often pejo-
ratively referred to as the “revolving door,” 
of civilian protection.69 Neither of these 
constructs is consistent with the U.S. view 
on DPH.70 This is also by no means the only 
area of law on which the U.S. Government 
and NGOs disagree.71

In engaging with NGOs, the operation-
al JA should politely but firmly articulate 
the U.S. position on the law. Second, and in 
light of the DoD’s engagement with NGOs 
and academics,72 DoD attorneys and JAs 
must be prepared to advise policy makers 
on the law; they should ensure there is clar-
ity between measures the U.S. undertakes 
as a matter of legal obligation and those 
it implements as a matter of sound policy 
for prevention and response to civilian 
casualties.73

Public and Congressional Reporting

As discussed, the DoD is required to pro-
vide reports on the annual civilian casualty 
statistics and efforts,74 as well as the devel-
opment of a comprehensive DoD policy to 
prevent and respond to civilian casualties.75 
Many sub-unified commands and com-
batant commands also issue public press 
releases of their civilian casualty statistics 
and assessments.76 It is not uncommon for 
allegations of civilian casualties to languish 
for years, or be reported years after the 
fact.77 Nor is it uncommon for a particular 
incident to receive heightened scrutiny, 
which necessitates rapid action to move 
that particular incident to the head of the 
assessment line. There is little role for the 
operational JA in this reporting process, 
with one caveat. When a particular allega-
tion is the subject of an investigation, either 
administrative or criminal, the JA will often 
have the best visibility on the status and 
timing of that investigation.

The JA in this circumstance will pri-
marily play the role of liaison between the 
various stakeholders. They will need to 1) 
assist and relay information from investi-
gators to the staff and commanders, 2) keep 
commanders and staff apprised of the status 
of the investigation and elucidating poten-
tial options, and 3) relay investigative status 
and approximate timeline for completion to 
higher headquarters and external stake-
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holders (such as NGOs). The JA should also 
review public and congressional reports to 
ensure accuracy in characterization of legal 
and policy standards.

Conclusion

Domestic law and policy governing the 
DoD’s prevention of and response to 
civilian casualties is in significant flux. The 
lack of a comprehensive, DoD-wide policy 
on prevention of and response to civil-
ian casualties has led to a legal and policy 
environment characterized by a patchwork 
of requirements that are often fluid across 
both time and geographic CCMDs; they 
also contain various gaps or inconsistencies, 
which the JA must be prepared to address. 
In each of the four functional areas dictated 
by law and policy, the JA is a critical sup-
porting effort and is uniquely positioned to 
assist their own command and the DoD in 
its efforts to minimize civilian casualties.

An integral part of this effort is un-
derstanding the legal and policy gaps and 
inconsistencies. The lack of a comprehen-
sive DoD policy has resulted in differing 
policy standards across CCMDs, as well as 
a fluid and somewhat unpredictable policy 
environment as the DoD works toward 
the development of a DoD-wide policy. 
The JA must also be prepared to deal with 
discrepancies between the international 
legal standards advocated by NGOs or 
foreign partners and those held by the U.S. 
Government. Finally, there are questions of 
the practical application of law and policy. 
The JA can and should advise on 1) feasible 
precautions during planning and execu-
tion; 2) the factual and policy basis for an 
assessment of civilian casualty allegations, 
as well as steps to improve the assessment 
process; 3) the sharing and adoption of best 
practices across the four functional areas; 
and 4) reporting of the status and outcome 
of assessments to higher headquarters, Con-
gress, and the public. TAL
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28. Id. § 936.
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29. u.S. Dep’t of Def., report oN civiliaN caSualty 
policy (2019) [hereinafter report oN civiliaN caSual-
ty policy].

30. Id. at 3.

31. Id. at 4.

32. Id. at 9–10.

33. See e.g., u.S. Dep’t of Def., Dir. 2311.01, DoD law 
of war program (2 July 2020) [hereinafter DoDD 
2311.01]; chairmaN, JoiNt chiefS of Staff, iNStr. 
3150.25g, JoiNt leSSoNS learNeD program (31 Jan. 
2018) [hereinafter cJcSi 3150.25g].

34. See, e.g., JoiNt chiefS of Staff, JoiNt pub. 3-09, JoiNt 
fire Support (10 Apr. 2019) [hereinafter Jp 3-09].

35. report oN civiliaN caSualty policy, supra note 
29, at 13.

36. Id. at 16.

37. JoiNt chiefS of Staff, JoiNt pub. 3-84, legal Sup-
port fig.I-1 (2 Aug. 2016).

38. See, e.g., JoiNt pub. 1-04, legal Support to military 
operatioNS (2 Aug. 2016).

In essence, we “threw” lawyers at very difficult 
problems, and they produced solutions in vir-
tually every case—often under very challenging 
circumstances and in an uncertain security 
environment. . . . I tried to get all the lawyers we 
could get our hands on—and then sought more.

Id. at II–6 (quoting Major General David Petraeus).

39. Id. at I-14.

40. Jp 3-09, supra note 34, at II-6 (discussing target 
nomination); id. at IV-13 (discussing target valida-
tion and Target Engagement Authority); id. at I-4 
to -5 (discussing target engagement standards and 
processes).

41. See, e.g., DoD law of war maNual, supra note 5, 
para. 5.10.2.3.

42. See, e.g., Nathan Isaacs, The Law and the Facts, 22 
colum. l. rev. 1 (1922).

43. See, e.g., 1 u.S. Dep’t of Def., maN. 5205.07, DoD 
Special acceSS program (Sap) Security maNual: geN-
eral proceDureS encl. 5 (18 June 2015) (C2, 30 Sept. 
2020); 1 u.S. Dep’t of Def., maN. 5105.21, SeNSitive 
compartmeNteD iNformatioN (Sci) aDmiNiStrative 
Security maNual: aDmiNiStratioN of iNformatioN aND 
iNformatioN SyStemS Security encl. 3 (19 Oct. 2012) 
(C2, 6 Oct. 2020).

44. See generally DoDD 2311.01, supra note 33.

45. report oN civiliaN caSualty policy, supra note 
29, at 13.

46. Id. at 14.

47. See, e.g., u.S. africa commaND, iNStr. 3200.03, 
reportiNg aND reSpoNDiNg to civiliaN caSualty 
allegatioNS aND iNciDeNtS (1 Feb. 2019) [hereinafter 
ACI 3200.03]; combiNeD JoiNt taSk force, operatioN 
iNhereNt reSolve moNthly civiliaN caSualty report 
(29 Oct. 2020) [hereinafter cJtf report].

48. U.S. Africa Command Civilian Casualty Assessment 

Quarterly Report; 2nd Quarter, 2020, u.S. afr. commaND, 
https://www.africom.mil/civilian-casualty-report/
us-africa-command-civilian-casualty-assessment-quar-
terly-report-2nd-quarter-2020 (last visited Oct. 1, 
2021) [hereinafter civcaS report].

49. In light of non-governmental organization (NGO) 
critiques, the Department of Defense (DoD) is also 

re-evaluating this binary assessment methodology. 
See, e.g., ctr. for civiliaNS iN coNflict, iN Search of 
aNSwerS: u.S. military iNveStigatioNS aND civiliaN 
harm 35-37 (2020); Siemion & Mahanty, supra note 
2; report oN civiliaN caSualty policy, supra note 29, 
at 14.

50. See, e.g., aNNual report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, 
supra note 24, at 9. There is no requirement in either 
international or domestic law, or policy, to investigate 
every allegation of civilian casualties. See, e.g., ctr. 
for civiliaNS iN coNflict, supra note 49, at 2. This 
“duty” appears to be based upon a conflation of civilian 
casualties with actions constituting a war crime or 
other violation of the Law of War. See, e.g., id. at 55, 
n.206. This is bolstered by the “Breakout Box,” which 
appears to indicate the authors’ perception that AR 
15-6 investigations were always conducted prior to the 
implementation of the Civilian Casualty Assessment 
Report process. Id. at 39.

51. See generally U.S. Dep’t of army, reg. 15-6, proce-
DureS for aDmiNiStrative iNveStigatioNS aND boarDS 
of officerS ch. 2, sec. 2 (1 Apr. 2016) [hereinafter AR 
15-6]. This regulation is most frequently used in Joint 
environments, and it requires legal support to the 
investigating officer (IO) and to the appointing officer 
taking final action. Ordinarily, the JA who provided 
advice on the strike or operation, the IO’s legal advisor, 
and the Commander’s advisor should be different 
attorneys.

52. See, e.g., ACI 3200.03, supra note 47. Ordinarily, the 
JA reviewing the assessment should be a different JA 
than the one who advised on the planning and execu-
tion of a strike or raid.

53. aNNual report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, supra note 
24, at 6.

54. Id. at 16.

55. ctr. for civiliaNS iN coNflict, supra note 49, at 
40, 43.

56. aNNual report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, supra note 
24, at 16.; ctr. for civiliaNS iN coNflict, supra note 
49, at 15.

57. aNNual report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, supra note 
24, at 16.

58. See, e.g., Daphne Eviatar, The Fatal Flaw in DoD’s 

Latest Civilian Casualties Report, JuSt Sec. (May 14, 
2020), https://www.justsecurity.org/70139/the-fa-
tal-flaw-in-dods-latest-civilian-casualties-report/.

59. See, e.g., Welna, supra note 20. This circumstance 
appears to be recognized by NGOs, as the Letter to 
Congress recommends consolidating authorities for 
the use of lethal force within the DoD. See Letter to 
Congress, supra note 3.

60. See, e.g., discussion supra note 50; DoDD 2311.01, 
supra note 33.

61. See, e.g., AR 15-6, supra note 51, para. 3-11; aNNual 
report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, supra note 24, at 16.

62. cJcSi 3150.25g, supra note 33.

63. This is known as the Collateral Effects Radius 
(CER) or Collateral Hazard Area (CHA). See, e.g., Major 
Steven P. Dillenburger, Minimization of Collateral 

Damage in Airdrops and Airstrikes (Sept. 28, 2012) 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Air Force Institute of Technology, 
Air University), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/
u2/a566426.pdf.

64. See, e.g., JoiNt Staff J-7, JoiNt targetiNg Staff 
familiarizatioN courSe SyllabuS (2020), https://www.

jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Doctrine/training/jts/
jt_staff_syllabus31jan20.pdf?ver=gr_Il5kMRsYHFnk-
2c9YupA%3d%3d.

65. EO 13732, supra note 8, § 2(b)(i); Memorandum 
from Off. of the Under Sec’y of Def. to Sec’ys of the 
Mil. Dep’ts et al., subject: Development of a DoD 
Instruction on Minimizing and Responding to Civilian 
Harm in Military Operations (31 Jan. 2020).

66. DoD law of war maNual, supra note 5, paras. 
5.8.3, 5.8.4. The rule governing Direct Participation in 
Hostilities indicates that a civilian, ordinarily immune 
from attack, forfeits that protected status for such time 
as the civilian at issue directly participates in hostilities 
against a belligerent party.

67. See GC IV, supra note 7 (relating to the protection 
of civilians, in which the International Committee of 
the Red Cross is mentioned in no fewer than sixteen 
articles).

68. NilS melzer, iNterpretive guiDaNce oN the NatioN 
of Direct participatioN iN hoStilitieS uNDer iNterNa-
tioNal humaNitariaN law (2009).

69. Id. at 47–58, 70. These three factors are: 1) thresh-
old of harm; 2) direct causation; and 3) belligerent 
nexus. All three of these factors must be present for an 
individual to be considering “directly participating,” 
pursuant to the ICRC’s formulation of the rule.

70. Under DoD’s view, these three factors are import-
ant; but none are dispositive. See, e.g., DoD law of 
war maNual, supra note 5, paras. 5.8.3, 5.8.4.

71. See, e.g., Sean Watts, Interpretation in the Updated GC 

III Commentary, lieber iNSt. (Dec. 15, 2020), https://li-
eber.westpoint.edu/interpretation-updated-gciii-com-
mentary/.

72. report oN civiliaN caSualty policy, supra note 
29, at 13.

73. Thus countering any assertion that U.S. policy 
preferences have become or reflect customary interna-
tional law. See, e.g., DoD law of war maNual, supra 
note 5, para. 8.1.4.2.

74. National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2018, Pub. L. No. 115-91, § 1057, 131 Stat. 1283, 1572 
(2017); John S. McCain National Defense Authoriza-
tion Act for Fiscal Year 2019, Pub. L. 115-232, § 1062, 
132 Stat. 1636, 1970 (2018).

75. John S. McCain National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 2019, Pub. L. 115-232, § 936 (2018).

76. civcaS report, supra note 48; cJtf report, supra 

note 47.

77. See, e.g., U.S. Africa Command Civilian Casualty 

Assessment Quarterly Report; 3rd Quarter, 2020, u.S. afr. 
commaND, https://www.africom.mil/civilian-casual-
ty-report/us-africa-command-civilian-casualty-assess-
ment-quarterly-report-3rd-quarter-2020 (last visited 
July 19, 2021); aNNual report oN civiliaN caSualtieS, 
supra note 24, at 6.
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Practice Notes
The DEI Field Board

Your Voice Could Define the Future Army JAG Corps

By Colonel Lance S. Hamilton

The 40th Judge Advocate General of the Army, Lieutenant Gen-
eral (LTG) Charles N. Pede, established the U.S. Army Judge 

Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps Council on Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion (DEI Council) on 17 July 2020. One of the purposes of this 
Council is to enable each member of our regiment to help shape the 
future of our JAG Corps.1 Leveraging the Department of Defense’s 
ongoing efforts to address diversity and inclusion2 and, in part, the 
media blitz and civil unrest following the killing of George Floyd,3 
LTG Pede acted swiftly and established the DEI Council to address 
issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion within the Army JAG 
Corps. He directed the DEI Council to take a comprehensive look at 

our regiment to determine if we were an inclusive organization that 
validates “our commitment to what is right, fair, and just” in our 
efforts to take care of our Soldiers, Civilians, and Family members.4 
To accomplish this with any degree of authenticity or resolve, LTG 
Pede realized “[t]he voices of our Corps, from around the world, 
must be heard.”5 Moreover, he acknowledged that “[h]ow we [as 
members of the regiment] value each other—and how we each 
perceive the resulting treatment—matters” and “how we treat each 
other [ultimately] reflects our [core] values.”6

Once established, the DEI Council initially engaged in a series of 
internal listening sessions to gain perspective on the full scope and 

Members of the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Council speak to JAG Corps leaders at the Worldwide Continuing Legal Education forum on the Council’s initiatives. 
(Credit: Jason Wilkerson, TJAGLCS)
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depth of the issues and concerns surround-
ing diversity, equity, and inclusion that it 
needed to address. Council members were 
also eager to educate themselves on those 
topics, come to a common understanding 
of those terms,7 and fully comprehend the 
distinction between equality and equity.8 
The DEI Council next conducted a series 
of voluntary listening sessions with groups 
of Judge Advocate Legal Services (JALS) 
personnel from around the globe to amplify 
their voices. Each of these sessions were 
exceptionally valuable, generating open 
and frank dialogue among the participants. 
These sessions provided the DEI Council 
with a much broader understanding of is-
sues affecting diversity, equity, and inclusion 
that members of our Corps believe exist.9 
All JALS members were further encouraged 
to participate in an anonymous survey to 
address their concerns.10 Coupled with the 
results of the survey and information and 
comments received during various pan-
el discussions with representatives from 
diverse groups, including civilians, enlisted 
personnel, retired judge advocates, informal 
mentorship groups, and the JAGC Pride 
network,11 the DEI Council believed it was 
sufficiently enlightened to move forward in 
addressing many diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion matters affecting the Army JAG Corps.

The DEI Council then began focus-
ing on the task to propose—with the help 
of subordinate advisory boards from the 
field—its own ideas for making “our orga-
nization more inclusive of . . . diversity”12 
by looking initially at six areas: recruiting 
and accessions, training and education, 
retention, promotions, assignments, and 
obstacles to inclusion.13 As the best source 
of input across the regiment, these subor-
dinate advisory boards (i.e., Field Boards), 
would assist the DEI Council in reviewing, 
studying, and analyzing these initial focus 
areas. Armed with all of this information, 
the DEI Council could effectively identify 
and assess problems and opportunities, and 
then recommend solutions.14

Developing the Field Boards

The DEI Council appointed a Field Board 
committee to propose the best structure for 
and internal operation of the Field Boards. 
The committee extensively analyzed and 
debated the most effective and efficient 

way to establish representative and diverse 
groups from across the regiment to form 
Field Boards and begin addressing the six 
focus areas. The committee considered, 
among other things, the following before 
presenting options to the DEI Council for a 
decision:

1. Whether to seek only volunteers or al-
low staff judge advocates (SJA), deputy 
staff judge advocates (DSJA), command 
paralegal noncommissioned officers 
(NCO), or senior civilians to submit 
names and recommend Field Board 
members;

2. Whether volunteers submit their appli-
cation directly to the DEI Council, or 
require vetting through the SJA, DSJA, 
command paralegal NCO, or senior 
civilian;

3. Whether the DEI Council should estab-
lish eligibility criteria;

4. Whether applicants should provide 
relevant demographic information, 
including race, gender, sexual orienta-
tion, and geographic location to ensure 
maximum diversity within each Field 
Board;

5. Whether to require a maximum or 
minimum size for each Field Board;

6. Whether to require a maximum or 
minimum length of service on a Field 
Board;

7. Whether the DEI Council should limit 
the number of Field Boards to ensure 
its ability to monitor progress;

8. Whether a member of the DEI Council 
would participate on each Field Board 
to facilitate discussions;

9. Whether to create only geographic 
boards to maximize attendance during 
meetings;

10. Whether to create only rank/grade 
boards to generate better, more open 
discussions;

11. Whether to establish geographic boards 
by rank/grade;

12. Whether subject matter experts or DEI 
Council members would instruct each 
Field Board on the six focus areas;

13. Whether Field Boards should address 
all the focus areas during meetings or 
address each issue separately; and

14. Whether Field Boards meet weekly, 
monthly, or other.

The Field Board committee focused 
on ensuring three main tenets for the 
effective use of the Field Boards. First, the 
Field Board must be structured to ensure 
autonomy, but still remain under the over-
all direction of the DEI Council. Second, 
the Field Board must be designed to ensure 
every member of the JALS has a legitimate 
opportunity to participate as a member of a 
Field Board at some point. Third, the Field 
Board must be structured and designed to 
elicit candid feedback and facilitate open, 
honest conversations among Field Board 
members.

Organizing the Field Boards

The DEI Council accepted most of the 
Field Board committee’s recommendations, 
including its recommendation to develop an 
online application to facilitate a worldwide 
call for volunteers to serve on a Field Board. 
The online application ensured the com-
pliance with The Judge Advocate General’s 
expressed desire to receive input from the 
voices across JALS. The application form 
was basic, yet sufficiently comprehensive 
to obtain the applicant’s relevant infor-
mation regarding race, gender, technical 
supervisory chain, and geographic location. 
The application also allowed volunteers to 
briefly describe their desire to serve on a 
Field Board.15 While informative, the brief 
description did not impact a volunteer’s 
participation on the Field Board. Due to the 
number of applications received, the DEI 
Council established nine Field Boards to 
accommodate all volunteers.16

The Field Boards were organized into 
ten to fifteen member groups according to 
rank/grade.17 The DEI Council agreed this 
structure would foster the greatest com-
munication among Field Board members. 
The DEI Council, however, remains open 
to reconfigure the Field Board structure if 
necessary to maintain the efficacy of the 
Field Boards. Council members were then 
assigned to assist each Field Board as the 
Council’s designated points of contact for 
enduring support, and tasked to schedule an 
initial meeting with their respective Field 
Board.

The DEI Council elected to relinquish 
control over the internal direction and 
governance of the Field Boards, thereby 
promoting the maximum amount of au-
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tonomy and ingenuity for board members 
to identify and assess problems effectively 
and to offer noteworthy solutions. The goal 
is not to micromanage the Field Boards’ 
freedom of thought, expression, or creativ-
ity.18 The DEI Council points of contact, 
therefore, only participated in the initial 
meeting with each Field Board to explain 
their duty in analyzing the six focus areas, 
establish basic ground rules, recommend a 
listening session for their first meeting, and 
instruct the board to identify a Field Board 
leader and deputy leader.19

Field Board Ground Rules
20

Each Field Board is governed by the same 
ground rules:

1. Every Field Board member is to be re-
spected, whether you agree or disagree;

2. Every Field Board member has a valu-
able opinion;

3. Every Field Board member needs to be 
heard;

4. Every Field Board member must be 
considerate of others;

5. All Field Board members should feel 
comfortable in sharing their experienc-
es or opinions;

6. Disrespect for opinions of others is 
grounds for removal from the Field 
Board; and

7. Field Board members are on equal 
footing during Field Board discussions 
when voicing opinions or voting on 
matters—a difference in rank/grade 
does not equate to a more valuable 
opinion.

The DEI Council understands these 
basic rules serve to reinforce the value of 
all JALS members and their diversity of 
thoughts and opinions. To be effective in 
addressing the six focus areas and provide 
meaningful feedback, Field Boards mem-
bers must treat each other with the inherent 
dignity and respect due every person.21

Field Board Meetings 

and Battle Rhythm

The Field Boards’ primary responsibility is 
to discuss, analyze, assess, and recommend 
solutions to the DEI Council on matters 
affecting diversity, equity, and inclusion 
in the JAG Corps in the six focus areas.22 

The Field Board leaders and deputy leaders 
were encouraged to utilize any appropriate 
medium (e.g., Microsoft Teams or Zoom) 
to conduct meetings. The meeting schedule 
was up to each Field Board; however, the 
DEI Council recommended a minimum of 

two meetings per topic area to ensure suit-
able discussion on these important issues.

The goal is for Field Boards to have 
sufficient time to understand the issue and 
time to meet and discuss each issue. Realiz-
ing the significance of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion across our formations, howev-
er, the desire for swift action had to be 
tempered with the desire for deliberate and 
comprehensive review of each topic. The 
DEI Council, therefore, established a two-
month battle rhythm for the Field Boards 
for each of the six focus areas.

During week one, the Field Boards 
receive a substance briefing from a subject 
matter expert who explains the topic in 
detail and outlines the current status, or im-
plementation, of the topic area within the 
JALS. Field Board members are free to ask 
questions and engage in discussion with the 
subject matter expert during the meeting. 
These meetings are also recorded for the 
benefit of those board members unable to 
attend the live meeting.

During weeks two through seven, 
Field Boards are instructed to meet as 
often as necessary to engage in meaningful 
discourse while evaluating the topic and 
to begin formulating input for the DEI 
Council. Board members, through their re-
spective Field Board leader, are free to seek 
additional information from their points 
of contact on the DEI Council as necessary 
throughout this period. The goal for each 
Field Board is to work as a team and hone 
feedback on the most salient points for the 
DEI Council to consider.

During week seven, Field Board lead-
ers are required to compile notes from the 
monthly meetings and submit reports to 
their respective DEI Council points of con-
tact. Each Field Board is required to submit 
a presentation with four to five focus points 

for the Council to consider. For each point, 
the Field Board provides a brief discus-
sion and then sets forth its recommended 
solutions.

The DEI Council then schedules a 
meeting with each Field Board leader to 
discuss the recommendations. During this 
meeting, the Field Board not only presents 
its issues and recommendations on the topic 
but also provides additional, unsolicited 
comments, observations, and recommen-
dations for the Field Board to consider and 
address.

Anticipating the Future 

of Field Boards

At this time, the Field Boards have ad-
dressed and submitted reports on the first 
focus area of recruiting and accessions. The 
DEI Council met with the Field Boards 
to discuss their recommendations and the 
Council will begin meeting to analyze and 
discuss those recommendations. The Field 
Boards have also received their subject 
matter expert presentation on the second 
focus areas—training and education—and 
will commence internal meetings to address 
the topic.

The outstanding input received from 
each Field Board during its presentation is a 
clear indication of the tremendous effort by 
Field Board members to make a difference. 
This effort also proves LTG Pede’s decision 
to use subordinate advisory boards to ad-
dress issues of diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion was profound. Since assuming duties 
as the 41st Judge Advocate General of the 
Army, Lieutenant General Stuart W. Risch 

Realizing the significance of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion across our formations, however, the desire 

for swift action had to be tempered with the desire for 
deliberate and comprehensive review of each topic.
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has reaffirmed the Corps’s commitment to 
continue this comprehensive look at our 
regiment and work to ensure that we are, in 
fact, an inclusive organization that validates 
and takes care of our Soldiers, Civilians, and 
Family members, and always strives to do 
what is right, fair, and just.23

Accordingly, it is now time for others 
to step forward and volunteer to partic-
ipate on a Field Board. The DEI Council 
has not had to place any limits on partici-
pation, other than a desire to participate. 
As a member of the JALS you have a voice 
and your voice does matter! Your willing-
ness and a bit of courage to highlight and 
discuss issues affecting diversity, equity, and 
inclusion within our Corps could make a 
difference.

While the Field Boards continue to 
analyze the remaining focus areas of our 
Corps, JALS members may have knowledge 
of practices that support and foster diversi-
ty, equity, and inclusion, which are essential 
for our shared understanding. This knowl-
edge or input may enable our JAG Corps 
not only to adjust or change current or past 
practices but also to develop new initiatives. 
Your voice, your input, your knowledge 
could keep us on the correct path to remain 
the best law firm in the world. TAL

COL Hamilton is the Chief, Environmental Law 

Division, U.S. Army Legal Services Agency, at 

Fort Belvoir, Virginia. He is also a member of 

the Judge Advocate General’s Corps’s Diversity, 

Equity, and Inclusion Council.
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Practice Notes
Mitigating the Risk of Future Climate Change

The U.S. Army and Carbon Neutrality

By Major Patrick A. Doyle

In Juliana v. United States, a group of plaintiffs sued the U.S. 
Government and several of its agencies—specifically including 

the Department of Defense (DoD)—asserting that it has contin-
ued to “permit, authorize, and subsidize” activities that produce 
greenhouse gases and cause climate change.1 Then, in 2016, after 
much pretrial litigation, a federal district judge in Oregon denied 
the government’s motion to dismiss and set the case for trial.2 A 
three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals dismissed 
the case in January 2020, but the litigation continued until Febru-
ary 2021 when the Ninth Circuit denied the plaintiff’s request for a 
rehearing en banc.3

The Army should take notice of the potential trend illustrated 
by Juliana and proposed domestic legislation in the Green New 
Deal.4 At least ninety-nine members in the House of Representa-
tives already support Green New Deal legislation, which would 
push the U.S. Government and its agencies hard in the direction of 
carbon neutrality.5 The litigation against the Government could be 
substantial if a Green New Deal that was actually enacted into law 
allowed citizen suits or otherwise waived the Federal Government’s 
sovereign immunity.

All this provides at least anecdotal evidence that the U.S. 
Government is likely going to come under increasing pressure to 

(Credit: NASA/NOAA/GOES Project
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reduce or offset its carbon emissions—and, 
of all the government agencies, the DoD is 
by far the biggest user of fossils fuels.6 To 
get ahead of the emerging threat of car-
bon-use litigation illustrated by Juliana and 
the Green New Deal, the Army should use 
the Army Compatible Use Buffer (ACUB) 
program to create carbon offsets and move 
toward carbon neutrality.

What is the ACUB Program?

The ACUB program is a land management 
strategy that allows the Army to partner 
with states and non-federal entities to limit 
encroachment on military training areas by 
creating environmental buffer zones around 
the installation.7 The ACUB program 
enables non-federal conservation entities, 
often with financial help from the Army, to 
acquire the rights to the land surrounding 
the installation.8 The land then provides a 
barrier to protect the installation’s train-
ing areas from suburban development and 
provides alternate habitat for threatened or 
endangered species.9

The Army currently uses ACUBs on a 
relatively routine basis to prevent environ-
mental litigation by protecting endangered 
species and their habitats.10 The Army also 
uses ACUBs to avoid environmental nui-
sance litigation by creating a buffer between 
the noise pollution caused by military train-
ing and civilian communities.11 Although 
not currently in practice, the statutory 
authority for the ACUB program may also 
allow for novel uses—such as carbon offsets 
through land management projects.

Statutory Authority Includes 

Anticipated Environmental 

Restrictions

The ACUB program dates to the Private 
Lands Initiative between Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, and the Nature Conservancy.12 
Soldiers at Fort Bragg were having diffi-
culty training because the base’s training 
areas also happened to be some of the last 
remaining habitat for an endangered spe-
cies—the red-cockaded woodpecker.13 The 
partnership proved successful, and Con-
gress codified the ACUB in the Fiscal Year 
2003 National Defense Authorization Act.14

The statute, now found at 10 U.S.C. § 
2684a, allows the military departments to 
enter into agreements concerning land in 

the vicinity of military installations for two 
primary purposes.15 The first is to prevent 
any development or use of land that would 
be incompatible with the mission of the 
installation.16 The second is to preserve 
habitats in a manner that would, “eliminate 
or relieve current or anticipated environ-
mental restrictions that would or might 
otherwise restrict, impede, or otherwise in-
terfere, whether directly or indirectly, with 
current or anticipated military training, 
testing, or operations on the installation.”17

The second purpose—to preserve 
habitats to relieve anticipated environmen-
tal restrictions—would allow the Army to 
use this statutory authority to create carbon 
offsets in response to anticipated laws, 
regulations, or international agreements 
requiring carbon neutrality.

Forest Management Projects 

Can Provide Carbon Offsets

Carbon offsets are a credit that an indi-
vidual or organization can claim when it 
takes one action that cancels out the carbon 
emissions created by a different action.18 
Land managers can leverage forests to pro-
vide carbon offsets.19 Forests can trap—or 
sequester—large amounts of carbon dioxide 
(CO2)—a greenhouse gas—through photo-
synthesis.20

Types of Forest Management Projects 

that Provide Carbon Offsets

There are two types of forest management 
projects that may be useful to create carbon 
offsets around military installations: avoid-
ed conversion and improved forest manage-
ment. Reforestation is another common 
type of carbon offset project and involves 
planting forests from seeds and saplings, 
but it may not be the most efficient for the 
Army because large, mature forests often 
already exist in the areas surrounding 
military installations.21 Avoided conver-
sion projects prevent the conversion of 
forested land into non-forested land, such 
as single-family housing developments.22 
Improved forest management projects use 
land management practices to maintain a 
forest’s ability to sequester carbon while 
still allowing for some selective timbering, 
ranching, and farming.23

Current Applications in the Private Sector

The private sector is already partnering 
with private landowners to provide carbon 
offsets.24 Companies that produce large 
amounts of greenhouse gases, such as some 
major airlines, pay private landowners to 
maintain their forest to sequester carbon 
and, therefore, offset their airplanes’ carbon 
emissions.25 The airline industry may enter 
into carbon offset contracts and cite their 
“corporate responsibility” to help sell their 
products; however, more than likely, their 
actions may also be motivated by the fear 
of litigation originating from international 
agreements—such as the Carbon Offsetting 
and Reduction Scheme for International 
Aviation.26

Using the ACUB to Acquire 

Conservation Easements to 

Prevent Deforestation

Army installations often tend to be in re-
mote, sparsely populated parts of the coun-
try.27 Historically, many of these locations 
were selected as optimal for training and 
testing because the surrounding population 
was sparse, and the risk of encroachment 
was low.28 The Army can continue to take 
advantage of these remote locations to 
protect the undeveloped land around its 
installations to create carbon offsets.

What Is a Conservation Easement?

A conservation easement is an agreement 
where a landowner partners with a private 
organization or public agency to convey 
away certain rights to their land to preserve 
it for specific conservation values.29 The 
landowner may grant the easement volun-
tarily, or they may receive compensation 
from the partner or certain tax advantag-
es.30 Organizations such as the Nature Con-
servatory and private or public land trusts 
commonly obtain conservation easements 
to protect endangered or threatened species 
and their habitats.

ACUBs to Prevent Deforestation

The Army can create carbon offsets using 
ACUBs as avoided conversion forestry 
projects. This could be as simple as main-
taining the existing forested land around 
its installations. The Army would be able 
to claim these projects as carbon offsets 
because the forested land would seques-
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ter CO2. The more acreage the Army can 
protect, the more it can claim offsets for its 
training and operational activities.

To take advantage of these oppor-
tunities, Army installations would need 
to work with non-government entities 
and non-Federal Government agencies 
to pursue the mutually beneficial goal of 
protecting the land around installations. 
There are multiple non-government orga-
nizations who already focus on managing 
and protecting forested land—such as the 
Georgia-Alabama Land Trust, which is al-
ready working to preserve the longleaf pine 
ecosystems around Fort Stewart and Fort 
Benning in Georgia.31

Conclusion

The amount of CO2 and other green-
house gases in the atmosphere are rising 
and gaining the attention of the scientific 
community and policy makers around the 
world.32 Juliana arguably displays a trend 
that the Army cannot ignore. Furthermore, 
members of Congress are already trying to 
push the Green New Deal legislation into 
law.33 The Army can reduce its risk from a 
likely increase in carbon-use litigation by 
using land management strategies, such as 
the ACUB program, to use the forested land 
already existing around military installa-
tions to offset the carbon emissions from 
military training and operations. TAL

MAJ Doyle is the chief of administrative law 

at U.S. Army Cadet Command and Fort Knox, 

Kentucky.
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Practice Notes
Legal Operations

The Use of Law as an Instrument of Power in the Context 

of Hybrid Threats and Strategic Competition
1

By Rodrigo Vázquez Benítez, Colonel Kristian W. Murray, & Brigadier General Pavel Kriz

NATO’s Purpose

The purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
is to safeguard the freedom and security of its Alliance members by 
political and military means.2 In the military domain, the Alliance 
accomplishes this purpose by maintaining and developing its 
individual and collective ability to deter and resist armed attack, by 

consulting together whenever the security of one of the Alliance 
nations is threatened, and by defending Alliance territory and pop-
ulation from armed attack, as set out in Articles 3, 4, and 5 of the 
North Atlantic Treaty.3

The Alliance operates in an environment of adversaries who 
actively attempt to influence the decision-making process and to 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization Headquarters in Brussels, Belgium. (Credit: Lisa Ferdinando)
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undermine NATO legitimacy by attack-
ing the Rules-Based International Order 
(RBIO) to seek regional and global insta-
bility.4 However, in contrast, the corner-
stone of all NATO military operations is 
legal legitimacy based upon compliance 
with international law and adherence to 
the rule of law.5 Unfortunately, NATO’s 
adversaries perceive the Alliance’s focus 

on legal legitimacy as a critical vulnera-
bility to exploit and a method to subvert 
the Alliance’s political and public support. 
Specifically, NATO’s adversaries purposely 
seek to exploit the Alliance’s compliance to 
the rule of law and its compliance to law of 
armed conflict (LOAC) principles, purpose-
ly provide disinformation or distort the 
rule of law to justify their own policies, and 
purposely conduct malign hybrid activities 
below the Article 5 “armed attack” threshold 
in order to facilitate political objectives.6

The North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation’s adversaries’ malign activities all 
have a direct and unique legal operations 
component which transcends the tactical, 
operational, and strategic domains. In the 
future, one can imagine multiple examples 
of how NATO adversaries will conduct 
malign legal operations to undermine 
Alliance activities as they have done in the 
past. Examples include adversaries doing 
the following:

1. Violating the LOAC for their own bene-
fit by employing civilian human shields,7 
as the Islamic State of Iraq and Levant 
has done in Iraq and Syria;8

2. Producing propaganda that blames 
NATO and its commanders for deliber-

ately targeting civilians and petitioning 
international organizations for redress, 
as the Taliban has done against NATO 
in Afghanistan;9

3. Attempting to shape and manipulate 
customary international law for their 
own benefit to gain territory and frus-
trate Allied freedom of maneuver by 
claiming historical rights over land and 

maritime territories in the Artic, the 
High North, and the South China Sea, as 
China10 and Russia11 have both done and 
continue to do; and

4. Utilizing their own domestic law to 
conduct influence operations and justify 
military interventions, as Russia has 
done prior to its invasion of Crimea—
and continues to do in Ukraine—by 
granting passports and pension rights 
to Ukrainian Russian-speaking minori-
ties and subsequently alleging that their 
human rights were being systematically 
violated.12

Within this context, the law, and by 
extension lawyers, must work to identify 
and assess NATO adversaries’ misuse of 
the law and recommend appropriate lawful 
responses to adversaries’ malign legal activ-
ities. They must do this by providing prin-
cipled nuanced advice on ways and means 
to achieve strategic and operational goals 
grounded in the law and ethics to preserve 
this legitimacy of Allied military operations. 
This is one of the primary responsibilities 
of the NATO Allied Command Operations 
Office of Legal Affairs (ACO OLA) and the 
focus of this article.

Challenges

In the context of strategic competition, the 
challenges posed by hybrid threats—and 
their materialization in Hybrid Warfare and 
Grey Zone environments13—have blurred 
the traditional border between peace and 
war.14 This, added to the contexts of 1) an 
increased use of asymmetric/non-conven-
tional warfare techniques—in peacetime, 
crisis, and conflict—and 2) an enhanced role 
of (perceived) legitimacy, have made law a 
particularly attractive area to be exploited 
in conjunction with other instruments of 
power across the Diplomatic, Intelligence, 
Military, Economic, Financial, Information 
and Legal (DIMEFIL) spectrum.15 When 
it comes to strategic competition, this 
exploitation of what could be defined as the 
“legal domain”16 is referred to by the NATO 
ACO OLA as “legal operations.”17

Strategic Competition is a challenge 
currently felt across all NATO’s core tasks. 
Since 2015, NATO’s response to hybrid 
threats has been focused on improving 
Alliance situational awareness through 
intelligence and information sharing and 
strengthening its deterrence and defense 
posture.18 The North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization is also enhancing its crisis 
response procedures to guide decision-mak-
ing in crises. It supports the comprehensive 
strengthening of Allied resilience to protect 
our societies and institutions, as well as 
to deter hybrid attacks by denying their 
success or by showing the capability to 
oppose them.19 These sometimes-prepara-
tory hybrid actions seek to exploit vulner-
abilities, precondition and disrupt NATO’s 
ability to take timely decisions, and weaken 
the Alliance’s resilience and ability to 
withstand or counter a conventional attack. 
While individual elements or actions may 
not necessarily be illegal or pose a threat in 
their own right, when combined they can 
threaten individual Allies or the Alliance 
and its cohesion.

The use of hybrid strategies in conflict 
is not new in human history; what is new 
for NATO is the way and the strengths in 
which its opponents apply a wide range 
of political, civil, and military instruments 
in a combined, systematic, and coherent 
manner. These strategies are aimed at 
particular vulnerabilities of targeted nations 
and international organizations in order to 

NATO’s adversaries purposely seek to exploit the Alliance’s 
compliance to the rule of law and its compliance to 
law of armed conflict (LOAC) principles, purposely 
provide disinformation or distort the rule of law to 

justify their own policies, and purposely conduct malign 
hybrid activities below the Article 5 “armed attack” 
threshold in order to facilitate political objectives.
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achieve strategic objectives.20 Furthermore, 
some hybrid strategies aim at complicating, 
delaying, and eventually impeding timely 
decision-making; others undermine the 
ability of an Ally, or the Alliance as a whole, 
to respond to such a threat swiftly, firmly, 
and effectively.21

In this context, the use of legal opera-
tions allows any potential opponent to have 
a significant impact while avoiding the use 
of kinetic means, and, hence, remain under 
the threshold of the use of force. Several 
state and non-state actors are increasingly 
using the legal domain in a context of stra-
tegic competition to achieve their strategic 
objectives and interests, not only tampering 
with the RBIO, but also destabilizing inter-
national relations.22

Legal Operations

Legal operations may be broadly defined as 
the use of law as an instrument of power. 
The term encompasses any actions in the 
legal domain by state or non-state ac-
tors aimed at, among others, gaining—or 
undermining the opponent’s—legitimacy, 
advancing/undermining interests, or en-
hancing/denying capabilities, at the tactical, 
operational, strategic and/or (geo)political 
levels. Legal operations may be used across 
the whole peace-crisis-conflict spectrum 
through, and in combination with, a wide 
range of DIMEFIL tools that are not neces-
sarily of a legal nature.

For instance, legal operations may 
support or materialise a psychological or 
an information operation against a military 
commander by falsely accusing them—in-
side or outside the courtroom—of com-
mitting crimes in the conduct of his duties; 
supporting a broader influence operation; 
or providing citizenship or pension rights 
to minorities of a neighbour state.23 They 
could also serve to hamper the activities of 
a competitor or opponent by passing new 
laws that allow for imposing sanctions on 
its leadership or embargoes on its assets, 
or by using international mechanisms 
to demand responsibility/accountability 
for its violations of international law.24 
Other instruments of power can be used to 
change international law itself by applying 
diplomatic, political, economic, and even 
military pressure on other actors to accept 
new practices or interpretations more 

favorable to the state actor—such as current 
challenges to the interpretation of the Law 
of the Sea in particular regions.25 They may 
also consist of a “legal preparation of the 
battlefield”—i.e., actions aimed at shaping 
in advance the (appearance of) legality or 
legitimacy of an action normally involv-
ing the use of force, and thus minimise 
the consequences or limiting or delaying 
retaliation.26

Legal operations may thus encompass 
both the classical legal actions detachable 
from the conduct of hostilities and those 
which, on the contrary, are directly or 
indirectly involved in the achievement of 
the desired end-effects of an actor against 
another actor. They can be used as stand-
alone actions, in conjunction with other 
instruments of power, or be part of a wider 
hybrid or conventional warfare strategy.

As opposed to legal operations, the 
commonly used term “Lawfare” is defined 
as “the strategy of using—or misusing—law 
as a substitute for traditional military means 
to achieve an operational objective.”27 
Although this concept is often used to 
describe some of the actions encompassed 
by the term “legal operations,” it is less com-
prehensive, more limited in scope, and the 
object of intense academic controversies.28

The Preservation of the Rule of Law

As a result of NATO’s commitment to 
countering hybrid threats, ACO OLA has 
recognised the need to anticipate, detect, 
identify, assess, and respond to hostile legal 
operations through a uniformed meth-
odology while recognizing the sovereign 
powers of the Allies, embracing the rule of 
law, and stressing the importance of a stable 
international legal framework. The latter 
are particularly relevant.

As expressed in the preamble to the 
North Atlantic Treaty, the NATO Allies 
are “determined to safeguard the freedom, 
common heritage and civilisation of their 
peoples, founded on the principles of 
democracy, individual liberty and the rule 

of law.”29 The preservation of the rule of 
law and a stable RBIO is, thus, one of the 
underpinning values of the Alliance.

Legal operations are a neutral concept, 
in the sense that their use might not neces-
sarily entail an illegitimate use of the law. 
For instance, using or enhancing the law 

to enforce currently existing prohibitions, 
using domestic or international courts 
to demand responsibility/accountability 
for violations of the law, or passing new 
legislation or adopting new international 
instruments with the aim of preventing 
further breaches or erosion of the rule of 
law or the RBIO, represent what could be 
categorised as “white” legal operations. This 
is the use of law as an instrument of power 
not to challenge our values-based system, 
but to reinforce it.

Nonetheless, the use of law as an 
instrument of power does carry the risk 
of eroding the rule of law and, hence, any 
activities in the legal domain by the Allies 
must always look carefully at the overall 
system and how their individual and collec-
tive actions—not necessarily using the legal 
instrument of power—affect the integrity of 
the rule of law and the stability of the RBIO.

Operationalization

Departing from the concept of legal opera-
tions, the methodological framework used 
by ACO OLA for its analysis is the “Legal 
Operations Response Cycle” (LORC).30 
Broadly, the response cycle is composed 
of four main phases to be followed when 
defending against any given hostile legal 
operation: Identification; Assessment; Strat-
egy Definition; and Response. However, 
the LORC is only a process that needs to be 
integrated into (and supported by) effective 
actions and tools and wider processes to 
achieve success.

In this sense, legal vigilance, which is 
essential for the detection at an early stage 
of hostile legal operations and their poten-
tial effects before they are fully displayed, 
has become an integral part of the work of 
any NATO military legal advisor. More-
over, legal operations—like other activities 
in hybrid environments—are characterized 
by the need to include in their identifica-
tion, assessment, and response a variety 
of actors within all instruments of power 
in the DIMEFIL spectrum. These would 
need to “interoperate” when assessing or 
responding to a hostile legal operation. For 
this reason, legal operations form part of 
planning, training, and exercising, which 
is essential for the awareness and readi-
ness of all actors potentially involved, and 
contributes to increasing NATO’s resilience 
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and deterrence posture.31 These activities 
underpin ACO OLA’s efforts in the field 
of legal operations, with legal vigilance as 
its main effort, and the preservation of the 
RBIO and the rule of law at its core.

Conclusion

The use of law as an effective instrument 
of power is not a new phenomenon, as 
demonstrated by the success of Hugo 
Grotius’s Mare Liberum. In 1493, Pope 
Alexander VI used a papal decree to divide 

the world’s newly discovered continents 
and oceans between Spain and Portugal.32 
By the seventeenth century, Portugal’s sov-
ereign control over parts of the Atlantic and 
Indian Oceans gave it a monopoly on the 
East India trade. Not being able to confront 
militarily the then-mighty Portuguese navy, 
and in order to challenge its monopoly, the 
Dutch East India Company hired the schol-
ar Hugo Grotius, who developed a new 
legal doctrine advocating for the freedom 
of oceanic navigation.33 This new doctrine 
was published in Mare Liberum (Freedom of 

the Seas) in 160934 and was intensely pro-
moted by the Dutch East India Company. 
Grotius’s novel arguments, which laid the 
foundations of the modern law of the sea 
and immensely benefited the Dutch East 
India Company, were accepted and remain 
controlling to this day.35

Our times face similar novelty. Tra-
ditional, kinetic deterrence is so successful 
that state and non-state actors are engaging 
in new, hybrid tactics to compete below the 
threshold of armed conflict. Moreover, due 

to the effects of globalization and almost 
ubiquitous public and personal access to 
information and opinion, perceptions of 
legality and legitimacy have gained renewed 
importance; thus, strategic competition 
has highlighted the relevance of law as an 
essential instrument of power amongst 
the other instruments in the DIMEFIL 
spectrum. The North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization’s opponents, including state 
and non-state actors, use legal operations 
extensively across the spectrum of peace to 

war all over the globe.
Consequently, the Alliance should 

not shy away from engaging its compet-
itors in this “new” legal domain. Rather 
the opposite, Allies must be vigilant and 
work individually and collectively to detect 
where its competitors are adapting and 
undermining the RBIO. As they pledged in 
the preamble of the North Atlantic Treaty, 
they must work actively to strengthen and 
safeguard our rule of law system, denying 
the advantages that competitors can obtain 
by using instruments of power under—and 
above—the threshold of armed conflict. In 
order to achieve this effect, legal operations 
response, vigilance, training, education and 
exercises, and awareness are essential activi-
ties that NATO and its members should 
undertake and integrate in their tasks and 
processes; their ultimate aim should be to 
preserve the Alliance’s resilience, strength-
en its defence and deterrence posture, and 
support and protect the fulfilment of its 
purpose. TAL
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Practice Notes
Empower Yourself, Empower Your Team

Attacking Assumptions and Rethinking Risk in TSP Fund Selection

By Major John Loscheider & Major Courtney Cohen
1

Every new Army recruit is also an investor. In fact, they invest in 
government securities, bonds, international corporations, and 

virtually every company in the entire U.S. stock market. Now that 
the blended retirement system (BRS) is the retirement plan for all 
new recruits and many mid-career Service members, Soldiers are 
automatically enrolled and have money invested monthly into the 
Thrift Savings Plan (TSP). Whether Soldiers like this reality or not, 
selecting from fund options is essential for Soldiers to understand 
and critical for leaders to appreciate. Why? The difference between 
investment allocation choices can significantly impact overall fi-
nancial well-being, a comfortable retirement, and even the financial 
future of Soldiers’ beneficiaries. Indeed, “investment allocation is one 
of the most important factors affecting the growth of your account.”2 
This article aims to familiarize readers with the basics of asset alloca-
tion within the TSP, address some of the assumptions that underlie 
the funds, and give TSP investors ideas to tailor their asset allocation 
to their specific risk tolerance and personal situation.

What Is Asset Allocation?

Asset allocation, in basic terms, describes the ratio of different types 
of stocks and bonds in one’s portfolio. Stocks are shares of ownership 

in a specific company, such as Microsoft, Apple, or Wal-Mart, the 
value of which fluctuate as the companies perform—for better or 
worse—over time. Bonds, on the other hand, are more of a loan to 
an entity or company from the investor (imagine a bank or investor 
loaning money to the company at a specific interest rate). Because of 
these differences, stocks are more volatile than bonds. While stocks 
have historically provided investors greater returns than bonds, 
they are also much more susceptible than bonds to sharp downward 
turns. Conversely, bonds provide greater stability and less volatility, 
although their long term prospects for growth pale in comparison to 
historical stock returns. In a portfolio with a combination of stocks 
and bonds, bonds offer a layer of stability, dulling the sometimes 
sharp fluctuations in market value that stocks produce.

Generally, young investors have more time to wait out volatile 
markets, meaning they should weight their retirement portfolio 
heavily in stocks. A long “investment horizon” (i.e., more time to 
wait until you need the money)—coupled with the long-term past 
performance of stocks—can lead to a winning combination for 
retirement. Conversely, as retirement age approaches, preserving 
the accumulated wealth in one’s account becomes more important, 
especially since watching the value of one’s account fall in volatile 

(Credit: Maksym Yemelyanov – stock.adobe.com)
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markets could be detrimental to retirement 
plans—and one’s sanity. Therefore, the 
percentage of bonds in an overall portfolio 
should typically increase with age. Then, 
when it is close in time to when the money 
will be needed, the bonds will smooth 
(although not necessarily stop) dramatic 
account value fluctuations.

Everything Starts with Risk

Risk, in general terms, is exposure to a 
danger, such as financial loss. Risk is often 
discussed in comparison to return, which 
is the possibility of financial gain. The vol-
atility of a particular investment generally 
indicates its level of risk. For example, a 
company’s stock price fluctuates up and 
down daily, based on good or bad earnings, 
profit, new products, new competition, or 
for a variety of other reasons.3 The inten-
sity of swings in a stock’s price over time 
determines its volatility. High-volatility 
investments usually indicate high poten-
tial for both significant financial gain and 
significant financial loss. In other words, 
investors who take bigger risks can some-
times see even bigger returns in exchange 
for assuming that risk. In broadest terms, 
the overall goal of investing is to mitigate 
risk while maximizing returns.

Another element of risk to consider 
besides market fluctuation is the risk of not 
having enough money for retirement. This 
risk can arise from multiple sources. First, a 
portfolio too heavily weighted in stocks too 
close to retirement could mean that a sharp 
market downturn forces the investor to con-
tinue working or accept a lower standard of 
living in retirement. Second, a portfolio too 
heavily weighted in cash and bonds in one’s 
early investment years could mean the in-
vestments fail to grow to a retirement-wor-
thy sum or, worse, fail to beat inflation, 
which constantly diminishes the purchasing 
power of one’s savings.4 Third, there is a risk 
that, despite prudent investment decisions, 
an individual simply does not invest enough 
money throughout one’s working years.5 
Therefore, every investor must determine 
how much risk they can tolerate at each stage 
of their life, also known as their “risk profile.” 
Relevant factors influencing one’s risk profile 
include age, quality of life expectations, 
retirement goals, and individual preferences 
and behaviors.

What Options Exist 

Within the TSP?

There are five core funds in the TSP (name-
ly G, F, S, C, and I) as well as 10 Lifecycle 
funds (L-funds) which own different 
proportions of the five core funds. Of the 
five core funds, the G Fund and F Fund are 
similar to bond funds, although the G Fund 
will never lose money.6 The C Fund and the 
S Fund are composed of stocks of virtually 
every company traded on U.S. markets, 
with C Fund holding stocks of roughly 500 
of the biggest companies and S fund hold-
ing stocks of the remaining smaller, pub-
licly-traded companies. The I Fund holds 
stocks of major non-U.S. companies from 
over twenty different developed countries.7

The newest additions to the TSP funds 
are the L-Funds. L-funds are “professionally 
determined investment mixes” of the five 
core funds, and those mixes automatical-
ly become less risky as the fund nears its 
target date.8 For example, the L-2065 fund 
is the most aggressive L-fund and assumes 
participants will want to withdraw money 
(i.e., retire) on or around 2063 or later, so it 
holds a very high percentage of stocks now—
currently around 99 percent. Every three 
months, fund administrators incrementally 
lower the risk profile of the fund by ex-
changing stock and bond funds for a higher 
proportion of the risk-appropriate G fund. 
By the year 2050, for example, the percent-
age of stocks in the L-2065 fund will have 
decreased from 99 percent to 78 percent, 
whereas the G fund will account for over 
16 percent of the fund. L-funds are a fire-
and-forget missile of the investment world, 
allowing investors to continually invest in 
the same, single fund their entire career and 
never worry about having to make adjust-
ments for risk as they near retirement.

Literally 100 percent of newly-accessed 
Soldiers will have monthly contributions 
flowing into their TSP account after 60 days 
of service. Until September 2015, the default 
fund was the safe, and therefore relatively 
low-performing, G-fund.9 Today, if a Soldier 
does not log on to TSP.gov and dictate how 
money should be invested, the funds will 
automatically be invested in the appropriate 
L-fund for the Service member’s age.10 And 
thankfully so. The younger demographics 
of the military should embrace the risk-re-
ward qualities of the L-funds, especially 

compared to the slow-growing G fund. 
After all, market volatility will always exist; 
younger investors with a long investment 
horizon should view temporary downward 
trends as an opportunity to buy stocks and 
stock funds at discounted prices.

Roth v. Traditional: A Not-

So-Taxing Choice

As TSP investors, Soldiers must now choose 
when they want to pay taxes on their TSP 
contributions. There are three choices: 
Roth, traditional, or a mix of both. If making 
Roth contributions, Soldiers pay income tax 
on the contributions before the money is 
invested, but they can withdraw the money, 
tax-free, in retirement.11 If making tradition-
al contributions, the Soldier does not pay in-
come tax on the money before it is invested; 
but, they must pay taxes when they with-
draw money at their then-existing income 
tax rate. Any Government contributions, 
such as the 1 percent automatic and any 
matching contributions, are characterized as 
traditional, regardless of the Soldier’s choice 
between Roth and traditional contributions.

What choice is best? While individual 
circumstances may differ, Roth is gener-
ally a prudent choice for most Soldiers.12 
Paying tax now on TSP contributions and 
withdrawing the money tax free can be a 
lucrative strategy because certain tax-ex-
empt service payments, such as housing and 
subsistence allowances, artificially lower 
the overall tax rates Soldiers pay on their 
current earnings. Additionally, because tax 
rates can change year-to-year, paying taxes 
now can serve as a hedge against the pos-
sibility of rising tax rates in the future. For 
more information, the TSP website has a 
comparison calculator, although users may 
find it of limited efficacy since the inputs re-
quire significant assumptions about current 
and future tax rates.13 At the end of the day, 
the choice to invest is most important, so 
the choice of tax treatment should not stifle 
one’s desire to save for retirement. After 
having established a baseline understand-
ing of investing generally, it is important 
to tackle some assumptions or common 
misperceptions about investing in the TSP.

First Assumption: The L-Fund Is Best for Me

While the L-Fund is a great default op-
tion for TSP participants, an individual’s 
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risk tolerance, personal financial situation, 
and other investments might change that 
assumption. Specifically, the percentage of 
cash and bond holdings (G and F funds) in 
the L-funds might over- or under-shoot 
an individual’s risk tolerance. If an investor 
cannot stand the idea of a shrinking portfolio 
balance or even feels compelled to check the 
portfolio balance constantly, they might find 
the age-appropriate L-fund is too aggressive 
and decide to own a higher proportion of 
safer investments, such as the G and F fund.14

Conversely, some investors might 
think the L-funds are too conservative, 
especially if one considers life expectancy 
and military pensions. Military retirees are 
generally expected to live at least as long 
as the general U.S. population.15 Addi-
tional factors, such as one’s current health, 
income, and gender, may cause a retiree’s 
life expectancy to increase by a significant 
amount.16 Increases in life expectancy 
increase one’s investment time horizon, 
suggesting that holding a higher percent-
age of stocks vis-à-vis bonds for longer 
periods of time might be beneficial. Yet, the 
L-funds do the opposite, sharply increasing 
the percentage of bonds as the target date 
approaches to a final composition of less 
than 30 percent stock funds when the target 
date is met.17 Given that the conventional 
wisdom is to hold 60 percent stock funds at 
the start of retirement,18 this would be an 
extremely conservative stock-to-bond ratio 
that runs the risk of inflation outpacing 
portfolio performance, further exacerbated 
by increases in life expectancy. Likewise, 
these risks become even more pronounced 
when one factors in the prospect of a 
military pension, either under the legacy 
system or BRS. A military pension is an 
inflation-adjusting annuity that is backed by 
the U.S. Government, meaning it should be 
viewed similarly to a large cash or G fund 
holding. If a Soldier is entitled to a military 
pension, the cash-and-bond qualities of 
that pension skew their overall portfolio 
conservatively, meaning they should be 
comfortable with higher stock percentages 
in their TSP investments.

Second Assumption: I Don’t Have the Time 

or Training to Pick Funds on My Own

Investing in the TSP is simple and accessible 
for everyone. The limited number of fund 

options tend to make choices easier. If an 
individual has a low risk tolerance, short in-
vestment horizon, or wants to preserve their 
account balance at the expense of long-term 
growth, they should own a higher percent-
age of cash and bonds (G and F funds). If an 
individual has a high risk tolerance, a long 
investment horizon, or a vested military pen-
sion, they ought to consider owning a higher 
percentage of stocks (C, S, and I funds). 
However, investors should know that only 
the lifecycle funds rebalance automatically as 
the investor ages. If the five core funds are 
owned outright, the individual is responsible 
for rebalancing the stock-to-bond ratio to 
keep a desired mix of investments and adjust 
for changes in risk tolerance.

Third Assumption: I Don’t 

Need to Invest in the TSP

While investing in the TSP is not a require-
ment per se, every new Soldier is automat-
ically invested through agency automatic 
contributions, so they should have a baseline 
of knowledge about how it works. More-
over, investing in the TSP is a great idea for 
everyone due to the miracle of compound 
interest, the opportunity cost of not invest-
ing, the uncertainty of a military or civilian 
pension, and agency matching contributions. 
First, retirement accounts (like the TSP) rep-
resent an enormous benefit for individuals 
to save and grow their wealth. Compound 
interest is the monetary phenomenon by 
which the interest earned on one’s principal 
begins to generate its own interest.19 Over 
time, compound interest amplifies gains and 
causes account values to grow—exponen-
tially. Second, and conversely, the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) sets yearly limits on 
investments in tax-advantaged accounts 
like the TSP, and one can never travel back 
in time, literally or figuratively, to contrib-
ute to a prior year’s TSP limit that was left 
unfulfilled. Third, investing in the TSP is a 
smart idea because military pensions are not 
guaranteed. Indeed, only about 19 percent 
of individuals who begin military service 
will retire from the military,20 and most 
civilian companies are moving away from 
pensions in favor of 401(k)-style retirement 
plans.21 For those who are not vested in a 
military pension, investing in the TSP is a 
simple and effective way to hedge against 
the prospect of changing jobs, medical 

disability, non-selection for promotion, or 
post-military civilian employers that do not 
offer a pension. Fourth, Service members 
now have an option to instantly boost their 
pay—that is, if they invest at least 5 percent 
of their base pay into the TSP, they receive 
an automatic 4 percent pay raise in the form 
of agency matching contributions! As an 
added benefit, the TSP funds are extremely 
low cost and diverse, representing stocks 
and bonds of thousands of companies from 
around the world.22 There is no need to ever 
transfer funds out of the TSP only to invest 
them with an investment advisor who might 
promise flexible or fanciful strategies at a 
significantly higher cost.

Fourth Assumption: I Must Choose Between 

an Individual Retirement Account (IRA) 

and the TSP Because I Cannot Invest in Both

Wrong! An IRA is a separate and dis-
tinct form of tax-advantaged account that 
individuals can use to save and invest for 
retirement. IRAs have many characteristics 
of the TSP, including traditional or Roth 
tax options; although, Roth accounts are 
limited to those investors with an adjusted 
gross income below certain thresholds.23 An 
IRA can be established with virtually any ci-
vilian brokerage company (such as Charles 
Schwab or Vanguard) and the fund options 
are virtually unlimited, depending on the 
brokerage company selected. Based on IRS 
limits which change periodically, individ-
uals can contribute up to $6,000 in an IRA 
and up to $20,500 in the TSP in 2022.

Fifth Assumption: Once I Invest in the 

TSP, I’m Stuck with Those Options for the 

Rest of My Life or, Conversely, Once I 

Separate or Retire from the Military, I 

Must Move My Money out of the TSP

Soldiers are generally free to keep their 
money invested in the TSP or transfer it as 
they see fit. First, individual contributions 
always belong to the Soldier and any match-
ing contributions are vested after completing 
two years of military service.24 In many 
cases, Soldiers are eligible to transfer money 
from other 401(k)s into the TSP, which is a 
great option considering the rock-bottom 
costs of TSP funds. Second, if considering a 
transfer out of the TSP, individuals should 
think twice. Very little evidence, if any, 
exists which proves financial managers can 
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outperform broad market indexes (like the 
C, S, I, or F funds) over long periods of 
time.25 While personal financial managers 
may tout more fund options than the TSP, 
they typically receive a fee for managing 
your account. Unsurprisingly, the funds 
they would select are almost assuredly more 
expensive and, in some cases, outrageously 
expensive when compared to the TSP. Does 
a .04 percent fee matter compared to a .25 
percent or even 1.5 percent fee? Absolutely. 
These seemingly small numbers might ruin 
your financial future by robbing you of over 
40 percent of your earnings during your 
lifetime of investing.26 Fees matter, and the 
TSP is among the lowest fee providers in the 
marketplace.

Conclusion

Military life can be challenging, disrup-
tive, uncomfortable, and stressful at times. 
Financial considerations are often a root 
cause or an amplifier of the stressors associ-
ated with military life. Fortunately, the TSP 
is a tool that leaders and Soldiers can—and 
should—utilize to mitigate these financial 
stressors. Since every new Army recruit is 
an investor, they should know some of the 
basics surrounding TSP funds, risks, tax 
characterization of contributions, and asset 
allocation. Whether in a legal assistance 
capacity, command advisory capacity, or 
the proverbial water-cooler talk around the 
office, judge advocates should share their 
knowledge of the TSP with Soldiers and 
leaders. As the common Wall Street adage 
goes: a rising tide lifts all ships.27 TAL
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Confronting Russian 

Cyber Proxies
Rapid Attribution and Coercive Diplomacy

By Major Kevin D. Anderson

Whenever boldness encounters timidity, it is likely to be the winner, because timidity in itself implies a loss of equilibrium.
1

Over the last two decades, Russia’s use of cyber proxies has 
expanded on a global scale and impacted nearly all aspects 

of international relations. From effectively shutting down a 
neighboring government and its financial sector in response to 
moving a World War II era statue,2 to disrupting communication 
platforms in Eastern Europe in concert with kinetic operations,3 

to gaining access to American critical infrastructure,4 Russia is 
actively pursuing its strategic objectives through cyber proxies. 
To date, the United States has tried a variety of methods to hold 
Russia accountable for its cyber activities including: indicting 
Russian intelligence officers;5 sanctioning the assets of individual 
Russian officials; and implementing broader economic sanctions.6 
However, the United States implemented these actions months—if 
not years—after the incidents first became known and, therefore, 
had little utility in dissuading future Russian aggression.7

Much of the United States’ delay and ambiguity in response 
seems, at least in part, due to a burdensome attribution process 
that imposes unrealistic legal standards to effectively react to 
cyber activities.8 The speed with which cyber incidents occur, 
the obfuscation of actors, and plausible deniability through cyber 
proxies make current legal regimes untenable. As stated in the 
National Defense Strategy of 2018, adversaries are “using other 

areas of competition short of open warfare to achieve their ends 
(e.g., information warfare, ambiguous or denied proxy operations, 
and subversion). These trends, if unaddressed, will challenge our 
ability to deter aggression.”9 This assessment is especially relevant 
to Russia as one of the most sophisticated cyber actors known to 
use cyber proxies to challenge the United States.

The United States should move away from the current inter-
national legal standards of proxy attribution to confront Russia 
and its use of cyber proxies. Instead, a new policy—one grounded 
in a strategy of rapid attribution and coercive diplomacy—should 
be used to supplement the current void of applicable international 
law. The National Cyber Strategy of 2018 identified the United 
States’ need to build a cyber-deterrence initiative, but failed to give 
concrete policy prescriptions for dealing with cyber aggression.10 
New standards of rapid attribution and coercive diplomacy would 
complement international law and induce Russia to adhere to 
acceptable norms of behavior in cyberspace.

This article aims to identify strategy proscriptions to counter 
Russian cyber proxy activities by assessing Russia’s strategic out-
look and use of cyber proxies, identifying various shortcomings of 
international law, and proscribing a rapid attribution and coercive 
diplomacy strategy. This strategy will include specific recommen-
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dations for rapid attribution and decisively 
engaging Russia through coercive diploma-
cy, particularly economic sanctions on the 
Russian oil and gas sector. Such attribution 
and sanctions will deter Russia from future 
cyber activities against the interests of the 
United States and begin to rein in the proxy 
actors working under Russia.

Assessment of Russian 

Cyberspace Activities

Why States Use Proxies to 

Conduct Foreign Affairs

States use proxy relationships as a way 
to accomplish national objectives while 
limiting cost, reducing the risk of “direct 
conflict,” maintaining some “plausible de-
niability,” and “projecting power.”11 In any 
proxy relationship, there are two parties 
involved: the principal and the agent. The 
relationship is premised on the mutual ben-
efit of both parties that exceed the costs of 
conducting business; however, the principal 
(i.e., the state) is the chief beneficiary and 
directs the agent.12 Additionally, the rela-
tionship between the agent and the prin-
cipal must be intentional for the principal 
to be held responsible for the actions of the 
agent.13 Therefore, an actor who operates 
on behalf of a principal, for the principal’s 
benefit, with some formalized relationship, 
will impute its actions to the principal and 
is considered a proxy.14

Proxy relationships can be particularly 
attractive to states because they provide 
“war on the cheap.”15 States generally use 
proxies to accomplish a specific task that 
allows the state to utilize and benefit from 
a resource without having to maintain the 
overhead costs associated with continual 

employment.16 As more actors enter the 
realm of cyberspace and gain technical so-
phistication, competition between proxies 
will increase and theoretically drive costs 
down even further.17

Using proxies also puts distance be-
tween an aggressor state and target state. 
Proxies provide states an outlet to pursue 
foreign policy objectives at a lower cost 
and with a reduced threat of escalation.18 
As in the Cold War, direct confrontation 
between the United States and the Soviet 
Union created too great a risk of escalation, 
but competition via proxies occurred with-
out escalating to direct conflict between 
the superpowers (e.g., the Russian–Afghan 
War, or American intervention in Viet-
nam).19 A principal state can use proxies 
to escalate or deescalate engagements with 
the presumption of effective control of the 
proxy.20

Finally, proxies provide states with 
some level of plausible deniability for its 
actions in cyberspace. Plausible deniability 
benefits states in “situations in which a 
target state is able to attribute an attack to 
an actor, but unable to prove a link between 
such an actor and a state sponsor.”21 How-
ever, as states become more sophisticated 
and confident in their attribution processes, 
the cover and appeal of plausible deniability 
diminishes.22

Actions Russian Cyber Proxies Have 

Taken Against U.S. Interests

Many cyber exploits attributable to Russia 
are well-known, but specific instances over 
the last five years are worth highlight-
ing to demonstrate the pervasiveness of 
Russian-aligned cyber proxy activity. The 
cases below demonstrate an active attempt 

to undermine the political stability of the 
United States, target critical infrastructure, 
and wreak havoc globally.

As demonstrated in Table 1,23 over 
the past five years, Russian state agencies 
have worked with several proxy groups to 
execute strategic objectives through cyber 
means against the United States. As stated 
in the United States Summary of the 2018 
National Defense Strategy, “revisionist 
powers . . . are competing across all dimen-
sions of power. They have increased efforts 
short of armed conflict by expanding coer-
cion to new fronts, violating principles of 
sovereignty [and] exploiting ambiguity.”24 
Cyber proxies have become a valuable re-
source for the Russian government because 
they can accomplish political objectives 
economically while providing Russia plausi-
ble deniability from attribution.25 Finally, 
Russia recognizes its relative economic, 
political, and military shortcomings com-
pared to the United States and utilizes cyber 
proxies to asymmetrically offset its weak-
nesses and challenge the United States.

Russian Strategic Outlook

Russia’s current approach to the cyber 
realm is informed by past events, especially 
its defeat in the Cold War. At the end of the 
Cold War, and in the decades since, Russia 
has recognized its inability to compete with 
the United States and its North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) allies eco-
nomically, militarily, and even ideologically 
in international politics.26 The sway and 
intrigue of international communism and 
Marxism was largely lost with the dissolu-
tion of the Soviet Union.27 However, many 
in Russia did not believe the end of the 
Cold War was evidence of liberal democ-
racy triumphing over Marxism, rather they 
perceived the West had effectively subvert-
ed the Soviets through various sources of 
national power and messaging.28

This belief led Russia to find asym-
metric means to counter a perceived and 
ever growing threat of domination from 
the United States and Europe.29 In the 
immediate aftermath of the Cold War 
“Russia initially sought to integrate into the 
Western system in the early 1990s,” how-
ever, Russia’s outlook has since changed to 
“view the U.S.-led [international] order as 
a threat to Russia’s core interests in its per-

The United States should move away from the current 
international legal standards of proxy attribution to 

confront Russia and its use of cyber proxies. Instead, a new 
policy—one grounded in a strategy of rapid attribution 
and coercive diplomacy—should be used to supplement 

the current void of applicable international law.
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ceived sphere of influence.”30 Recognizing 
its relative position, Russia has sought to 
find asymmetric means to counter an ever 
growing threat of domination from the 
United States and Europe.31 To counteract 
their disadvantages at the end of the Cold 
War, and to build national power before 
reentering international power politics, 
Russia first needed to influence and control 
its domestic populace.

Like many authoritarian regimes, 
Russia sees itself in a constant state of com-
petition and attack.32 Russia perceives its 
foes, led by the United States, as constantly 
competing for the hearts and minds of the 
Russian citizenry and testing Russia’s do-
mestic ideological hegemony.33 Accordingly, 
Russia has taken aggressive steps to counter 
any assumed usurpation by sponsoring state 
news agencies, intimidating sources critical 
of the Kremlin, and launching effective and 
widespread media campaigns that reflect 
the government’s interests.34 The Russian 
government has projected the perception 
of a constant ideological struggle with 
foreign states on its populace in a controlled 
manner to ensure support for its political 
objectives.35 By proliferating the idea of an 
ideological siege, the Kremlin has attempted 
to embolden citizens to assist the state or 
to placidly accept Russia’s political messag-
ing.36

Russia has adopted a whole of gov-
ernment approach, known as “political 
warfare,” to counter the perceived threat 
from the United States. Political warfare 
refers to “the employment of military, 
intelligence, diplomatic, financial, and other 
means—short of conventional war—to 
achieve national objectives.”37 In reality, 
political warfare is similar to the multi-do-
main campaign of the United States in that 
it harnesses the powers of diplomacy, infor-
mation, military, and economics (or DIME), 
to achieve strategic objectives across the 
spectrum of conflict.38 As a component of 
political warfare, Russia uses “information 
warfare” to achieve its international politi-
cal objectives.39 As part of its larger political 
warfare strategy, the Russian perspective on 
information warfare encompasses exploit-
ing computer networks and associated 
platforms, as well as “electronic warfare, 
psychological operations, and information 
operations.”40

Recognizing its power projection 
shortcomings, the 2010 Military Doctrine 
of the Russian Federation emphasized 
“the prior implementation of measures of 
information warfare in order to achieve 
political objectives without the utilization 
of military force and, subsequently, in the 
interest of shaping a favorable response 
from the world community to the utiliza-

tion of military force.”41 For Russia, “the 
main battlespace is the mind and, as a result, 
new-generation wars are to be dominated 
by information and psychological warfare, 
in order to achieve superiority in troops 
and weapons control, morally and psy-
chologically depressing the enemy’s armed 
forces personnel and civil population.”42 It 
is through a “siege” lens that Russia views 
the rest of the world and justifies the use 
of information warfare to influence and 
undermine its perceived adversaries.43 
Arguably, Russia believes pursuing infor-
mation warfare mirrors the actions of its 
adversaries and is, therefore, an appropriate 
response to those perceived threats.

How Russia Views and Uses Cyberspace

In 2013, General Valery Gerasimov, the 
Russian Chief of the General Staff, wrote 
an often cited—and nearly as often misun-
derstood—article stating, “The very ‘rules 
of war’ have changed [because of cyber and 
information operations]. The role of non-
military means of achieving political and 
strategic goals has grown, and, in many cas-
es, they have exceeded the power of force 
of weapons in their effectiveness.”44 As 
many scholars have noted, Gerasimov was 
not writing his article to articulate a new 
Russian way of war, rather he recognized 
that cyber operations can rapidly dissemi-

Table 1. Significant Russian Cyber Proxy Events

Date Suspected Proxy Russian Govt. Affiliation Target/Attack Type of Attacks Attribution & Russian Response

Sept. ‘20 Strontium Suspected support from 
the GRU (APT 28)

Approximately 200 organizations 
associated with the presidential election 
process in the US

Espionage/ login 
theft

Suspected, denial by Russia

Jan ‘19 The Dukes Suspected support from 
FSB, SVR (APT 29)

Democratic National Convention (DNC) of 
2018

Spear phishing Suspected, no known response

Apr. ‘18 Sandworm Suspected support from 
GRU (Military Unit 74455)

Networking equipment globally, FBI took 
control of botnet with over 500k users

Sabotage Suspected, denial by Russia

Mar. ‘18 Energetic Bear Suspected FSB support U.S. energy, nuclear power, water supply, 
and critical manufacturing since 2014

Espionage Suspected, sanctioned by the US

July ‘17 Sandworm Suspected support from 
GRU (Military Unit 74455)

NotPteya, ransomware that spread 
through tax software.  Estimated between 
$4-8 billion in damage caused

Sabotage/
ransomware

Suspected, sanctioned by the US

June ‘16 The Dukes Suspected support from 
FSB, SVR (APT 29)

Hack of several DNC emails, research, and 
internal correspondence for the upcoming 
2016 Presidential election

Espionage Suspected, denial by Russia, 
sanctioned by the US 

Apr., June, 
July '15

The Dukes Suspected support from 
FSB, SVR (APT 29)

Compromised unclassified Whitehouse 
networks, unclassified legacy DoD 
network, unclassified network associated 
with the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff

Espionage Suspected, denial by Russia
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nate information to shape public opinion 
and topple authoritarian regimes (including 
Russia) as part of a larger information cam-
paign.45 Under current doctrine, the United 
States “treats information operations and 
cyberspace operations as distinct zones 
organized under different Department of 
Defense directives, other near peer com-
petitors, such as . . . Russia do[es] not.”46 
Russia recognizes the power of information 
platforms (i.e., social media) to disseminate 
information leading to strategic effects. Cy-
berspace presents the Russian government 
the means to rapidly execute its information 
warfare operations to achieve strategic ob-
jectives in near real-time.47 Russia seeks to 
exploit the utility of information warfare to 
rapidly shape conflicts, but also understands 
its own vulnerabilities to the same threats.

Why Russia Uses Cyberspace

The short answer is economics. To high-
light the difference in economic spend-
ing power, in 2019, the United States 

spent $732 billion (3.4 percent of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP)) on defense 
compared to Russia’s $65.1 billion (3.9 
percent of GDP).48 Recognizing its com-
parative position, Russia has invested in 
less expensive technologies that counter 
big, expensive U.S. weapons and systems.49 
Russia’s asymmetric approach is not new. 
It has been developing weapons to counter 
American power projection capabilities for 
decades: submarines and cruise missiles to 
sink aircraft carriers, service-to-air mis-
siles to counter strategic stealth bombers, 
hypersonic projectiles to defeat anti-missile 
weapons, etc.50 In addition to being a cheap-
er alternative than procuring advanced 
weapon systems, cyber capabilities can be 

especially economical when conducting 
activities through proxies. A state can draw 
from a talented pool of individuals to meet 
specific needs and forego the costs of train-
ing associated with gaining and maintaining 
the required expertise.51 Cyberspace is a rel-
atively inexpensive means to compete with 
and counter the United States’ advantage in 
other domains of conflict.

Who Are Russian Cyber Proxies?

During the Soviet-era, Russia heavi-
ly invested in its human capital; and, in 
the 1990s and early 2000s, many former 
Soviet bloc countries had highly educated 
societies—particularly in mathematics and 
computer science.52 Since the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, there have been massive 
economic struggles throughout former So-
viet bloc countries, leading to a highly-ed-
ucated and under-employed populace.53 As 
economic struggles continued following the 
end of the Cold War, many qualified in-
formation technology professionals turned 

to more nefarious forms of employment, 
giving rise to a substantial and influential 
cybercrime apparatus within Russia and its 
former satellite states.54

Russia’s attitude toward these cy-
bercrime syndicates has developed into 
what Tim Maurer, Director of the Cyber 
Initiative for the Carnegie Endowment, 
describes as a “sanctioning regime” for cyber 
proxies. Under a sanctioning regime, “a state 
consciously, but indirectly, benefits from 
a malicious activity targeting a third party, 
an activity which the state could stop but 
chooses not to. Sanctioning describes en-
vironments where the state directly creates 
a fertile ground for such malicious activity 
to occur in the first place.”55 In the case of 

Russia, cyber actors (which include cyber 
criminals, hacktivists, and state-sponsored 
hacking teams) are continually operating 
from within its sphere of influence with the 
nascent understanding that, as long as they 
avoid attacking Russian assets or run count-
er to the interests of the Kremlin, most 
activities will be tolerated.56 As John Carlin, 
former Assistant U.S. Attorney General for 
National Security, stated, “[w]hat you’re see-
ing is one of the world’s most sophisticated 
intelligence operations when it comes to 
cyber espionage using the criminal groups 
for their intelligence ends and protecting 
them from law enforcement.”57

The blending of nongovernmental 
groups with various intelligence agencies 
has become the modus operandi for Russian 
cyber activities. At one moment, cyber 
actors will conduct independent cybercrim-
inal activity, and in the next moment, they 
are enlisted to help the Russian government 
meet specific political objectives.58 Table 2 
contains a list of the most prominent Rus-
sian intelligence agencies commonly found 
working with proxies in the cyber realm, 
creating advanced persistent threats (APT), 
along with some of the names of the proxy 
groups.59

Current International Law 

Has Limited Utility to Counter 

Russian Cyber Proxies

Actions Taken by Russian Cyber Proxies 

Do Not Constitute a Use of Force

As discussed above, Russia has significantly 
departed from expected norms of behav-
ior between states, but its actions do not 
rise to the level considered a “use of force” 
under current international legal standards. 
Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter 
states, “All Members shall refrain in their 
international relations from the threat or 
use of force against the territorial integrity 
or political independence of any state, or 
in any other manner inconsistent with the 
Purposes of the United Nations.”60

The term “force” in Article 2(4) has 
generally meant “armed force” directed 
against the territorial integrity of a state by 
an armed aggressor.61 United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly Resolution 3314 (Definition 
of Aggression) provided examples of force 
between states, including “invasion or attack 

Russia recognizes the power of information platforms 
(i.e., social media) to disseminate information 

leading to strategic effects. Cyberspace presents 
the Russian government the means to rapidly 
execute its information warfare operations to 
achieve strategic objectives in near real-time.
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by armed forces . . . bombardment . . . [or] 
blockade of ports . . . .”62 While the list is not 
exhaustive, traditional concepts of force are 
still the guiding principles when determining 
if a force-threshold meets international legal 
standards. Under current definitions, Rus-
sia’s actions do not meet the international 
legal threshold for a use of force.

The United States uses an “ef-
fects-based” test to determine whether a 
cyber-activity rises to the level of force, 
meaning a cyber-activity is compared to 
traditional kinetic operations.63 Under the 
United States’ view, a cyber-activity must 
“proximately result in death, injury, or sig-
nificant destruction [to] be viewed as a use 
of force.”64 The Tallinn Manual 2.0 echoes 
the United States approach in Rule 69, 
stating that “[a] cyber operation constitutes 
a use of force when its scale and effects are 
comparable to non-cyber operations rising 
to the level of a use of force.”65 Therefore, 
because Russian cyber-activities have not 
crossed the kinetic effects threshold, or met 
the United Nation’s international standard 
for a use of force, Russia’s actions cannot 
be considered a use of force by the United 
States. Designating Russian actions below 
the threshold of force is significant because 
it limits the United States’ ability to invoke 
measures in self-defense to counter Russian 
aggression.

Actions Taken by Russian Cyber Proxies 

Are Not International Wrongful Acts

Article 2 of the Articles on Responsibility 
of States for International Wrongful Acts 
(ARSIWA) states, “[t]here is an inter-

nationally wrongful act of a State when 
conduct consisting of an action or omission: 
a) is attributable to the State under inter-
national law; and b) constitutes a breach of 
an international obligation of the State.”66 
Further, “[t]he characterization of an act 
of a State as internationally wrongful is 
governed by international law” not the 
domestic law of a state.67 However, inter-
national law has specifically left the issue of 
espionage unaddressed, thus creating a void 
in applicable international law.68

The Tallinn Manual 2.0 defines cyber 
espionage as “any act undertaken clandes-
tinely or under false pretenses that uses 
cyber capabilities to gather, or attempt to 
gather, information.”69 The idea of peace-
time espionage has almost become opinio 

juris as an acceptable norm of state behavior 
because it is so pervasive and accepted.70 
The United States’ previous responses to 
cyber intrusions support the notion that 
cyber activities are not “internationally 
wrongful acts, but instead [are] a species 
of espionage that is generally unregulated 
by international law.”71 While Russia’s 
cyber actions against the United States may 
appear egregious, they fall within the scope 
of espionage and are outside the purview of 
international wrongful acts.72

International Attribution Requirements 

for Proxy Forces Are Too Stringent

Attributing cyber proxy activities to a state 
presents a trifecta of problems. First, to 
attribute a cyber-action to a state through 
proxy action, it must be determined what 
level of control the state has over the proxy 

or non-state actor.73 Second, if the respon-
sible state does exert the requisite control, 
it is unclear how certain (i.e., what standard 
of proof) a victim-state must be before tak-
ing counter-actions against the responsible 
state.74 Third, applicable attribution models 
are based on cases dealing with clear uses of 
force, while cyber-activities rarely meet the 
use of force threshold.75 Combining these 
three factors outlines the limited utility 
international law provides when attempting 
to attribute cyber proxy activity to a state.

The test to determine the level of 
control required for attributing proxy 
conduct to a state is based on the Interna-
tional Court of Justice (ICJ) case, Nicaragua 

v. United States.76 The Nicaragua case dealt 
with the United States’ involvement in 
supporting proxy forces (contras) against 
the Nicaraguan government during the 
Cold War.77 The case held that states must 
have “effective control” over the non-state 
actors when the alleged breach of inter-
national law occurs for their actions to be 
attributable to the state.78 The ICJ held that, 
even though the United States was “financ-
ing, organizing, training, supplying and 
equipping . . . the contras, . . . [selecting] . . . 
its military or paramilitary targets, and . . . 
planning . . . the whole of its operation[s],” 
there was still insufficient evidence to 
demonstrate the United States had “effec-
tive-control” of the proxies.79 According to 
the ICJ in Nicaragua, proxies must be “com-
pletely dependent” on the sponsoring state 
for its actions to be imputed on a sponsor-
ing state.80 Given the limited information 
that has been released regarding attribution 

Table 2. Russian Intelligence and Proxy Affiliation

Intelligence Agency Intelligence Functions Groups Associated with Agency (APT, common names)

FSB: Federal Security Service of the 
Russian Federation

• Political
• Economic
• Military
• Political Security

• APT 29
• Office Monkeys, CozyCar, The Dukes, and CozyDuke

SVR: Foreign Intelligence Service of 
the Russian Federation

• Strategic Foreign
• Military
• Counter
• Political Security

• APT 29
• Office Monkeys, CozyCar, The Dukes, and CozyDuke

GRU: Main Intelligence of the General 
Staff of the Armed Forces of the 
Russian Federation

• Political
• Economic
• Counter

• APT 28
•  Tsar Team, Sofacy Group, Pawn Storm, Sednit, and 

Strontium, Military Unit 74455, Military Unit 26165
• Also possible affiliations: Turla and Sandworm
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of Russian activities, it is unlikely to meet 
the high burden of “effective-control” set by 
Nicaragua, and thus limiting the applicabili-
ty of international law regarding proxies.

The various evidentiary standards 
required to establish attribution of proxy 
action to a state under international legal 
standards are just as opaque as the “ef-
fective-control” standards. The ICJ has 
addressed the standard of proof issue in 
three cases and appears to adopt a “sliding 
scale of evidence based on the severity of 
the offense.”81 In recent cases, the ICJ has 
put forth “decisive legal proof,” “conclusive 
evidence,” “balance of probabilities,” and 
“balance of the evidence,” as acceptable 
standards of proof, depending on the “seri-
ousness of the allegations” in recent cases.82 
Some scholars have synthesized these rul-
ings and suggest the ICJ’s baseline standard 
is a “clear and convincing” standard where 
“the party with the burden of proof . . . 
[must] convince the arbiter in question that 
it is substantially more likely than not that 
the factual claims that have been made are 
true.”83 A shifting evidentiary standard does 
not provide a realistic framework to assign 
attribution to Russia for the actions of its 
proxies.

Finally, the effective-control test and 
the varying burdens of proof standards 
provide few parallels to cyber activities 
since the underlying actions addressed by 
the ICJ involved obvious uses of force and 
were conducted by military or paramil-
itary groups that were executing kinetic 
operations in a geographic space.84 Cyber 
activities generally do not rise to a level 
considered a use of force, are typically 
conducted by clandestine operators, and 
the actions occur in the digital ether of ones 
and zeros. Russian cyber proxy activities 
need to be addressed with a new policy and 
strategy-driven approach to rapidly identify 
aggressors in cyberspace and which also 
has inherent flexibility to counter actions 
against the interests of the United States 
that fall below the threshold of force.

Discouraging Russia’s Use 

of Cyber Proxies Through 

Coercive Diplomacy

Implement a Rapid Attribution Strategy

The National Cyber Strategy states, “[t]he 
United States will formalize and make rou-
tine how we work . . . to attribute and deter 
malicious cyber activities with integrated 
strategies that impose swift, costly, and 
transparent consequences when malicious 
actors harm the United States . . . .”85 To 
address Russian cyber proxy activity, an at-
tribution strategy focused on American se-
curity through an aggressive cyber foreign 
policy is essential. As Harold Koh, former 
legal advisor for the Department of State, 
aptly stated, questions of attribution “are 
as much questions of a technical and policy 
nature rather than exclusively or even 
predominantly questions of law. Cyber-
space remains a new and dynamic operating 
environment, and we cannot expect that 
all answers to the new and confounding 
questions we face will be legal ones.”86

A new attribution policy should be 
grounded in foreign policy and power 
politics by 1) examining the cyber activity 
for common or key indicators attributable 
to a known state or proxy actor; and 2) 
determining which state stands to gain 
geopolitically from a specific activity against 
the interests of the United States. Once 
the United States has made its assessment, 
the responsible state should be identified 
and attributed through a public announce-
ment. Under this attribution regime, the 
United States will have the flexibility to 
exercise different levers of national power 
to counter cyber aggressors long before 
attempting to meet a high international 
legal standard of proof. As another former 
legal advisor to the Department of State, 
Brian Egan noted, “a State acts as its own 
judge of the facts and may make a unilateral 
determination with respect to attribution 
of a cyber-operation to another State. . . . 
[T]here is no international legal obligation 
to reveal evidence on which attribution is 
based prior to taking appropriate action.”87 
When making an attribution claim for 
malicious cyber activity, the United States 
should act in its security interests, make a 
reasoned decision, and promptly confront 
cyber aggressors with the best information 

available. In other words, the United States 
should not allow imperfect information to 
delay and compromise public attribution 
and an appropriate response.

After the United States has publicly 
attributed a cyber activity to a state, the bur-

den should shift to the accused state to rebut 
the allegation.88 The accused state would 
have two options: 1) demonstrate it has 
not sanctioned the activity and is therefore 
not responsible; or, 2) actively work with 
the United States to hold the perpetrators 
accountable before retaliation measures are 
enacted.89 If the accused state simply denies 
the suspected malicious activity without 
providing any additional evidence, or is 
non-cooperative, then coercive diplomatic 
actions should be considered and initiated 
against that state.90

It may be argued that a policy with 
a lower attribution standard and corre-
sponding coercive measures is destabilizing; 
however, the opposite is true. “The proof 
necessary for attribution in cyber exploita-
tion involving State responsibility certainly 
need not stand up in court,” and remains a 
state’s prerogative.91 The United States has 
taken a cautious approach to publicly attrib-
uting cyber activity, which has, in turn, em-
boldened aggressors.92 Publicly announcing 
attribution means “attackers are no longer 
invisible and there will be consequences for 
their actions. This message reshapes oppo-
nent thinking about the risk and potential 
costs of cyber actions against the United 
States.”93 

The United States operating with 
greater attribution freedom to address 
malicious cyber activity directly could have 
a stabilizing effect by establishing cyber 
norms.94 As the United States more rapidly 
attributes cyber proxy activity to states, and 
standardizes the processes and responses 
to malicious cyber activity, expectation 
management and cost analysis on the part 
of adversaries will determine whether chal-
lenging the United States is still beneficial.95 
As of yet, the United States’ responses have 
not effectively deterred actions by malicious 
cyber actors. The implementation of strin-
gent economic consequences by the United 
States may provide more incentive for Rus-
sia to exercise its “sanctioning regime” and 
reign in cyber proxies acting on its behalf.
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Consequential Coercive Diplomacy 

Through Economic Sanctions

“Economic sanctions provide a range of 
tools . . . to alter or deter the objectionable 
behavior of a foreign government, individ-
ual, or entity in furtherance of U.S. national 
security or foreign policy objectives,” and 
have been a central tenet of the United 
States’ policy to rein in Russia.96 Currently, 
the United States has a robust econom-
ic sanctions regime imposed on Russia, 
primarily in response to Russian aggression 
against Ukraine (and also used to address 
Russia’s other nefarious behaviors).97 How-
ever, there is some debate as to the effec-
tiveness of these sanctions against Russia.

Most sanctions on Russia do not 
broadly target the Russian economy or 
entire sectors. Rather, they consist of broad 
restrictions against specific individuals and 
entities, as well as narrower restrictions 
against wider groups of Russian companies. 
Overall, more than four-fifths of the largest 
100 firms in Russia (in 2018) are not direct-
ly subject to any U.S. or [European Union] 
sanctions, including companies in a variety 
of sectors, such as transportation, retail, 
services, mining, and manufacturing.98

Some suggest the sanctions on Russia 
were purposely designed to be relative-
ly weak so as not to harm the Russian 
populace at large but to instead focus on 
members of specific companies, industries, 
and members of government.99 However, 
further analysis shows that when sanctions 
are targeted against a specific industry 
and broadly enforced, the sanctions have 
tangible consequences.100 It is exactly these 
types of industry-specific and broadly-en-
forced sanctions that could, in reaction to 
malicious cyber activity, be implemented to 
quickly deter Russia and force the Kremlin 
to rein in its proxies.

The Russian economy is heavily de-
pendent on fossil fuel exports, making up 
roughly 60 percent of Russia’s exports and 
30 percent of its gross domestic product.101 
Russia is the largest single energy supplier 
to the Europe Union, accounting for 27 
percent of oil imports and 41 percent of 
natural gas imports.102 However, the United 
States and Europe remain strong allies 
against Moscow.

The United States can impose upon 
its target the near-equivalent of a siege 

if it makes economic sanctions total and 
secondary, meaning applied as well to third 
parties who traffic with the target. That is 
because the United States, given its unique 
economic position, is capable of dividing 
the world into those who choose to trade 
with America and those who choose to 
trade with the target.103

The United States should work with its 
European allies to implement sanctions on 
Russian oil and gas exports to stop mali-
cious cyber activities. While the specific 
methods of enacting sanctions are beyond 
the scope of this article, the United States 
should specifically seek out methods to 
exploit Russia’s vulnerable single-commod-
ity-based economy in reaction to malicious 
cyber activity. Sanctions against Russia’s oil 
and gas sectors would be particularly effec-
tive because those sectors have enormous 
influence in the Russian government.104 
As discussed, with the proper economic 
pressures in place—and given the right 
incentives—the Russian government’s cyber 
proxy “sanctioning regime” could exercise 
its ability to identify perpetrators and stop 
their activity.105

Conclusion

Current cyber threats posed by proxy actors 
against the United States operate in an un-
derdeveloped section of international law. 
Accordingly, international relations and 
statecraft provide useful tools for address-
ing malicious cyber activity. The United 
States must exercise the options at its 
disposal to maintain a favorable balance of 
power in cyberspace by employing pressure 
through other domains that adversaries 
cannot match, particularly economic means. 
As James Lewis, a preeminent scholar in 
the cyber field, stated, “[t]he most effective 
actions to date in causing state attackers to 
recalculate risk have not depended on the 
Department of Defense or Cyber Com-
mand, but on attribution, indictments and 
the threat of sanctions.”106

Publicly attributing malicious cyber 
activity to a state in a timely manner and 
holding that state responsible through a bur-
den-shifting model is likely to cause some 
backlash against the United States. Howev-
er, actions taken in cyberspace that do not 
neatly fit into a recognized area of interna-
tional law are bound to create ambiguity and 

unease. As states continue to develop norms 
in cyberspace, the United States should har-
ken back to the proverb by Thucydides: “The 
strong do what they can, and the weak suffer 
what they must.”107 The United States should 
not be constrained by inapplicable and unre-
sponsive international legal regimes. Rather, 
the United States should confront cyber 
adversaries through a policy of rapid attribu-
tion and coercive diplomacy to deter future 
aggression, thereby building international 
law and norms that support the interests of 
the United States. TAL
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Atrocities, Abuses, 
and Adjudication

Military Law Meets Military History

By Brian McAllister Linn

In common with many historians, my parents wanted me to go 
to law school. But I disappointed them in this respect and, to the 

dismay of my Quaker mother, I became not only a historian—but 
a military historian. This article is a personal overview of my 
encounters with Army military justice over four decades in con-
junction with my research on other topics. Yet the frequency with 
which I bumped into military law brought with it a recognition 
of how foundational it is to understanding the history of the U.S. 
Army. This recognition is not original. In fact, some recent schol-
arly work argues that military law has imposed gender, sexual, 
moral, and cultural paradigms.1 But these subjects are far beyond 
the scope of either my research or my interests. Instead, I will 
discuss some accidental stumbles into the realm of military justice 
over the course of four decades as a historian of the U.S. Army.

Authority

My first encounter with the importance of military law was in 
1979 when I started my doctoral research on the U.S. Army’s 
experience in the Philippine War of 1899 to1902.2 This conflict, 
which, depending on your political orientation is also called the 
Philippine Insurrection and the Philippine–American War, might 
be better termed the “lawyers war.” The first general officer to 
arrive in the Philippines was a lawyer. Major General Elwell S. 

Otis, who commanded the Army in the Philippines from 1899 to 
1901, was a graduate of Harvard Law School. When he was not 
directing military operations or establishing government, Otis 
revised the islands’ civil code.3 Otis’s successor was Arthur MacAr-
thur, who had read for the law and whose stentorian lectures on 
legal issues did much to alienate the lawyer who succeeded him, 
Judge William Howard Taft. In contrast, Taft was so impressed 
with Lieutenant Colonel Enoch Crowder’s work in resolving 
disputes over religious holdings that he later made him the Army’s 
Judge Advocate General.4 Another prominent lawyer-turned-offi-
cer-turned-civil-official was Colonel James F. Smith. His success in 
establishing the first colonial government on Negros Island served 
as introduction for his later tenure as Governor General of the 
Philippines.5

In addition to providing a disproportionate number of policy 
makers, officer-lawyers also played a significant role in the region-
al counter-guerrilla campaigns that typified the war.6 The war’s 
most effective field commander, J. Franklin Bell, was both a lawyer 
and a former judge advocate (JA). John J. Pershing, who was 
credited with the pacification of the Moro, or Muslim provinces, 
was also a lawyer. A less well-known, but equally important figure, 
was lawyer-turned-officer Lieutenant William T. Johnston. As 
provost marshal of Union Province, Johnston’s detailed analysis of 
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the guerrillas’ recruitment, taxation, intel-
ligence, and command system was cited by 
MacArthur as the most thorough explana-
tion of the resistance.7

The Philippine War was also the 
lawyer’s war from the perspective of 
judicial proceedings. Army officers took 
over the judiciary. A typical example was 
Captain William E. Birkhimer—a Civil 
War veteran with a law degree who, in 
1899, was appointed Associate Justice of the 
Philippine Supreme Court. Army provost 
marshals and provost courts played a vital 
role in imposing colonial law and order 
throughout the archipelago. The precedent 
was set when the Army occupied Manila 
in August 1898 and immediately appoint-
ed a provost marshal general for the city. 
This officer not only enforced the law but 
supervised the departments relating to fire, 
health, public works, streets, sanitation, 
public illumination, licenses, and municipal 
revenue. Lawyers were everywhere. The 
Army’s superior and inferior provost courts 
tried and punished civilian offenses under 
the occupation. Indicative of their heavy 
judicial responsibilities, between July 1899 
and January 1900, the inferior court heard 
almost 6,000 cases involving 10,500 people.8 
Far from being instruments of oppression, 
the majority of these offenses were breaking 
curfew, gambling, or violation of sanitation 
ordnances—and the usual penalty was a 
token fine. The 8,000 convictions issued by 
the inferior provost courts totaled only a 
cumulative 58 years of incarceration.9 The 
efficient rule of the provosts was a major 
factor in turning Manila from the pesthole 
of the Orient into one of the healthiest 
cities in Asia.

As the Army occupied the archipel-
ago, provost courts and provost marshals 
extended their jurisdiction. Most had 
no legal training; serving as provost was 
simply another duty assumed by troop 
commanders, along with customs official, 
fiscal supervisor, engineer, police chief, and 
so on. But they often had to negotiate the 
law, balancing Army directives with older 
Spanish legal texts and traditional customs. 
The correspondence of Lieutenant William 
B. Cochran, provost marshal at Aparri, 
Luzon, provides an idea of the complexity 
of these town provost duties. Between 5 
and 7 June 1899, he wrote for advice on 

two cases. The first was a suit over alleged 
adultery, but neither Cochran nor anyone 
in the town knew the applicable divorce 
laws. The second involved the killing of 
Cosme de la Cruz, a case complicated by 
two women accessories. One of these was 
de la Cruz’s concubine, the other was her 
daughter, who happened to be the killer’s 
common-law wife. Although they were 
clearly guilty of conspiracy in hiding the 
body, Cochran concluded they had acted in 
accordance with local concepts of duty and 
honor and chose not to prosecute.10

Provost marshals played a key role in 
pacification in the last two campaigns of 
the Philippine War. General Bell created an 
elite squad, including William T. Johnston 
and other lawyers, to smash the resistance 
in Batangas Province. Bell sent his provosts 
into known insurgent strongholds where 
they conducted investigations, held trials, 
and punished insurgents. Johnston went so 
far as to form a paramilitary unit of suspect-
ed insurgents and deployed them to hunt 
their former comrades.11

The Philippine War is also something 
of a legal landmark due to General MacAr-
thur’s implementation of General Orders 
No. 100 in December 1901.12 Sometimes 
known as the Lieber Code, it had been 
issued in 1863 to outline the rights and 
responsibilities of Union forces occupying 
the former Confederacy.13 MacArthur later 
argued that his recourse to General Orders 
No. 100, more than anything else, pacified 
the archipelago. This claim, widely accept-
ed by the general’s supporters, contains an 
element of truth. General Orders No. 100 
was interpreted in the field, as MacArthur 
had intended, as authorizing such puni-
tive measures as burning property, mass 
arrests, fining, imprisonment, enhanced 
interrogation, and summary execution. But 
MacArthur failed to note that many of the 
provisions of the 1863 ordinances orders 
had been in effect since the American 
troops arrived in 1898. Moreover, in the 
months prior to MacArthur’s proclamation, 
several district commanders had authorized 
General Orders No. 100.14

Atrocities

Lawyers and legal codes aside, the Phil-
ippine War is most known (at least accord-
ing to American undergraduate textbooks) 

as an unremitting catalog of racist-inspired 
atrocities.15 According to some, the Army 
waged a campaign of extermination against 
helpless Filipinos.16 This “civilize them with 
a Krag” mythology17 was founded by con-
temporary anti-imperialists, such as Mark 
Twain, and reemerged with Vietnam when 
academics dubbed the Philippines “Our 
First My Lai.”18 The alleged atrocities in the 
Philippines were, again, a focal point for 
journalists and academics drawing parallels 
with Iraq and Afghanistan.19

I spent several months trying to un-
derstand one such atrocity. In the town of 
Balangiga on the island of Samar, between 
19 and 20 January 1902, U.S. Marines under 
the authority of Major Littleton W. T. 
Waller executed twelve Filipino civilians.20 
Waller authorized these killings without 
any semblance of a trial, nor did he consult 
with his superior officer. The incident—or, 
more correctly, war crime—occurred after 
Waller took a party of Marines into the 
interior of Samar’s wilderness for what 
should have been a pretty routine short 
hike (a similar Army patrol had marched 
across the entire island without losing a 
man). The inexperienced and impulsive 
Waller soon became lost, abandoned his 
troops, and floundered about until an Army 
patrol rescued the exhausted and helpless 
Marines. By that time, a dozen of Waller’s 
troops were dead. Army officers testified 
that the only reason the rest survived was 
because their Filipino guides had helped 
them. Waller, who was running a fever of 
105 degrees, thought otherwise. He sent 
an officer over to Leyte, grabbed eleven 
prisoners, brought them back, and ordered 
his adjutant, Lieutenant John H. A. Day, to 
execute them. Day had previously executed 
a civilian he suspected of being a spy, and 
he promptly shot the guides. The incident 
might have remained quiet, except that a 
Marine officer—probably Day—subsequent-
ly boasted about it to Army officers, thus 
prompting a full investigation.21

The courts-martial transcripts of 
Waller and Day are a compendium of 
contradictory testimony, convoluted legal 
arguments, and incomprehensible nar-
rative. Waller was defended by Major 
Edwin F. Glenn, who was himself under 
investigation for war crimes. The verdicts 
were clearly a travesty of justice. Although 
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Waller denied authorizing the execution of 
the spy, Day was acquitted on the grounds 
he was following Waller’s orders.22 Waller 
claimed the executions were justified 
under General Orders No. 100. Despite the 
evidence against him that he had violat-
ed both the spirit of and the law itself, he 
was also acquitted.23 During his defense, 
Waller revealed that the Army commander 
in Samar, Brigadier General Jacob “Hell 
Roaring Jakey” Smith, had ordered him to 
“take no prisoners” and “make the interior 
of Samar a howling wilderness.”24 These 
revelations created a national sensation and 
prompted a Senate inquiry into American 
troop conduct in the Philippines that ex-
posed a number of war crimes. The Marine 
Corps soon portrayed Waller as a victim of 
Army conspiracy and recast his bungling 
foray into Samar’s mountains as a heroic 
ordeal. Over time, this view of Waller as 
heroic “warfighter” and scapegoat became 
so enmeshed in Philippine War lore that 
even anti-imperialist authors have defended 
him.25

The Waller case did not end with his 
acquittal. Army Judge Advocate Gener-
al, George W. Davis,26 in what may have 
been a masterpiece of judicial fence sitting, 
declared that Waller’s court-martial was 
illegal. Citing Article 122 of the Articles 
of War, he argued that—as a Marine—the 
Army could not try Waller; but he also 
declared Waller’s defense under General 
Orders No. 100 to be equally illegal since, 
as a “detachment commander,” Waller 
had no authority to execute, or even try, 
prisoners.27 That was not enough to placate 
a furious President Theodore Roosevelt. He 
issued an official order—to be read out at 
every Army formation—that both Waller’s 
actions and his acquittal had “sullied the 
American name.”28

Roosevelt was not the only authority to 
find fault with military justice. The fallout 
from the courts-martial of Waller and 
other officers, along with the revelations of 
burning, torture, and killings, aroused both 
public and legal scorn. In a 1903 essay in the 
influential North American Review, Wil-
bur Larremore claimed attorneys regaled 
each other with tales of inept or corrupted 
courts-martial and “the sentiment of law-
yers towards the methods of military justice 
is frankly contemptuous.”29 At the heart of 

the bizarre military system were two legal 
contradictions. First, that the convening 
authority was allowed to appoint the time, 
members, location, and a JA. Second, that 
the JA—simultaneously prosecutor, defense 
attorney, and procedural advisor—re-
quired no legal training. Moreover, the 
JA’s legal ignorance was shared by the rest 
of the court. In spite of these shortcom-
ings, military officers insisted their system 
was superior to civilian law in its fairness, 
efficiency, and process. Larremore ascribed 
this complacency to a deep reverence for 
authority and “a strong feeling of caste.”30 
The first attribute led them to defer to the 
wishes of the superior convening the court. 
The second, an “indulgent professional 
sympathy” for financial irregularities or 
brutality to enlisted or indigenous person-
nel, meant courts routinely “white-washed” 
guilty officers and, often solely on their 
word, invariably sentenced Soldiers.31 
Larremore made several suggestions for 
improvement, but there was no sustained 
effort to change court-martial procedures. 
Two years after he wrote, the Army’s Judge 
Advocate General noted the Service had 
court-martialed over half of its enlisted per-
sonnel, an average maintained throughout 
the decade.32

Abuse

After studying the Philippine War, I 
became interested in what happened to 
the U.S. Army in the Pacific between that 
war’s conclusion and the four decades that 
culminated in the Japanese attacks on 7 
December 1941. And once again, I found 
that military law—this time in relationship 
to civilian law—played a significant role 
in the history. During this period, Hawaii 
was designated a “territory,” and thus 
fell under the legal precedents of earlier 
territories preparing for statehood. But the 
Philippines, an “insular area,” served as an 
important laboratory for case law regarding 
the status of American forces overseas.

When President Roosevelt declared 
the Philippine War officially over on 4 July 
1902, he seemingly also separated the Army 
from the civil government. Congress had 
recently passed the Philippine Organic Act 
that made the Philippine Commission re-
sponsible for establishing and maintaining 
the insular government.33 The Commission 

was under the direction of the Bureau of 
Insular Affairs, which was an agency of the 
War Department. The civil and military 
authorities reported through separate chan-
nels, but ultimately, their disputes had to be 
resolved by the civilian Secretary of War. 
The presence of the politically powerful 
Taft, first as head of the Philippine Com-
mission—and later as Secretary of War, 
ensured the civil government’s priorities 
usually trumped those of the military. 
Further complicating the Army’s duties, 
General Orders No. 152, issued three days 
after Roosevelt’s proclamation of peace, 
subjected military forces to “the call of the 
civil authorities for the maintenance of law 
and order.”34 Even at the time of Roos-
evelt’s proclamation, the civil government’s 
Philippine Constabulary could not sup-
press the multitude of bandits, sects, gangs, 
insurgents, and other violent dissidents that 
kept the archipelago in permanent turmoil; 
and, almost immediately, the Commission 
“called” for support. Within a year, almost 
two-thirds of the Army’s Philippine Scouts 
were on detached duty with the civil gov-
ernment.35

General Orders No. 152 placed Soldiers 
in legal limbo. Some officers believed it 
contravened the Posse Comitatus Act,36 
an understandable view given the lack of 
clarity by federal courts on what American 
laws were applicable in an insular posses-
sion such as the Philippines. As Brigadier 
General Tasker H. Bliss pointed out in 
1905, officers who had arrested or fired 
on insurgents received only the negative 
protection that they had not yet been pros-
ecuted in the civil courts.37 Army officers 
believed, with good reason, that Philippine 
courts were prejudiced against military 
personnel. To secure legal immunity, they 
wanted a declaration of martial law to pre-
cede any military commitment to pacifica-
tion operations. Since declaring martial law 
would be an admission of the government’s 
inability to govern, it refused these requests 
and appealed up to the War Department. 
The civil-military dispute came to a head, 
perhaps not surprisingly, on the island of 
Samar. After both Constabulary and Scouts 
failed to suppress a rebellion against the 
corrupt and oppressive provincial gov-
ernment, the Commission had to turn the 
island over to military authority. With 
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the colonial authorities desperate, Army 
commanders were able to leverage conces-
sions, giving them virtual legal autonomy 
on Samar. Their rapid suppression of the 
rebellion coincided with the ending of all 
but token local violence in the parts of the 
archipelago under civil responsibility. With 
lawlessness reduced to a level manageable 
by the Constabulary, the Army turned its 
attention to defending the archipelago from 
foreign attacks.38 But in the meantime, the 
civil and military authorities had become 
embroiled in a far-reaching case on the legal 
status of U.S. Soldiers overseas.

On 24 July 1904, Private Homer 
E. Grafton—a sentry assigned to guard 
supplies on the island of Guimaras—shot 
two Filipinos he alleged to have attacked 
him with knives. Grafton was charged 
under the 62d Article of War of “willfully 
and feloniously” killing, tried by a general 
court-martial, and acquitted on 25 August 
1904.39 Three days later, the provincial 
prosecuting attorney charged Grafton with 
“the crime of assassination.”40 In doing 
so, the prosecuting attorney insisted that 
because the Philippine Penal Code distin-
guished between the offense of “assassina-
tion” and homicide offense charged under 
Article 62, there could be no claim that 
Philippine civilian prosecution constituted 
double jeopardy. The civil judges—there 
was no trial by jury under the Philippine 
Penal Code—sentenced Grafton to twelve 
years’ imprisonment.41

To the shock of the Philippine bu-
reaucrats, the Army refused to accept this 
verdict and a subscription for the private’s 
defense soon totaled in the thousands. In 
part, Grafton was a catalyst for years of mil-
itary resentment at perceived civil govern-
ment arrogance and duplicity. But, as the 
editor of the Army and Navy Journal recog-
nized, Grafton’s case was “simply a common 
effort for common defense in which the 
interest of one is the interest of all.”42 Both 
military and public pressure forced the 
War Department to appoint a counsel to 
argue the case before the Supreme Court. In 
1907, the Grafton case reached the Supreme 
Court, which ruled unanimously that the 
court-martial verdict had constituted a 
legitimate trial, that “assassination” was 
the same as homicide, and that Grafton’s 
conviction violated constitutional prohi-

bitions against double jeopardy.43 What 
the Supreme Court did not rule on was 
whether American Soldiers sacrificed other 
constitutional rights, including trial by jury, 
when stationed in the Philippines. For the 
Army, the lesson was clear: In the future, 
“[e]very offender whose act falls within the 
scope of military jurisdiction should be tried 
by court-martial and never surrendered 
to a bastard civil tribunal like that which 
usurped the rights of Grafton.”44 Conse-
quently, when the Army was deployed 
to Cuba in 1907, then-Secretary of War 
Taft issued a special order that exempted 
American Soldiers from the jurisdiction of 
Cuban courts.

Fifty years after the Grafton case, 
another case where an Army private shot 
an Asian civilian, this time in Japan, also 
reached the Supreme Court.45 But there 
were important differences. Grafton was a 
model Soldier admired by both his offi-
cers and his comrades, who was judged 
to have acted in self-defense. Specialist 3 
William S. Girard was a marginal Soldier 
of limited intelligence. His guilt in shooting 
Naka Sakai, an impoverished mother of six 
children scavenging scrap metal, was never 
in question. Indeed, his behavior—enticing 
Mrs. Sakai by throwing brass cartridge 
shells, then threatening her, then shooting 
her when she ran away—appalled most of 
his fellow Soldiers.

What made the incident a cause célebre 
was that a Japanese deputy, citing the 
recent Japanese-American status of forces 
treaty, challenged American jurisdiction.46 
A series of mistakes by one officer—trying 
to cover up the crime, refusing to divulge 
crucial details, overruling his legal officer 
and denying Japanese jurisdiction—sparked 
widespread protests across Japan and 
threatened the new Japanese-American 
basing agreement.

Acting on legal advice, Army Head-
quarters in Japan recommended turning Gi-
rard over to the Japanese, but the Secretary 
of Defense blocked this. Various opportu-
nistic Congressmen announced intended 
legislation to ensure no American Soldier 
could be tried in a foreign court. Tensions 
increased when federal judge Joseph C. 
McGarraghy declared that Japan’s courts 
had no jurisdiction over American service 
personnel.47 With Japanese-American 

relations deteriorating and the international 
media castigating American criminality, 
the Girard case was rushed to the Supreme 
Court. That august body determined there 
was no constitutional bar to trying Girard 
in a Japanese court.48 And—in what one sus-
pects was a secret agreement—the Japanese 
court found Girard guilty of manslaughter, 
but gave him a slap-on-the-wrist suspended 
three-year sentence.49 The Army followed 
with an undesirable discharge and shipped 
him out as fast as possible.50

On the surface, these two cases (only 
fifty years apart) share only the superficial 
resemblance of two Army privates tried and 
convicted for killing local civilians. Why 
did they become so important? Both cases 
occurred after prolonged civil-military 
conflict over the rights and obligations of 
American service personnel overseas. Both 
cases reached the highest political, judicial, 
media, and public arenas. In many ways, as 
one officer concluded about the Girard case, 
both served as a “catalyst for a lot of things 
that were just waiting to happen.”51

Grafton’s trial by civil court occurred 
after almost five years of perceived hu-
miliations by the civil government. Ever 
since Taft arranged General MacArthur’s 
recall in 1901, civil officials had routinely 
used back-channel communications to 
Washington to assert control over military 
forces. Army resentment had been steadily 
growing due to its almost permanent ap-
propriation of the Philippine Scouts, refusal 
to either establish clear legal guidelines or 
declare martial law, and its employment of 
troops against rebels who were often vic-
tims of the civil government’s own corrup-
tion, brutality, and injustice. And, with the 
politically powerful Major General Leonard 
Wood now in the Philippines, the U.S. 
Army finally had an advocate even more 
powerful than the civil government’s ap-
pointees. Thus, the decision by the Filipino 
judges to assert their prerogatives was both 
judicially suspect and badly timed. More-
over, the Grafton case was one that the 
Army could take to the public as a patent 
injustice—an American citizen condemned 
by a Filipino court under Spanish laws—and 
in clear violation of the rights granted all 
American citizens by the U.S. Constitution.

The Girard case, on the other hand, 
was an Army-created disaster. The United 
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States had just signed a politically-sensi-
tive status of forces agreement with Japan 
deemed crucial to its Cold War national 
security.52 Senior military leaders should 
have been attuned to any action that would 
impugn Japan’s recently acknowledged legal 
sovereignty. Instead, Eighth Army’s leader-
ship allowed its recently appointed public 
relations officer—described as a “strict West 
Point colonel” punching a ticket for higher 
command—to take control of the case.53 
This officer suppressed information and 
reneged on an agreement with a friendly 
correspondent, all but ensuring the media 
opposition. Despite the escalating public 
relations fiasco, Eighth Army headquarters 
continued to support this officer, almost 
derailing the status of forces arrangement. 
Only the rapid action of the Supreme Court 
and the political acumen of the Japanese 
court resolved the controversy. The Army 
Public Information School, which made 
the Girard case a part of their curriculum, 
concluded in its extensive report that such 
scandals almost inevitably result from an 
officer promotion system which “puts a 
totally unqualified man into a politically 
and diplomatically sensitive position; and 
secondly, which tolerates an obvious misfit 
when he is discovered.”54

Adjudication

My next—and for this article, my last—en-
counter with military law lies in the field of 
adjudication. I recognize that adjudication is 
defined as “a formal judgment on a disput-
ed matter.”55 But, at the risk of legalistic 
hairsplitting, I define “formal judgments” 
as legal codes—such as the Articles of War, 
Manual for Courts-Martial, and the Uniform 
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ)—and 
“continuing disputes” as the debates over 
the enforcement of these codes in prac-
tice. Many of the ongoing challenges and 
reforms to American military justice have 
reflected the evolving dynamic between the 
Army’s need to impose discipline and the 
individual rights of Soldiers. This dynamic 
has been of great interest to historians, 
for it encompasses class and caste barriers, 
command and leadership, officer-enlisted 
relations, misconduct, punishment, and a 
host of other human issues.

Historians of the “Old Army” of the 
nineteenth century—such as Edward M. 

Coffman, William Skelton, and Samuel J. 
Watson—have explored the enforcement of 
discipline through both legal and extra-legal 
measures. As gentlemen, officers believed 
their status depended on absolute subor-
dination by enlisted personnel. They were 
quick to impose their authority through 
courts-martial. This is reflected in the large 
number of courts-martial between 1823 and 
1828: 7,058 courts-martial over five years in 
an army that averaged barely 5,000 enlisted 
men—almost a quarter of the total force.56 
Much more common were extralegal 
punishments such as branding, mutilation, 
hanging by the thumbs, carrying a rock 
or heavy log for hours, straddling a sharp 
wooden beam (the punishment horse), 
binding in a “stress position” with a rag 
forced into the mouth (bucking-and-gag-
ging), and so forth.57 Watson, the leading 
authority on the pre-Civil War frontier 
army, concluded of such chastisements that 
“although few enlisted men were killed, 
their routine subjugation to casual blows 
and elaborate punishments meant that they, 
rather than Native Americans, suffered 
the most frequent violence at the army’s 
hands.”58 On the rare occasion officers were 
court-martialed for such offenses, they 
were inevitably acquitted—except in the 
rare instances when public outrage forced a 
harsher sentence.

As long as the Regular Army’s enlisted 
ranks were composed of men drawn from 
the margins of society, the American public 
accepted that they needed to be kept under 
rigid control. But when citizen-Soldiers—
not only the sons of American families, 
but also voters—were conscripted into the 
Army, military justice became far more 
contested. Volunteers in Mexico and the 
Civil War admired the Regulars’ drill, but 
were appalled at the brutal punishments 
they endured. While they concluded that 
this was necessary both because of the 
mercenary motives of the Soldiers and the 
aristocratic pretensions of the officers, it 
did not result in a favorable opinion of the 
Regular Army. On the contrary, when these 
Volunteers returned to civilian life, they 
spread to their friends an image of the Reg-
ular Army that both confirmed American 
anti-standing army sentiments and rein-
forced the idea that respectable citizens did 
not consort with Soldiers.

The campaign in Cuba in 1898 was 
fought almost entirely by Regulars. But in 
the Philippines, the United States relied 
primarily on volunteers drawn from 1) the 
state militias and 2) a 35,000-man national 
volunteer force. Only late in the conflict, 
when the war was won in most districts, 
were Regulars deployed to mop up the last 
of the areas of resistance. These national, 
or U.S. Volunteers, were commanded by 
Regular officers; and, like the Regulars, 
they were subject to the Articles of War, 
last revised in 1874. Some colonels, such 
as William E. Birkhimer, who was also a 
lawyer by education, rigorously imposed 
Old Army discipline on their regiments and 
were much hated for it by their men.59 But 
others, including many who would rise to 
high command in World War I, recognized 
that the Old Army enforcement of regula-
tions was counterproductive. Rather than 
rely on external discipline imposed by the 
punitive sanctions of the Articles of War, 
successful volunteer commanders (such 
as Colonel Robert L. Bullard) appealed to 
an internal discipline based on patriotism, 
respect, and pride.60 Colonel Luther R. Hare 
of the 33d U.S. Volunteer Infantry took this 
even further. He made it clear that effec-
tiveness—defined as marksmanship, tactics, 
and fieldcraft—were far more important 
than spit-and-polish drill. The “Fighting 
33d’s” impressive performance in the boon-
docks validated Hare’s priorities.

Beyond that, the rigors of field service 
and the loss of personnel convinced many 
commanders that the judicial system was 
impeding effectiveness. The great majority 
of courts-martial in the Philippines were 
for minor offenses involving avoiding 
onerous duty, drunkenness, fighting in 
quarters, petty theft, and so on. General 
courts-martial were relatively rare, but this 
was in part a concession to practicality. 
The Manila city provost marshal reported 
526 general courts-martial cases between 
1 July 1899 and 31 July 1900. The majority 
were Soldiers who had been imprisoned for 
crimes in Manila and been left behind when 
the regiments took the field. In many cases, 
the paperwork was lost or incorrect, and it 
was impossible to summon witnesses back. 
Also, the demands of courts-martial inter-
fered with more important duties, with the 
result that dozens of Soldiers were sitting 
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out the war in prison. To relieve conges-
tion—and to prevent officers dumping their 
malefactors in Manila—the provost marshal 
sent all those he could back to their com-
manders for trial in regimental summary 
courts, and he created his own summary 
court for the rest.61

Recognizing that some malingers 
committed infractions sufficient to warrant 
a general court-martial and get out of the 
field, regimental commanders showed a 
similar practicality. Frustrated by so many 
“scavengers,” a battalion in the 32d Infan-
try Regiment, U.S. Volunteers, advised an 
overly-prosecutorial lieutenant that “dis-
cipline can be better sustained by prompt 
action and quick punishment then long 
and tedious confinement awaiting trial by 
General Court Martial.”62 The regimental 
adjutant provided some idea of what con-
stituted “prompt action and quick punish-
ment” when he advised another officer that 
he would “prefer that [they] administer 
summary punishment, such as standing a 
man on a barrel, in the sun for a couple [of] 
hours, or putting him in stocks for a while, 
or something of that kind [their] ingenuity 
may devise.”63

In contrast, officers imposed strict 
sanctions on those convicted of crimes 
against Filipinos. One private who stole a 
pair of slippers valued at less than a dollar 
was given six months’ imprisonment and a 
dishonorable discharge.64 This contrast be-
tween light punishments for internal mis-
deeds and vigorous prosecution of offenses 
against civilians reflected the U.S. Army’s 
wish to present itself to the Filipinos as an 
impartial, fair, but rigorous instrument of 
the law. The Army’s experience with both 
motivated volunteer Soldiers prompted an 
extensive intra-Army debate over whether 
Soldiers were thinking individuals who 
gave their consent or unthinking mech-
anisms motivated by fear of punishment 
through the Articles of War.65

In World War I, the widespread use 
of courts-martial as a means of imposing 
officer authority was a continuing source of 
resentment. Even more controversial was 
the treatment of those found guilty. Letters 
to the editor published in the newspa-
pers like the New York Times charged that 
confessions had been extorted through 
physical coercion; deplored excessive sen-

tences—such as twenty-five years of hard 
labor for being out of uniform; and accused 
the Army of circumventing the judicial 
process by sending alleged violators on 
suicide missions.66 These allegations were 
not simply the complaints of disgruntled 
veterans. Acting Judge Advocate General 
Samuel Ansell claimed that, in one year, 
the Army had conducted over 350,000 
special courts-martial and 28,000 general 
courts-martial.67 Richard S. Faulkner’s 
exhaustive study revealed enlisted men had 
an 85 percent conviction rate in general 
and special courts-martial and a 94 percent 
conviction rate in summary courts-mar-
tial.68 That three-quarters of these sentences 
were later reduced by convening authorities 
indicated that even Army officers found 
them excessive.69

In the months following the Armistice, 
Ansell urged extensive revisions in the 
court-martial manual and the creation of 
a civilian-staffed Court of Military Ap-
peals. His agenda was taken up by lawyers, 
academics, and influential politicians. But 
as Citizen-Soldiers mustered out, Judge 
Advocate General Enoch Crowder and the 
War Department were able to placate crit-
ics with minimal reforms to the Articles of 
War. However, perhaps without recogniz-
ing it, the Service had issued a promissory 
note to treat future Citizen-Soldiers with 
far more justice and mercy.70

This promissory note would be called 
in at the end of World War II, when there 
was a torrent of veteran and public abuse at 
the military justice system. The twin accu-
sations that the courts-martial process was 
a tool of command influence and a means 
of imposing “the caste system” were too 
loud to be ignored. A barrage of anecdotal 
evidence—petitions, letters to Congress, 
surveys, newspaper articles—revealed wide-
spread Soldier discontent with the justice 
system and prompted the War Department 
to create the Doolittle Board 71

The accusation that their military 
justice system was little more than a means 
to protect the “officer caste” outraged many 
Regulars. In their view, wartime military 
justice had been, if anything, insufficiently 
harsh. Judge Advocate Colonel Freder-
ick Bernays Weiner complained that the 
Army’s execution of just one Soldier for 
desertion indicated trials were so lenient 

that they encouraged shirking.72 To its 
defenders, any procedural injustices were 
attributable to recently commissioned 
citizen-officers who pressed charges to 
compensate for their poor leadership. Now 
that these for-the-duration officers had 
been discharged, the professionals’ ethics, 
experience, and paternalistic concern for 
their troops would ensure both discipline 
and justice would flourish once again. 
This “blame the citizen-officer” exculpa-
tion—which is still asserted today—quickly 
became a dogma, despite the absence of 
supporting statistical evidence. But, what-
ever its merits when applied to the Regular 
Army officer corps in total, the argument 
was indefensible in light of numerous, 
highly-publicized incidents of senior officer 
abuse. The most infamous was the case of 
Lieutenant Colonel James A. Kilian who, 
as commandant of Lichfield Reinforcement 
Depot, condoned, and indeed encouraged, 
his staff to brutalize enlisted Soldiers. The 
Army compounded this relations disaster 
by giving Kilian a judicial slap on the wrist 
while sentencing his subordinates to jail; 
the Army then tried to promote him.73 
Only when Congress refused to promote 
the entire list of lieutenant colonels did the 
Service back down; but, by that time, the 
damage was done.74

The Kilian case was exceptional, but 
there is ample indication that the postwar 
Regular officer corps had taken no notice 
of Soldier complaints and was relying on 
the military justice system to preserve its 
prerogatives. A not untypical example was 
provided by Colonel Remington Orsinger 
during the occupation of Trieste in 1947. 
Among many other instances, this dough-
ty commander court-martialed a veteran 
sergeant for allegedly addressing a senior 
officer while his hands were on his hips. Af-
ter two courts voted for acquittal, Orsinger 
assembled a third, which obligingly busted 
the offender to private. That the colonel 
luxuriated in his palace while his troops 
huddled in rotting tents only compounded 
the injustice.75

Such blatant assertion of the tradition-
al Regular Army officer caste privileges 
might have been acceptable if, as was true 
after World War I, the postwar force had 
required only a small number of lifetime 
privates recruited from the illiterate, the 
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immigrants, and the unemployed. But, by 
the end of the war, there were over 500 
Military Occupational Specialties, many of 
which had not existed in 1941. Even more 
serious was the need for entry-level manag-
ers to officer the future force. But with the 
war over, the Service now had to compete 
with the booming postwar civilian sector. 
Skilled labor fled in the thousands, and 
young men were so disinclined to an Army 
career that West Point could not meet its 
annual quotas. The Army had to request the 
continuation of Selective Service. When it 
was finally abolished in 1948, the Army’s 
leaders soon begged for its reinstatement: 
without the threat of conscription, they 
could not secure sufficient volunteers. 
With the outbreak of the Korean War, the 
ineffectiveness of the volunteer system was 
exposed. The Army had to immediately 
call up its Reserve, many of them veterans, 
and ship them into combat with minimal 
training. The Selective Service machin-
ery accelerated to full throttle, calling in 
hundreds of thousands in a few months. 
From 1951 until its abolition in 1973, the 
great majority of the Service’s incoming 
personnel—both officers and enlisted—were 
either draftees or motivated to volunteer to 
avoid conscription. Both the reinstatement 
of the draft and the need for skilled labor 
pulled the Army further into the civilian 
world, and thus continued the pressure to 
civilianize military law. The greatest result 
of both veteran outrage and the Service’s 
need to recruit and retain a skilled labor and 
managerial force was the UCMJ of 1950.76

The Regular Army’s initial response 
to the UCMJ was not positive. The most 
moderate criticism came from military 
lawyers who pointed out that it was often 
ambiguous and would need to be clarified 
by case law. Another problem was the 
increased need for legal officers and the 
additional time required for trials. The 
Army Board of Review soon averaged 700 
cases a month, of which three-quarters re-
quested counsel. Judge Advocate General E. 
M. Brannon estimated that courts-martial 
now took three times longer. Individual JAs 
often encountered commanders who still 
believed it was their duty, and their right, to 
dispense justice.77 One innovative JA sought 
to express the correct hierarchy by making 

the law officer’s desk a foot higher than the 
court bench.78

Far more acerbic objections to the 
new system came for those in the field, 
most commonly that the UCMJ impeded 
the authority of the commander to impose 
discipline. One officer complained in 1950 
that the new legal protections for enlisted 
personnel were both cumbersome and 
expensive: “God knows how much money 
it costs to induct, train, ship, watch over, 
court martial, punish, talk to, hospitalize, 
and discharge these people in one year, yet 
the line officers and myself spend half their 
time on this work.”79 There is some evi-
dence that officers and noncommissioned 
officers sometimes circumvented the entire 
judicial process. Lieutenant General Eugene 
P. Forrester recalled, “We were taking the 
dregs of society in. It was the idea of a lot 
of people that the only way to make the 
bastards function was to wave a rail over 
their heads.”80

The Korean War brought the UCMJ 
into the public eye on several levels, in 
part because between 1950 and 1953 there 
were almost a million courts-martial.81 Not 
surprisingly, there were renewed accusa-
tions of command influence and judicial 
ineptitude. That many of these were justi-
fied is apparent in the orders issued by the 
Adjutant General in December 1952:

Deviations from the provisions of 
Article 37 and devices created to 
circumvent the spirit of the law never 
remain hidden from public view. Of-
ficers, warrant officers, and enlisted 
men who have witnessed specific 
malpractices in the administration of 
justice are quick, upon their return to 
civilian life, to pass on their observa-
tions and criticisms to the press, to 
Congress, and to the Department of 
the Army.82

Officers who interfered with the legal 
process not only put the Army in an “inde-
fensible” position, but they posed “a serious 
threat to the present system. It is entirely 
possible, if abuses continue, that Congress 
may act to strip commanders of their power 
to appoint courts martial.”83 How well this 
order was heeded, or enforced, may be 
seen from a 1958 Judge Advocate General’s 

report on the Infantry School that the con-
vening authority was also the rater of half 
the officers serving on courts-martial—and 
that he had rated several immediately after 
they had delivered verdicts.84

Far more insidious was the accusation 
that the UCMJ had directly contributed to 
the Army’s failure to decisively win the Ko-
rean War. The most famous, or infamous, 
such attack was Eugene Kinkaid’s 1959 
Every War but One; but, as Susan Carruthers 
acidly noted, “Kinkaid said little that the 
army sources on whom he relied hadn’t 
been saying for years”85 An only slightly less 
strident critique was T. R. Fehrenbach’s 
1963 This Kind of War, a perennial on Chief 
of Staff reading lists.86 The Kinkaid-Fehren-
bach interpretation was simple: a decadent 
civilian society had raised “soft” youth, ci-
vilian do-gooders, and politicians prevent-
ed the Army from disciplining them; the 
result being battlefield defeat and national 
humiliation. In many ways, this canard rep-
resented the Regular Army reaction to the 
civilianization of the force due to Cold War 
expansion, conscription, and the dilution of 
the officer corps’s West Point’s oligarchy by 
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps graduates 
and World War II veterans. The myth of 
the postwar garrison army unfit to fight 
became a fixture in Army lore, revived in 
the Task Force Smith narrative, itself a 
slogan periodically revived as a clarion call 
to readiness.87

The Vietnam War prompted a similar 
critique of the UCMJ. The Military Justice 
Act of 1968 substantially strengthened 
the power of military judges, and further 
reduced the ability of commanders to 
influence their verdicts.88 Yet some argued 
these changes had not gone far enough. A 
task force commissioned by the Secretary of 
Defense found clear racial disparities in the 
rates of trial and punishments. In 1970, two 
senators sponsored legislation to completely 
transfer military justice from command to a 
separate Court-Martial Command.89

The external critique of the UCMJ and 
military justice was far less vitriolic than the 
internal condemnation playing out in Army 

magazine in the early 1970s. Officers high 
and low declared that the new restrictions 
to curb command influence had made it 
impossible to counteract the epidemic of 
racial, drug, and disciplinary problems. Of-
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ficers were so terrified of being accused of 
influencing verdicts, they refused to charge 
recalcitrant Soldiers without support from 
higher authority and a legal opinion from a 
JA. Captain Robert B. Killebrew declared in 
1971, the “present system of military justice 
serves neither discipline nor justice.”90 He 
estimated it took over three months for 
a commander to receive authorization to 
even fine a misfit, and the restrictions on 
pretrial confinement allowed bullies to 
intimidate their barracks mates for weeks. 
He pleaded for a military justice system that 
allowed commanders to quickly punish, 
incarcerate, or separate the incorrigibles 
and allow them time to train and lead the 
good Soldiers.

Killebrew was a comparative rarity 
in that he was a company-grade officer. 
The most savage attacks on the UCMJ 
came from “Old Army” survivors of the 
pre-World War II force. Colonel George 
G. Eddy believed the UCMJ was symbolic 
of a decades-long campaign “to hamstring 
commanders in their efforts to maintain 
effective discipline.”91 Lieutenant Colonel 
Garland declared that “military command-
ers have been and are now capable of deter-
mining when an article has been violated 
and which punishment should be meted 
out.”92 Waxing nostalgic for the 1927 Man-

ual for Courts-Martial, he found the entire 
idea of the UCMJ an insult to the Regular 
Army officer corps’s professional integri-
ty. Garland’s demand for a return to past 
standards was shared by Lieutenant General 
Hamilton H. Howze, scion of a martial 
dynasty and a key figure in the development 
of airmobile operations. Like Garland, 
Howze insisted the pre-UCMJ courts-mar-
tial had been quick and fair because the 
wisdom and experience of the senior officer 
would ensure that justice prevailed. But, 
as the title of his 1971 article, Military 

Discipline and National Security, made clear, 
Howze believed the state of military law 
had reached a crisis level. Since 1945 the 
“vast watering down of the disciplinary 
system” had so “crippled the commander” 
that the armed forces could no longer be 
relied on to fulfill their missions.93 Howze 
referenced a variety of indicators of the 
breakdown of morale, authority, and com-
bat effectiveness ranging from My Lai to 
drug use to sloppy uniforms. All these were 

emblematic of a generational war between 
disobedient youth (and junior officers) and 
senior Regular Army officers and noncom-
missioned officers. Only when the Army’s 
leadership stood up to civilian interference 
and public opinion, and insisted on the sep-
aration of military from civilian law, would 
discipline be restored and the armed forces 
recover.94 Implicit in the Old Army critique 
of the UCMJ was the conviction that their 
generation’s paternalistic dispensation of 
justice had been fair, while today’s junior 
officers lacked the essential moral qualities 
necessary for military leadership.

The Old Army condemnation of mili-
tary justice elicited a strong response. Major 
General G. W. Putnam, a contemporary of 
Howze, recalled most pre-World War II 
trials as perfunctory, punitive, and prede-
termined. He cited numerous incidents to 
refute Howze’s vision of the Old Army as 
happy, disciplined, and well-officered. The 
UCMJ might have its problems, Putnam 
believed, but it was much fairer than the 
old manuals and could not be blamed for 
the Army’s current problems.95 The appeal 
of officers such as Garland and Howze for 
a return to Old Army regulations provoked 
much scorn. One enlisted man opined that 
most officers’ objections to the UCMJ were 
indicative of their vast ignorance of either 
military or civil law. An even stronger 
critique came from a young lieutenant. 
Having lost the Vietnam War through their 
“unqualified leadership,” senior leaders 
“were trying to blame the law for the ills 
of the Army and the country.”96 Captain 
Jack E. Lane cited such recent examples of 
corruption and bad leadership from the 
World War II generation as the convictions 
of both the Army’s provost marshal and its 
command sergeant major. Given nearly one 
hundred incidents of command influence at 
Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, alone, Lane 
wondered how any officer could question 
the necessity for the UCMJ and its protec-
tions for the enlisted Soldier?97

The debate in Army over the UCMJ’s 
effects on discipline subsided after political 
efforts to liberalize the code were defeated 
and the Supreme Court upheld the validity 
of courts-martial.98 In what may be a fitting 
epilogue, Captain Killebrew—whose 1971 
article had ignited much of the discussion—
wrote on both the problems and benefits 

of the UCMJ.99 As a company commander, 
he still found the administration of jus-
tice overly cumbersome and protracted, 
but had come to terms with the process. 
And, revealingly, he had concluded that 
not only was “frequent use of the UCMJ 
self-defeating” but too often substituted 
for leadership. Most of the troops in the 
Volunteer Army were immature and badly 
instructed, and they frequently committed 
Article 15 offenses without recognizing the 
consequences. He had found that turning 
offenders over to noncommissioned officers 
for extra training, rather than charging 
them, was more effective and less demoral-
izing to potentially good Soldiers. Revers-
ing his earlier claim that the legal code was 
too lenient, he now asserted, “the most 
striking thing is that the UCMJ is generally 
adequate to enforce a much stricter degree 
of discipline than the one somebody is 
usually griping about.”100 Judge Advocate 
General George S. Prugh commended both 
Killebrew’s endorsement of the UCMJ and 
his advice to avoid excessive reliance on 
it for discipline.101 Two years later, when 
Prugh’s successor wrote an article extolling 
the UCMJ and military justice, there was 
no hostile response. Like Killebrew, the 
Army officer corps agrees that the UCMJ 
was a benefit to discipline as opposed to a 
detriment.102

Conclusion

If my own experience is any guide, mil-
itary historians encounter military law 
only when it becomes a political, public, 
or internal problem. This was certainly 
the case with the Philippine War atrocity 
scandals and, to a lesser extent, the public 
pressure to revise the Articles of War after 
World War II. But on closer examination, 
historians must recognize that the connec-
tion between military law and American 
military organizations means that military 
law is crucial to understanding a host of 
issues—ranging from how an Army is 
organized and how it functions, to whether 
commanders are good or bad leaders, to 
whether judicial reform is thought to be 
critical for success in in the next war.

Military justice continues to provide 
a convenient target for both internal and 
external critics. Yet it would be hard to 
argue—as Howze and others did—that 
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military law’s evolution toward greater 
protections for military personnel, less 
command influence, and greater procedural 
rigor have not been beneficial. Anyone who 
has studied the court-martial records of 
the pre-World War I era will quickly find, 
as Larremore noted, rampant command 
influence, caste bias, and punitive sanctions. 
This is not just the all-too-common tenden-
cy of today’s historians to impose their own 
morality on the past. There are numerous 
contemporary criticisms of the Old Army’s 
judicial practices. Perhaps the most acerbic 
verdict was given by George van Horn 
Moseley. A few weeks after joining his 
cavalry regiment in 1899, he came to the 
conclusion that the reason no court-martial 
was allowed to remain in session after early 
afternoon was because no officer could be 
expected to be sober by then.103 Such rough 
justice might have been acceptable for the 
rough Soldiers of the frontier Army, but it 
simply will not suffice play for a service that 
has promised for decades to allow Soldiers 
to be all they can be. TAL
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In the early weeks of October 2020, sprawling across 100 
countries, an enhanced form of cyber weapon called a botnet 

began positioning itself to influence the U.S. Presidential elec-
tion.1 Nicknamed Trickbot, the weapon was a for-rent botnet 
that had surreptitiously implanted malicious software into nearly 
250 million systems across the globe, massing computing power 
through hundreds of millions of “zombie” computers.2 Through 
its continent-spanning, decentralized design, Trickbot’s threat 
structure aggregated worldwide computing power.3 As it began 
directing that computing power toward U.S. voter registration 
and electronic polling infrastructure, U.S. Cyber Command 
(USCYBERCOM) identified the botnet’s activities.4 United States 
Cyber Command quickly “flooded” Trickbot’s systems by deploying 
software into information infrastructure spread across the planet.5 
That act preemptively cut off Trickbot’s opportunities to influence 
election computer infrastructure and helped preserve the integrity 
of the ensuing election.6 However, in undertaking its operation, 
legal advisors at USCYBERCOM had to confront a key, unsettled 
legal question7: Could the United States take preemptive action 
against a cyber threat located on other countries’ soil without those 
foreign states’ consent?

The Trickbot disruption operation was not the first time US-
CYBERCOM had confronted this question in a publicly-known op-
eration. In Operation GLOWING SYMPHONY, which took place 
four years prior, U.S. cyber operators remotely infiltrated Islamic 
State (ISIS) militants’ computer networks, data storage accounts, and 
smartphones located in at least five countries.8 The Islamic State had 
been utilizing systems in these particular states to store and dissem-
inate propaganda.9 Upon gaining access to those foreign systems, 
U.S. cyber operators deleted troves of propaganda material, severed 
the terrorists’ access to data, and dropped software into programs 
to deplete batteries and disrupt hardware functionality.10 As such, 
Operation GLOWING SYMPHONY presented the same critical 
question of international law as the Trickbot disruption operation: 
Is consent or other justification required before undertaking cyber 
operations in computer systems located in another state?

Despite the “un-territorial” nature of most cyber activities,11 
some states have taken the position that cyberspace is governed by a 
universal law of trespass flowing from the broader concept of territo-
rial sovereignty, a principle that recognizes a state’s internal control 
over its territory.12 Accordingly, government leaders and their legal 
advisors must analyze whether territorial sovereignty operates as a 
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binding rule of exclusion under international 
law, thereby requiring consent or other jus-
tification to legally create cyber-based effects 
in foreign systems. Those same leaders and 
advisors must also consider that, if territorial 
sovereignty imposes no such rule, what base-
line international rules should states apply to 
cross-border cyber operations?

This article argues that, while states 
have historically used the term “violation of 
territorial sovereignty” with fluency in in-
ternational disputes, international law lacks 
a customary trespass rule flowing from the 
broader principle of territorial sovereignty. 
Accordingly, states should advance non-in-
tervention and use of force as the governing 
principles in cyber operations because they 
readily translate from analogous clandes-
tine operation cases, supply states sufficient 
normative protections, and maximize states’ 
freedom of action. Those three character-
istics are critically important in an of-
fense-dominated domain where geography 
has become largely irrelevant.

This article explains that argument in 
three parts. In “The Infirmity of an Interna-
tional ‘Trespass’ Rule,” the article examines 
de facto patterns of prohibited conduct in 
leading cases involving purported territorial 
sovereignty violations, finding such cases fail 
to evince an international rule of trespass. 
“Regulating by Analogy: Comparing Ap-
proaches” argues that legal advisors should 
look to historical clandestine operations in 
which non-intervention and use-of-force 
principles provide legal guideposts for out-
of-system cyber operations. And last, “The 
Need for Freedom of Action” demonstrates 
that non-intervention and use of force 
would ensure the most balanced baselines 
for transboundary cyber operations because 
they accommodate freedom of action against 
cyber threats while providing sufficient 
normative protections. This final section also 
explores how states could expand the “unable 
or unwilling” anticipatory self-defense 
doctrine to justify legitimate non-consensual 
operations if the international community 
eventually embraces a rule of territorial 
sovereignty in cyberspace.

The Infirmity of an 

International “Trespass” Rule

Sovereignty serves as a fundamental princi-
ple of international law and encompasses the 

“[c]ollection of rights held by a state, first in 
its capacity as the entity entitled to exercise 
control over its territory and second in its ca-
pacity to act on the international plain, rep-
resenting that territory and its people.”13 As 
such, territorial sovereignty serves as a com-
mon organizing principle among states.14 
Consequential to the internal rights over a 
given territory, sovereignty affords a state, 
vis-a-vis other states, “the legal personality 
necessary to create and be bound by inter-
national law.”15 Under the Lotus rule, a state’s 
freedom is only circumscribed through 
treaties on specific matters, or by collective 
custom, the latter imposing universal rules 
known as customary international law.16

While states have signed treaties 
imposing certain boundaries in the sea and 
air domains, no treaty governs cross-bor-
der land movements, nor has the inter-
national community adopted a universal, 
domain-transcendent treaty governing 
cross-border movements generally.17 
Despite this absence, some states and 
academics have asserted that a custom-
ary international rule of trespass forbids 
states from crossing one another’s borders 
without consent, arguing that “[a] violation 
of sovereignty occurs whenever one State 
physically crosses into the territory . . . of 
another State without either its consent 
or another justification in international 
law . . . .”18 Applied to cyberspace, those 
states and academics assert that territorial 
sovereignty functions as a rule of exclu-
sion and would thus forbid nonconsensual 
effects in another state’s cyber system.19

In contrast, other academics and at least 
one state assert that the notion of territorial 
sovereignty, while an organizing principle 
in international law, lacks sufficient opin-

io juris and state practice to function as a 
binding rule of trespass against cross-border 
interference.20 Instead, they argue states 
should apply the traditional concepts of the 
use of force and non-intervention to govern 
cyber operations.21 As such, the international 
community remains divided on the role of 
territorial sovereignty in cyberspace.22

To resolve the dispute surrounding 
the threshold international law governing 
cross-border cyber operations, state leaders 
and their legal advisors must look to sem-
inal historical cases associated with pur-
ported “territorial sovereignty” violations 

to determine whether states can extrapolate 
a rule of interstate trespass from existing 
precedent.23 Although the term “violation of 
territorial sovereignty” appears with regu-
larity in international disputes, the follow-
ing analysis highlights that the substance of 
those violations consistently involves de fac-

to violations of the use of force and non-in-
tervention, and international law regularly 
ignores any associated territorial trespass or 
activities below the non-intervention and 
use of force thresholds.24 In sum, state prac-
tice has failed to demonstrate the existence 
of any stand-alone customary international 
law of trespass flowing from the broader 
principle of territorial sovereignty.

Overt Military Activities

International cases referencing violations 
of territorial sovereignty involving overt 
military forces consistently demonstrate 
de facto threat or use-of-force violations, 
rather than recognizing an international 
trespass rule. For example, the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ) case of Corfu Channel 
involved a British aircraft carrier, warship, 
and cruisers sweeping for mines locat-
ed as close as 500 meters from Albania’s 
coastline.25 While labeled a “violation of 
territorial sovereignty,” the case’s objective 
facts demonstrated a violation of the threat 
of the use of force.26 Indeed, in responding 
to Albania’s argument that Great Brit-
ain “made use of an unnecessarily large 
display of force, out of proportion to the 
requirements of the [mine] sweep,” the ICJ 
reasoned that “it does not consider that the 
action of the British Navy was a demon-
stration of force for the purpose of exercising 
political pressure on Albania.”27 According-
ly, the ICJ inappropriately ruled that Corfu 

Channel did not involve a threat of the use of 
force solely upon the inappropriate consid-
erations of the offending state’s purpose and 
intent, rather than a de facto evaluation of 
the cross-border effects.

Similarly, in Nicaragua v. United States, 
the ICJ improperly characterized helicopter 
strafing, mine laying, and speedboat attacks 
on sea ports and oil installations as “viola-
tions of territorial integrity,”—another clear 
use of force.28 Critically, the ICJ omitted 
comment on other non-consensual incur-
sions below the use of force threshold,29 
suggesting that—like in Corfu Channel—the 
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ICJ may have relied on a less consequential 
characterization of certain activities to avoid 
risks to its institutional credibility. Other 
scholars have pointed out that other ICJ 
cases like Corfu Channel, Nicaragua v. United 

States, and Certain Activities Carried Out by 

Nicaragua in the Border Area of Costa Rica have 
entailed large-scale military forces and often 
involve threats of, or actual, forcible border 
alterations—harms distinct from those posed 
by cyber activities.30 In conclusion, when 
evaluated objectively, historical precedent 
involving alleged violations of territorial 
sovereignty in overt military force cases 
have more commonly and more accurately 
involved de facto violations of primary rules 
like the threat or use of force.31

If territorial sovereignty actually im-
posed a rule against international trespass, 
the very sorts of unfriendly, non-consensu-
al incursions that a peacetime trespass rule 
would be expected to prohibit are clandes-
tine incursions, like espionage. However, 
international law has historically tolerated 
surreptitious border incursions as long as 
those incursions avoid breaching use of 
force or non-intervention thresholds.32 
While few clandestine cases reach the pub-
lic eye, one example involved U.S. embassy 
and consulate rescue operations in Iran 
in 1980.33 In that instance, the Central Intel-
ligence Agency (CIA) dispatched operatives 
to Iran in light aircraft, inserting agents into 
Iran to purchase vehicles, conduct rescue 
force reconnaissance, install landing strip 
lights in the desert, and take soil samples for 
a later-aborted military rescue operation.34 
The CIA undertook those time-sensitive 
operations during a period of significant 
Iranian unrest when hostages remained un-
der Iranian control.35 After these activities 
came to light in the press, the international 
community “neither challenged nor con-
demned” the operations.36 These activities 
mimicked the same class of activities that 
the ICJ ignored in Nicaragua v. United States.

Despite that international law “[f]requently 
segregates unlawful parts from otherwise 
lawfully conducted missions,”37 the CIA’s 
activities in Iran never received legal 
objections because, presumably, they did 
not constitute standalone international 
wrongs. Similar to the disregarded activities 
in Nicaragua v. United States, the tolerance in 
the Iranian case echoes the general principle 

that international law ignores cross-bor-
der clandestine activities like espionage, 
even though they involve non-consensual 
border crossings and localized activities on 
a foreign state’s territory. Such tolerance is 
irreconcilable with the idea that territorial 
sovereignty imposes an internationally-rec-
ognized rule of trespass.

Some critics argue that, like the Iran 
case above, most state cyber operations 
do not “contribute to the crystallization of 
new customary law” because “[they] are 
highly classified or otherwise shielded from 
observation by other states.”38 Yet, states 
have been undertaking clandestine opera-
tions for centuries. Such deep-rooted state 
practice ensures clandestine activities have 

influenced the law. Indeed, in some instanc-
es, clandestine activities have contributed 
to positive international law. For example, 
Additional Protocol (AP) I recognizes states’ 
need for clandestine operations and pre-
serves combatant immunity for clandestine 
operatives in most instances.39 If non-con-
sensual clandestine activities were consid-
ered patently illegal, explicit textual tolerance 
in AP I—not to mention protected status—
would be highly irregular. Rather than not 
contributing to new customary international 
law, the circumstances surrounding states’ 
clandestine activities simply mean that some 
areas of practice, norms, and legal limits 
may remain visible to the state (i.e., through 
cleared government actors), but opaque to 
non-governmental commentators. Instead 
of arguing that those characteristics render 
clandestine activities irrelevant to customary 
international law,40 states should examine 
those instances when clandestine activities 
do trigger legal objection under the auspices 
of “territorial sovereignty,” and examine 
whether those cases evidence the existence of 
a rule distinct from use of force or non-in-
tervention.

Indeed, like in the Iran case, interna-
tional law generally tolerates cross-border 
clandestine activities—except in instances 
where they breach use of force and non-in-
tervention thresholds. While these cases are 
often improperly characterized as territorial 
sovereignty violations, legal objections in 
these cases only arise when the clandes-
tine methods are forcible or usurp a state’s 
political prerogatives.41 One use of force 
example involved French operatives in 

1985 secretly infiltrating New Zealand and 
planting explosives on the Greenpeace ship, 
the Rainbow Warrior, as its crew was ready-
ing the ship to disrupt French nuclear tests 
in the South Pacific.42 When the explosives 
blew car-sized holes in the vessel, inadver-
tently killing a crew member and sinking 
the ship, New Zealand launched an inves-
tigation that ultimately exposed France’s 
involvement.43 In a protest at the United 
Nations (U.N.), New Zealand complained of 
a “violation of [its] territorial sovereignty.”44

Despite the label, international reactions 
solely focused on France’s forcible methods, 
rather than its collateral border incursion, 
territorial infringement, explosives smug-
gling, or other activities.45 New Zealand 
charged the officers with manslaughter and 
illegal explosives use, but withheld complaint 
of any illegal border crossing or explosives 
smuggling.46 In referencing their forcible 
methods, one of the French operatives 
invoked a use-of-force doctrine in acknowl-
edging the bombing was “disproportionate,” 
largely since the French government had 
rejected the option of damaging the propeller 
shaft as a less forcible means to accomplish 
the operation.47 Most importantly, despite 
New Zealand labeling the matter a violation 
of territorial sovereignty, the effects in the 
case involved “death, injury, or significant 
destruction”—criteria that characterize the 
use of force.48 Accordingly, the case demon-
strates not proof of a trespass rule flowing 
from territorial sovereignty, but rather an 
example of otherwise internationally permis-
sible clandestine activities that ripened into 
an indiscriminate and disproportionate use 
of force.49

In other clandestine operations, states 
similarly and improperly invoke territorial 
sovereignty when the de facto violated legal 
interest is non-intervention.50 Like the use-
of-force prohibition, non-intervention is a 
rule designed to protect state sovereignty. 
The U.N. Charter reflects the non-inter-
vention principle and prohibits other states 
from intervening in “matters which are 
essentially within the domestic jurisdiction 
of any state . . . .”51 Extraterritorial abductions 
are emblematic of such cases.52 One famous 
clandestine example involved Israeli Mossad 
agents undertaking secret activities to infil-
trate Argentina and abduct Adolf Eichmann. 
Eichmann was the architect of the Holocaust 
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who fled Germany after World War II to 
enjoy safe harbor under the Argentinian 
president’s personally-supervised domestic 
asylum policy for former Nazi leaders.53 
Once the Mossad agents completed their 
abduction and Argentina discovered Israel 
had secretly captured and spirited Eichmann 
to Jerusalem, Argentina protested at the 
United Nations.54 In its complaint to the 
Security Council, Argentina characterized 
the invasion of its legal interest not as one of 
territorial trespass, but rather “the exercise of 

jurisdictional acts [on its] territory . . . .”55 The 
U.N. Security Council deviated slightly from 
how the international wrong was character-
ized, stating that “[t]he transfer of Adolf Eich-
mann to the territory of Israel constitutes a 
violation of the sovereignty of the Argentine 
Republic . . . .” 56 The U.N. Security Council’s 
assessment focused on the illegal interven-
tion in a high-stakes political matter and 
never addressed Israeli agents’ nonconsensu-
al border crossing, logistics preparations, or 
Israeli probing of local Argentines for helpful 
information; rather, its focus was solely upon 
the jurisdiction usurpation.57 Such omissions 
show that the international wrong in the 
Eichmann case consisted of Israel supplant-
ing Argentina’s jurisdictional prerogatives—
not by virtue of a foreign power’s noncon-
sensual border crossing, physical presence, or 
other localized activities.58

The foregoing cases demonstrate that 
territorial sovereignty does not impose a 
rule of border-based international trespass. 
Despite international law’s tendency to dis-
aggregate unlawful activities from integrated 
military operations and treat each unlawful 
activity according to the rule violated,59 the 
Iran case never elicited any international 
challenge. Nor did the localized clandestine 
activities in Eichmann or Rainbow Warrior 
receive any legal treatment whatsoever. In 
sum, territorial sovereignty represents a 
baseline concept protected by other rules, 
like the use-of-force and non-intervention 
prohibitions—not a rule in and of itself. 
Whether employed for political convenience 
or otherwise, the concept of territorial sover-
eignty simply lacks independent legal force.

The Tallinn Manual 2.0 

Environmental Harm Approach

Rather than carefully examining internation-
al precedent involving clandestine military 

operations, the Tallinn Manual 2.0 improperly 
advances a territorial sovereignty-as-rule 
approach to cyber operations by, primarily, 
analogizing cyber activities to indiscriminate 
environmental harms.60 The precedent on 
which the Tallinn Manual 2.0 primarily relies 
involved instances in which pollution, radia-
tion, and falling space debris crossed borders 
into another state and caused harm therein. 
In those cases, the ICJ has cited territorial 
sovereignty as a basis to impose strict liability 
on offending states.61 From that precedent, 
the Tallinn Manual 2.0 authors assert that ter-
ritorial sovereignty functions as a universal 
border rule that forbids nearly all noncon-
sensual, cross-border cyber activities.

Indeed, while both pollution and cyber 
operations can cross borders undetected 
with the potential of causing physical harm, 
environmental harms are inherently indis-
criminate and per se physically harmful.62 
Military cyber operations are not. In fact, 
“[m]ilitary cyberspace operations can be 
carried out in a manner that fully comports 
with and respects the principles of distinc-
tion, necessity[,] proportionality . . . .”63 and 
non-intervention.64 The carefully-tailored 
battery depletion and data manipulation 
in Operation GLOWING SYMPHONY is 
one example of how states are fully capable 
of calibrating their operations and avoid 
indiscriminate effects and comply with 
the traditional principles animating state 
tolerance of clandestine action on their 
territory, like proportionality, necessity, 
and discrimination.65 As the preceding sec-
tion demonstrated, states have historically 
tolerated clandestine operations when they 
comply with these traditional use-of-force 
principles,66 while condemning them on the 
same principles when they do not.67 Mili-
tary cyber operations, unlike environmental 
harms, simply are not inherently indiscrim-
inate or per se physically harmful, rendering 
the latter poor factual analogs for a rule 
governing cross-border cyber operations.

In summary, the foregoing cases illus-
trate that territorial sovereignty imposes 
no per se trespass rule against cross-border 
military incursions. Rather than a trespass 
rule, non-intervention and traditional use 
of force doctrines like distinction, necessity, 
and proportionality animate the interna-
tional community’s responses.68 States may 
impute liability for indiscriminate harms 

like pollution and radiation, but states have 
historically viewed those harms factually and 
qualitatively distinct from military opera-
tions. The next section demonstrates how 
the traditional use-of-force and non-inter-
vention principles in the physical domain 
provide states with a firm legal groundwork 
to assess the lawfulness of cyber operations.

Regulating by Analogy: 

Comparing Approaches

When government leaders and their legal 
advisors look past labels to the de facto 
patterns of prohibited conduct in clandes-
tine action cases, they find sound precedent 
to regulate cyber operations. Rather than 
traditional overt military operations, trans-
boundary cyber operations mimic historical 
clandestine operations in both form and 
function. Like operatives infiltrating a 
foreign state, cyber operations involve de-
liberately accessing a security gap in a for-
eign computer system through a software 
“exploit.”69 As in physical clandestine opera-
tions, cyber operations’ surreptitious nature 
is necessary to mission effectiveness, since 
exposure renders the operation vulnerable 
to defense.70 After a cyber operator gains 
system access, a given software exploit can 
insert a malicious file or “payload” into the 
foreign system, like an operative secretly 
smuggling weaponry to an objective.71 The 
payload then enables a cyber operator to 
delete or manipulate data, disable function-
ality, or remain latent for future use.72 Like 
other clandestine operations, cyber opera-
tions’ surreptitious nature, combined with 
their tailored “force, targeting, and timing,” 
can be particularly effective at directly shap-
ing conditions to achieve military advan-
tages.73 Indeed, offensive cyber operations 
have become the digital analog to historical 
territorial clandestine operations.

Applying Legal Principles from 

Military Clandestine Operations

Accordingly, the operation of non-inter-
vention and use of force prohibitions in 
historical clandestine operations supply 
precedent to guide military cyber opera-
tions. For permissive precedent, cases like 
the disregarded pre-hostage raid activities 
in Iran demonstrate that international law 
is likely to tolerate low-grade operations 
undertaken on foreign soil in time-sensitive 
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contexts. As such, the Trickbot disruption, 
which produced de minimis physical effects 
against the backdrop of an impending 2020 
Presidential election, would be unlikely 
to elicit legal challenge, nor would the 
calibrated data and hardware operations of 
Operation GLOWING SYMPHONY. Ad-
ditionally, other precursor activities—like 
the largely-ignored explosives smuggling in 
Rainbow Warrior—find cyber parallels with 
activities involving inserting malicious, but 
latent, software into foreign systems.74 Such 
operations would likely remain internation-
ally permissible, absent destructive effects 
(like those in Rainbow Warrior).75

Rainbow Warrior illustrates the idea that 
states historically assess clandestine activities 
by their actual effects—not what the activities 
could have involved. This concept is critical 
in cyberspace when an intrusive cyber 
exploit may retain a number of destructive 
functionalities. Retaining these functional-
ities alone does not increase legal risk, at least 
so long as they remain latent. Legal advisors 
can look to aspects like these to support the 
legality of state cyber operations.

Other aspects of the same historical 
cases also provide states initial prohibi-
tive guideposts. For example, the Rainbow 

Warrior case demonstrates that preemptive 
destruction of private property, absent 
compelling justification, will be viewed as 
disproportionate and unlawful.76 Applied to 
cyber operations, North Korea’s 2014 crip-
pling attack on Sony’s computer infrastruc-
ture to protect minimal security interests in 
its dictator’s public image would similarly 
be subject to condemnation.77 Other cases, 
like the Eichmann abduction,78 illustrate 
that internationally unlawful coercion can 
occur in cases implicating only a single indi-
vidual or entity, if it amounts to usurping a 
state’s decision-making authority in signif-
icant domestic prerogatives. Accordingly, 
cyber operations that impose chilling effects 
on political decisions in representative 
governments, like Russia’s 2007 debilitating 
denial of service attack against Estonia for 
a Russian statue removal, would remain 
similarly indefensible under international 
law.79 While these constitute only a few ex-
amples, they provide ready groundwork for 
government leaders and their legal advisors 
to develop an international legal regime for 
cross-border cyber operations.80

Problems with the Tallinn 

Manual 2.0 Approach

In contrast, the Tallinn Manual 2.0’s 
cross-border harm approach imposes a 
historically unsupported prohibition on 
nearly all transboundary operations. Such 
an approach disregards states’ historical toler-
ance for localized clandestine operations that 
comply with traditional use-of-force prin-
ciples, like discrimination, proportionality 
and necessity. Indeed, the Tallinn Manual 2.0 

approach would lead to the absurd result that 
the United States would be responsible for 
damage to terrorists’ and Trickbot’s operators’ 
computers, purely on the basis of crossing 
into foreign territory and harming digital 
infrastructure therein. That kind of blanket 
prohibition effectively “[e]quates a mugger’s 
knife of a citizen on the street with a sur-
geon’s removal of a tumor from that ailing 
citizen, because both actions involve one hu-
man being’s putting a knife into another.”81 
Such an approach ignores key characteristics 
of military cyber operations that have tradi-
tionally conditioned states’ responses to clan-
destine operations in the physical domain 
and provides neither historically-supported, 
nor desirable, legal baselines.

In contrast to environmental harms, 
clandestine activity cases supply government 
leaders and their legal advisors the most 
analogous precedent to assess cyber opera-
tions. States remain able to control and cali-
brate their cyber operations, rendering those 
operations more closely aligned to physical 
domain clandestine operations than the 
indiscriminate environmental harms upon 
which the Tallinn Manual 2.0’s approach re-
lies. Not only do clandestine operation cases 
provide a workable precedent, but the next 
section demonstrates that cyberspace neces-
sitates the freedom of action that a territorial 
sovereignty rule would prohibit.

The Need for Freedom of Action

Unlike territorial sovereignty, non-inter-
vention and use-of-force principles supply 
states with critical features that enable 
them to most effectively regulate cyber 
activities. This section argues that one of 
those features is the ability to maximize 
responsible states’ freedom of action in a 
rapid and dynamic domain. While avoiding 
a rule of sovereignty enables this freedom 
of action, this section also acknowledges 

that states may ultimately coalesce around a 
rule of sovereignty and explores the “unable 
and unwilling” anticipatory self-defense 
doctrine as an alternative legal construct for 
states to retain the operational flexibility 
necessary to defend their interests against 
cyber threats.

Cyber Threats: Practical Protection 

Through Freedom of Action

In addition to providing circumscribed 
normative protections, use-of-force and 
non-intervention ensure states retain free-
dom of action to defend against non-state 
threats in the cyber domain. Under a ter-
ritorial sovereignty approach, states would 
be restricted from preemptive cross border 
cyber operations—even when such opera-
tions would have no impact in the foreign 
state’s internal affairs.82 Such an obligation 
is particularly imperiling in the cyber do-
main where non-state threats, like ISIS and 
Trickbot, remain geographically dispersed, 
but retain the ability to aggregate cross-bor-
der activities for malicious purposes.

In the terrorism context, cyberspace 
offers an anonymous, worldwide sanctuary 
to disseminate violent messaging, raise 
money, and exercise command and control 
(C2), which undermines states’ abilities to 
prevent nefarious activity through physical 
actions in any particular state.83 Terrorist 
cells use software called The Onion Router 
(ToR) or the Invisible Internet Project to 
anonymize internet access.84 That software 
simultaneously provides users access to 
a “sub-internet” called the “Dark Web,” 
linking individuals together inside an 
unindexed internet in which groups can 
buy weapons, control dispersed networks, 
distribute radical materials, and fund their 
operations through virtual currency black 
markets.85 Based on the territorial tran-
scendent nature of the terrorism threat, 
states require a legal construct that allows 
for freedom of action to engage terrorist 
threats through cyberspace, like in Opera-
tion GLOWING SYMPHONY.

Aside from terrorist groups, large scale 
ransomware crews, like those responsible 
for Trickbot, increasingly capitalize on the 
decentralized Internet of Things (IoT) to 
evade single host-nation disruption efforts. 
As one example, Trickbot’s operators recently 
began to shed the system’s server-based 
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C2 architecture in favor of a hive model 
that leverages asynchronous, decentralized 
C2 across all IoT systems.86 Such structure 
enables those crews to leverage worldwide 
computing power while eluding efforts to 
dismantle their illicit network.87 State actors 
like Russia and North Korea are increasingly 
developing their own, similar “hivenets” for 
both widespread malware infection and large 
scale distributed denial of service attacks.88 
States require freedom of action to defend 
against borderlesscyber threats like Trickbot.

Applying a sovereignty rule to USCY-
BERCOM’s Trickbot operation showcases 
how unwieldy the construct would be against 
a malicious cyber actor, like Trickbot. Under 
a non-intervention/use-of-force approach, 
the United States would retain freedom of 
action to undertake operations against Trick-

bot without triggering any international law 
prohibitions; the United States simply must 
ensure its operations are calibrated to avoid 
intervening in a foreign state’s internal affairs 
or causing significant destruction. In contrast, 
territorial sovereignty as a rule would saddle 
the United States with the requirement—
during a time of concentrated voter registra-
tion and pre-election polling—of requesting 
the consent of every state in which it wished 
to impose cyber effects across a 250-mil-
lion-system hivenet.89 Some states may refuse 
to grant consent. Some may have been in-
filtrated by intelligence services of malicious 
state actors aligned with Trickbot.90 Even for 
consenting states, each request would have to 
navigate bureaucracies and approval levels, 
preventing preemptive measures and poten-
tially allowing Trickbot operators to insulate 
their software against U.S. cyber operations.91 
The insurmountable hurdles of a normative 
approach to cyber threats would undermine, 
not further, state security, and increase the 
likelihood of harm and escalation, vice reduc-
ing it.92 As such, use of force and non-inter-
vention provide the most desirable baseline 
for transboundary cyber operations because 
they accommodate freedom of action while 
simultaneously circumscribing the scope of 
lawful activities to necessary, discriminate, 
and proportionate means.

Territorial Sovereignty and the 

“Unable or Unwilling” Doctrine

Despite territorial sovereignty’s lack of 
substance as a rule, and states’ difficulties in 

defining the rule’s content, some states have 
embraced the Tallinn Manual 2.0 approach 
and have asserted that sovereignty, as a 
rule, applies to cyber operations.93 Under 
that approach, unilateral cross-border 
action in cyberspace will remain unavailable 
absent host nation or U.N. consent, threat 
of armed attack, or the exhaustion of all 
domestically-available safeguards.94 Consid-
ering the speed of data, interconnectivity 
of cyberspace, and mutability of malicious 
actors, states will seek a legal safety valve to 
justify anticipatory cross-border operations 
that may otherwise breach a rule of territo-
rial sovereignty in cyberspace.

One legal theory that may provide 
relief in the face of a restrictive rule of 
territorial sovereignty is the “unwilling or 
unable” doctrine.95 The “unable or unwill-
ing” is a self-defense doctrine that justifies a 
victim state’s anticipatory defensive actions 
in third-party states unable or unwilling to 
suppress an imminent threat.96 The doc-
trine evolved from the famous Caroline case 
in which the British justified its anticipatory 
self-defense actions on U.S. soil, in part, be-
cause the United States was “unable” to pre-
vent insurrectionists from using U.S. terri-
tory to launch cross-border attacks against 
British Canada.97 Properly employed, the 
doctrine requires proportional balancing of 
the victim state’s security interests with the 
territorial state’s sovereignty interests.98

In the cyber domain, many states 
currently struggle with the technical 
capacity to detect and eliminate malicious 
cyber activities, rendering many effectively 
“unable” to prevent malicious actors from 
co-opting private infrastructure within 
their territory.99 And the irrelevance of ge-
ography in data transmission supplies states 
with a firm position to characterize known 
cyber threats as “imminent.”100 Because the 
cyber domain lends itself to satisfying these 
precursor legal requirements, the “unable or 
unwilling” doctrine would provide signif-
icant utility to states otherwise restricted 
from out-of-system operations necessary 
because of a territorial sovereignty rule.101

Early state practice in cyberspace 
already suggests that sovereignty-as-a-rule 
proponent states may already be implicitly 
relying on the logic undergirding the “un-
able or unwilling” doctrine. For example, 
in late 2019, France deployed “white worm” 

software into hundreds of thousands of 
computers in Latin America to dislodge 
a Paris-based botnet threatening users in 
Europe and other states, despite having 
adopted a “system penetration” rule for ter-
ritorial sovereignty in cyberspace.102 While 
France never publicly explained the reasons 
underlying its operation, logic contemplat-
ed by the “unable or unwilling doctrine” 
would have theoretically enabled France 
to justify what would otherwise function 
as what it would see as violations of other 
states’ territorial sovereignty.103 If the 
international community coalesces around a 
sovereignty rule in cyberspace, other states 
will likely follow France’s lead as they seek 
the freedom of action necessary to maintain 
their own security in a persistently transna-
tional threat domain.

However, the “unable or unwilling” 
legal defense suffers from a number of 
problems and should therefore function 
as a safety valve to an otherwise undesir-
able sovereignty construct, rather than as 
a primary aspect to an international cyber 
sovereignty regime. First, cyber threats 
almost inherently provide a hurdle to the 
procedural checkpoints of the doctrine, 
making potential abuse of the doctrine a 
near certainty. Further, the doctrine leaves 
significant ambiguity between legally-per-
missible anticipatory self-defense and 
illegal preemptive operations. Data speed, 
system co-optation, and the difficulty of 
discerning intent through code exacerbate 
the problems of distinguishing preemption 
from anticipatory self-defense.104 Moreover, 
the “unable or unwilling” proportional-
ity analysis still requires states to define 
territorial sovereignty violations in order 
to balance any violation against its own 
security interests. This presents a problem 
when historical “sovereignty violations” 
suggest themselves to be a mislabeled legal 
fiction whose substance demonstrates little 
qualitative or quantitative difference from 
interests protected under widely-accepted 
use-of-force and non-intervention prin-
ciples. Nonetheless, if states do ultimately 
rally around a rule of sovereignty, an 
expansion of the “unable or unwilling” doc-
trine will likely prove itself to be of critical 
utility as states collectively seek the freedom 
of action necessary to maintain security in 
the dynamism of the cyber domain.
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In summary, non-intervention and 
use-of-force principles provide the most 
balanced, and historically honest baseline for 
operations in cyberspace. Those rules allow 
for the conceptual flexibility to preempt 
trans-territorial cyber threats without the 
foreseeable impasses imposed through 
consent or U.N. Charter requirements. 
However, if states ultimately unite around 
a sovereignty approach, further developing 
the “unable or unwilling” legal defense will 
become critical for states to maintain their 
security interests. But because that approach 
injects more layers of exploitable ambiguity 
and circuity into a cyberspace baseline than 
simply relying on traditional non-interven-
tion and use of force principles, states should 
focus their efforts on those latter rules.

Conclusion

In conclusion, government leaders and 
their legal advisors confront key questions 
when assessing the international legality 
of any cross-border cyber operation: Does, 
or should, territorial sovereignty impose 
a trespassory restriction on operations in 
other states’ systems? If not, what precedent 
can legal advisors reference in discerning 
applicable law? And, finally, do any ideal 
baseline rules or principles emerge from 
that precedent?

This article addressed those issues in 
three sections. First, territorial sovereign-
ty-as-a-rule suffers from two key infirmi-
ties. One, the idea of any form of a geogra-
phy-based, international trespass rule fails 
to reconcile with international law’s his-
torical tolerance for clandestine incursions. 
Two, the de facto substance of territorial 
sovereignty violations has involved patterns 
of conduct traditionally prohibited under 
use-of-force and intervention prohibitions. 
Seminal cases involving purported viola-
tions of territorial sovereignty evince inter-
ests already protected under use-of-force 
and non-intervention principles, rendering 
sovereignty-as-a-customary international 
rule a fallacious legal construct.

However, as advanced in section two, 
when government leaders and their legal 
advisors disregard sovereignty-as-a-rule and 
instead look to the substance of permissible 
and prohibited conduct in historical clan-
destine operations, they find a solid ground-
work of workable precedent. Because cyber 

operations remain subject to calibration and 
control, the function of both non-interven-
tion and use-of-force principles in historical 
clandestine operations cases readily translate 
as guideposts for military cyber operations. 
Accordingly, states should look to precedent 
involving clandestine operations to guide 
their legal assessments, vice the indiscrim-
inate harm analogs underlying the Tallinn 

Manual 2.0 approach.
Apart from providing a factually 

analogous body of workable precedent, use-
of-force and non-intervention principles 
provide states with a properly balanced in-
ternational framework for cyber operations. 
Some argue that a rule of sovereignty would 
help stabilize state activities in cyberspace. 
But, the reality is that states have not his-
torically honored a customary international 
rule of territorial sovereignty. Grafting 
one onto a domain in which geography 
is largely irrelevant will deny precedent 
of a long-standing international toler-
ance for clandestine incursions and place 
law-abiding states at significant asymmetric 
disadvantage.105 Non-intervention and use 
of force rules afford states freedom of action 
against trans-territorial threats like Trickbot 
and ISIS.106 The need for freedom of action 
in cyberspace means that, even in the event 
that states unite around a prohibitive rule of 
territorial sovereignty, they will seek legal 
bases to justify cross-border operations to 
secure state interests. While the “unable or 
unwilling” doctrine can provide such relief, 
a more honest and less problematic legal 
construct would simply involve focusing 
on use of force and non-intervention and 
abandoning the fallacy of territorial sover-
eignty in cyberspace. TAL
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Closing Argument
Allied Relationships Should Start with 
Humility and Commitment

By Lieutenant Colonel Jay S. Burns

Governments create alliances and 

partnerships, but people create the 

relationships that make those al-

liances and partnerships effective. 
Defender Europe 2021 was an exercise that 
involved twenty-six militaries operating 
in twelve countries, airport operations in 
sixteen countries, and port operations in 
five countries. To pull off such a massive 
undertaking, hundreds of different agree-
ments and arrangements and thousands of 
hours of planning were required from the 
national down to the unit level. However, 
the legacy of Defender Europe 2021 and 
any similar undertaking is far more likely 
to manifest itself in the minds and the lives 
of the 28,000 people who played some role 
in the exercise. Because people—individu-
als—are ultimately the mechanism through 
which alliances and partnerships are built, 
nurtured, and put into action, we must pay 
particular attention to how we represent 
ourselves, our Army, and our Nation’s 
people when engaging with allies and part-
ners. The most important aspects of that 
representation are maintaining humility 
and demonstrating our commitment to 
our relationships.

Humility is absolutely essential at both 
the individual and collective levels. Not 
every nation wants to be the United States; 
but the patriotism and civic pride, con-
centrated further by the fact that we are 
all people who chose to serve in the U.S. 
military, can frequently cloud our aware-
ness of the fact that our way is not the only 
way. The Army had to develop cultural 
awareness training for key leader engage-
ments conducted in Iraq and Afghanistan 

over the last two decades to overcome the 
inherent bias toward American values in 
how those key leader engagements were 
being conducted. Humility requires an 
awareness that ours is neither a perfect 
system nor the only viable system, and 
it also requires acknowledging our own 
shortcomings. Now, more than any time 
in recent memory, our affairs at home and 
abroad are receiving intense scrutiny—es-
pecially in how we treat one another and 
how disadvantaged groups of people have 
been mistreated throughout our history. 
Failing to acknowledge this risks mak-
ing us hypocrites and undermining our 
credibility with our partners and allies; 
admitting failures, demonstrating a sincere 
desire to improve in those areas, and tak-
ing sincere and visible actions to improve 
ourselves can be a major part of demon-
strating American values.

All our efforts are wasted if we fail 
to actually demonstrate our commitment 
when needs arise. Even now, a painful (yet 
important) example of how we demon-
strate that commitment is going on as 
Service members and civilian teammates, 
along with assistance from many allies and 
partners in at least three geographic com-
batant command areas of responsibility, 
conduct continuous operations to bring 
tens of thousands of Afghans to safety. 
Two decades of U.S. involvement in 
Afghanistan did not yield the results many 
sought; but even as we withdrew the last 
troops under challenging circumstances, 
the United States demonstrated—and con-
tinues to demonstrate—its commitment 
to the Afghan allies who helped us in our 

shared fight. Our ability to focus on the 
mission at hand when time is critical while 
applying lessons from previous missions, 
both completed and failed, is a key part 
of how we demonstrate that our commit-
ment to our allies and partners endures 
in both good times and bad. For those 
of us in Europe, our Afghan evacuation 
operations in Germany, Spain, Italy, and 
Kosovo serve as a visible reminder to our 
European allies that the United States will 
stand by them too. 

Strong relationships are especially 
important to the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, 
Marines, and Guardians in the U.S. 
European Command area of responsibility 
for another reason. Not only do we work 
alongside our allies and partners on a daily 
basis both in peacetime and across the 
full range of military operations, but we 
live with our families in the same villages, 
towns, and cities as our comrades in arms. 
We shop at the same stores, many of our 
children attend the same schools, and we 
rely on the emergency services and other 
support from our host nations. Our close 
and continuous connection to our host 
nations make us acutely aware of how 
local host nation sentiment toward the 
United States changes over time based on 
how we—Service members, our families, 
and our nation—conduct ourselves both 
at home and around the rest of the world. 
Every Soldier is an ambassador; let us 
fulfill that responsibility with humility and 
commitment. TAL 

LTC Burns is the Chief, National Security 

Law, for U.S. Army Europe and Africa in 

Wiesbaden, Germany. 



Sergeant Alex Saab, Paralegal NCO, 3d Brigade 
Combat Team, 82d Airborne Division, rigs a 
HMMWV to a hovering UH-60 following a Joint 
Force Exercise in Estonia. (Photo courtesy of 
MAJ Derek Carlson)
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